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THESIS 

presented in candidature for the degree of 

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 

by 

Ha.rry Callender Sutton, M.Sc. (N.Z.) 

Being an account of work caiTied out at the. Londonderry 

Laboratory for Radiochemistry, Durham University (Durham 

Division) during the period 194.8 - 1950 under the supervision 

of Professor F. A. Paneth, Ph.D., F.R.S • 
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STUDIES OF THE CHEMICAL EFFECTS 

OF RADIATIONS. 

Investigations, by radioactive tracer methods, of the photochemical 

decomposition of ketones. 
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In the laet 20 years. a conei~rable·n~be~ of publications has 

appeared concerning the photoohem:t.stry of' ketones.. This interest in 

the mechanism of the photodeoompoaition is att_ri'butable ~~t only to 

its intrinSic value; but also ·-to the light i~ shedS on the properties-. . . . 

o:f certain organic tree radicals whioh_may be prod.uoed dtll'irlg _the 
. - . 

process-. As in I!1fU1Y ~hotooheQdeal reactions~ the -P-~:q pro~ss 
- ' ' 

oo~ after absorption of. l'~a·Hori is :most g~nerm,y·.cona:idered to 
-

be a split of the ketone- molecule into_ free radioal·s; thus in the case 

ot acetone one may enVieage the reaction: 

•••••••••• (1) 
.. -:~· . 

Such a. prooes_s would. require a minimum of ;some· 70~90-koal. per ~· 

molecule, since this amount of energy is req.uired to break: the carbon-
- .. 

carbon boil4·in·aoetone. 
' . . . Acetone ·begins to absorb light:iri the- · 

·. . . . .· .. ·:. ·:::··." ... . ·. . -

· ~traviQlet at·. $-bou,t 3300 A (Porter and ;r~gs .(50); but :a.bli~orption · 

reaches its.~um- in a continuous region: ot the sp~o~::~eil~rea. 
• • 

around 2800 A, and- exten~. dOwn to 220<? A. The energy .per':einstein . . . .· . 

of 3300 A. is 88 kcal., so that the. abo~e reaction. is energeti~ly 

possible throughout· :the en.tue region of abso~tion, -aM i:r{p~rti~ular 

is very well oampatible with the continuous spectrum. However, the 

spectrum at the long wave end possesses discrete struot~, and this 
• 

banded region extends to 30.50 A, where ·it gradUally merges- into the 

cont:lnuWQ. In this region thou; one. may reaso~bly infer the f'ormati_on 

of an activat.ed molecule of fi~te h,alf-life, aoco~ng to the reaction: 

CH
3

COOH
3 

+ h -~ _... CH_,c~ ••••••••• (1+) 

The extent to whiCh · ~ reae_tion contributes to the primary 



prooess, and the fate of the exoited molecules so produced has beoome 

somawhat controversial. Spenoe and Wild (57 ,58) oontend that such 

activated moleoul.es lilaY in certain oiroum.stanoes be deactivated to a 

seoond state of lower energy, from which they may in turn revert to 

normal molecules, or decompose directly into the p~t molecules -

ethane and oarbon monoxide. 

The exponents of a purely free radioal interpretation, notably 

W. A. Noyes and his oollaborators, consider that if reaction (4-) ooours 

to ~ significant extenfti, it is followed ultimately either by 

deactivation to normal molecules, or by a split into free radicals. 
I 

On this basis all the products of the photolysis ~re .to be attributed 

to the two radicals methyl and acetyl; in fact there is fairly general 

agreement that this is the case in the continuum region, and in 
• 

particular at 2537 A. 

Consideration of the reaction products is quite compatible with 

this·· latter inte:rpretation, in certain oases it provides p~rhaps the 

only reasonable explanation. Thus Barak and Style' a (4) identification 

of diacetyl in the products at low temperatures is attributable to a 

recombination between two acetyl radicals, and is strong evidence for 

their existence during photolysis. Other products normally observed 

are Cf16, 00, and CHq.; these may arise from the reactions: 

0H3+CH3 _, Of16 • • • •• • • • • • (7) 

CH 
3
oo _,. CH

3
+C0 

CH3+ca,cOOH3-+0Hq.+OH2000H3 ••• (9) 

Since in certain oases ethane and carbon monoxide are the sole products 

in equal proportions, the primary reaction 



/ 

has been proposed. It cannot be of major importance as a p~ 

process, ~r, for under suitable conditions the O.JI6 yield is amall 

compared with that of OH4-' while 00 production is stillnlarge. The 

formation of CH,._ is diffioul t to interprete on_ any basis other than 

reaction ( 9) , but this requ:irea. the einlul t$.neo\ll;J formation of the radical 

CH2cOOH
3

• This radical may then combine with methyl, 

yielding methyl-ethyl ketone, and indeed, Allen (2) has identified this 

product in the products tomea· at high temperatures. One may- also 

envisage the reactions: 

OH2oOOH3+0H;OO 

2(0H2COCH
3
) 

CH3COOH200CH 3 

_,. CH300CH20H2COOH3 

cn3cOCH~-y ~ OH3+0H2co 
- -

Very recent work by Ferris and Haynes ( 23) has proved the formation of' 

ketene at high te~eratures, in accortl with the last reaot~on apove, but 

none of t!le· other products has been -oba~rved to any ~ignifiO«lnt extent. 

Rice, Rodowskas and Lewis (55), have., however, identified diacetonyl in 

the products of the therm&l. reactions of acetone and -methyl radicals at 

high temperatures. 

Quantitative treatments of the photolysis in terms of the above 

free radical methanism. depend very ori tically on the kinetics assumed 

for each reaction. Knowledge on such points is inevitably uncertain, 

its major source is the trial and error method of finding· which equations 

best fit the observed results. Indeed some obje~tion may be raised to 

free radical treatments in general on this score, for by suitable choice 

of kinetics they tend to explain too much ratber than too little. 



Further, it is quite possible that the ldnetios ot a oonibination reaction 

such as that be~ two ~ls fJJ!!J.'Y vary with the to1;al. pressure :l.n the 

system, such a reaction may be seocmd order aa4 bomogeneous at high 

pressures, and revert to a first ozder heterogeneous process as the 

pressure is lowered. One oarmot expect, theretore, canplete ccmaistenoy 

in the assumed ld.neti.qs e~t over a lim:l. ted range ot pressure, so that 

proof ot t)?.e assumed meahaDiam is even more inaetinite. 

The present W01'k ccmcems a more ~ct method ot invest1gat1Dg the 

raQical teactiona wbioh ~occur cDiriDg photolysis. ThcNgb izd.tial.ly 

cU.rected el•~ere, m:y eXperimeDts ware applied largely to the DIUCh 

discussed case ot acetone; it will be convenient at this stage to 

ccmsider the more relevant eviaence em this ketone available from 

quantitative studies ot the products ot the direct photolysis. 

I(inet1c treatment ot the pbotolysis ot acetone 

In a ~umber ot earq papers, e.g ( 30) , Noyes ana. his school proposed 

a treatment in Wbiah radio8.1 canbination reactions we~ cormiaOred 

exclusively' as wall processes. Thus the; rate ~ression for reaction (7) 

would be: 

dt 

where (A) is the total pressure in the system. This trea'taent explained 

moat ot the observaticzm at low pressures, but it was not entirely 

satisfactory. In partioul.ar, it_ failed to explain the varia1;ion.~in the 

ratio at ethane to carbon monoxide in the products w1 th absorbed 

intensity. 

Ocmsiasration ot a fast growillg tund ot experimenta,l data has lead 

to a recent paper 'b7 Noyes and Dorfman ( Jt-5) in which the treatment is 



~--

'ba$ed on h*sen.eous b1i:noleet4at" OQiiibiila;tioJJ. ~~c~~., ~a. tfta.tnlent 

is:- ·0cms1atmt in its_ ·us~Uons over a wide· -rqge· of preuures, and 

otters--an -iBterpretat:l:Qn ot noariy ail avaUa:ble ~t&- au:· the. direot 
. ' ·- .· 

photolyais With some degree 9f q~titative accuracy. The reaotiona 
. ' • : ' ' • 1 . ~ ' • ·' • ; . . . ·, - ' . - . . . . . ; • • ' -

11i:V01vea. ·1xi'thls t@a:tment 'ate set-:out below,:_ tQgethO~ With- th•': 

-aorresponaing :z.oate .expression tor· .ea:ah. -re~tion•- · 
. . . . '' 

React ian 

- CH>"IVID',. + . h. --,l -""'"""'rra --+CH- CO . ·3~3' ' _.~ ... ,. J 

e.CH··co ': '.,' 
at COOH + 

' ' cu3eoOH3 . + 

aa3oo 
2(00CH

3
) 

2{CH
3
) 

OH3C~OH}
OH3+CBJCOOHJ . 

. 2( CJ;IJO.OCH2) -

CH;-t:CH2COOHJ 

CH3COt-CH2COCH3 

~ a.cn=I3+a00 

~2CH,+00 
' .. : .. ·' .. 

~CH3oocm3 
~ OH.3~o 

~ CH3cooOOH3 

~?tf6; 

~OH_,cOCH3 
~ CH,._ +CH2000H3. 

~ ( oo,cQCH2)-2 

~OH30H200CHJ 
~ OH3COCH-2000HJ 

·· Rate·ExPressicm. 
11 • ' ; ~ 

: -PI.,a'bs~,-

a. ¢·:I :a~s-" ... 

k5(cm3oo> 
k6(dH3c?.) 2 

~(CB3)1.. 
__ k8(0H3) (OH3co) 

k9_<ea,> (A) .. 
' 2 

k]_~(CH3cooa2) · 

~(CH3)(CH3cocH2) 
~2< CH_,co > c CH3oOCH2). · 

1!2• 
1 • 

2. 

'· 
!to. 

5· 

6. 

1·· 

8. 

9. 

10. 

u. 

12. 
. . 

(J , the quantum etf'icienay of reaotian (1) is taken as ·unity at 2537 A; 
• 

at 3130 A Noyes and Dorfman consider it is tEiilrperature. dependent, 
• 

appraaohing unity above 100 c. 

An essentia.l -po1Jlt in the treatment aonoe.rns the tate ot the a.c$tyl 

raclicals. Various estimates (5,26,30,46,511-) ot the aotin:tion energy tor 

decanposition ot acetyl place 1 t as 14-18 koal. Assuming Rice and 

Herzfeld • s estimate ( ~) ot 70 kcal. tor the strength ot the o-o bcmd ill 

• 
acetone, tb.n, Qll abs~t10n ot '130 A 1~t1on; eqllivalent to '1 kaal. 

i 



per einstein, some 20 kcal. excess energy rema.:ln to be shared between 

the a.oetyl and meteyl radicals so fozmed. Davia (1.3) shows that saDe 

14 ko81. 11181' be retained by the acetyl radical., so that its spontaneoua 
0 

decanposition is just possible. At 2537 A, some 43 kcal. e:xcess energ,y 

~s available, so that spon~eous decomposition of acetyl is more probable 

at this wavelength. As a result, a fra.otion "a" of the originally 

fo:nned acetyl radicals will undergo spontaneous deoan.Posi tion either 

imned.iately, or in a time intertal too abort to permit the ooourence of 

collisicmal deact:l,vation. This precess is represented by reaction (2); 

With the proviso that "a" is dependent on wavelength. Assuming this 

treatment, Benson and Forbes (6),and Noyes and Dorfman (45) estimate 
0 . 0 

fran experimental data that "a'' is about ,07 at 3130 A and ,22 at 2537 A. 

Those acetyl radicals which survive this initial. disruption reach 

thermal equilibrium with their suJ;TOUndings, and may in turn decompose 

according to the thexmal reaction (5). Assuming the normal type of 

unimoleaular mechaDiem far this reaction, Davis (13) estimates from 

experimental data that its rate becanes independent of pressure above 

50mm., and simply propartional to acetyl concentration as set out aboVe. 

In tems of the above mechanism, one may attempt a quantitative 

treatment of observed quantum yields as follows: 

Quantum etficienoy of acetone decomposition, i acetone 

If one assi~s an act-ivation energy of zero to the back reaction (8), 

then it Will compete favourably with the product forming reactions for 

removal .of methyl and acetyl radicals, thereby lowering facetone. This 

effect will predominate only where the acetyl concentration is comparable 

to that of methyl, and we IIDlSt conclude that this is the case at low 

temperatures where !acetone is as low as 0,1. At higher temperatures 



the thermal decamposi tion ot acetyl becomes ot in~siDg importance; 

9.nd we tind that at 100•0 and above, i aaetcme = f CO = 1. The above 

value qt N16 k:oal. for the activation energ,y ot this deo(upoa:ltion 1a 

compatible With this result, ~or the rate cOeffloient at 100• would be 

21+0 times as high as at 25•, and one :ma.y :reascmably inf'er complete 

decomposition at the former temperature. Nevertheless, it should be 

stressed that this result c1epeD4s entirely on the relative ~tea ot the 

vario1aa reaoticms which compete tor the acetyl radical; it is ilqpossi'ble 

to assess this degree Ot. aaoom,pos1tion ::I.Dto metl\Yl and carbon monoxide• 

without quantitativa knowledge of these rates, and hence ot the 

conoentration of the reactants involved. One can aay only that the 

temperature dependance of f acetone o-.n ·be interpreted iD the above tel'lllB; 

it coul.~ not bave been. quantitatively precti.otea., eve~ with the -knowledge 

that :E~. ::: 16 koal. 

The abov8 clisoussion relates the temperature . dependence of t aoetone 

to th~ rate of equation ( 5}, on the .-s~tton · that p is· unity t~Ol,lghoUt. 

Bmvor -Noyes and Dortman oonol.Ude from 8lq)erimental clata that f itself 
• 

is tempera~ dependent at. 31:50 ~· 'l'o explain this eft~ot, the 

formation of activated molecules by reaction (It-) is invoked. The 

following mechanism is envisaged: 

Reaction 

OH3oOOH3 + 

* CH
3
oOOH

3 
. * CH

3
oOOH

3 
+ A 

Rat~_ E!fresaion 

I abs. .. 
~,< CH3oooa3~~-
kv..,(OH3COOH3"'> (A) 

Bence the pri.mary quantum yield ot radicals "'i" , will be given by' 

1 

!!2· 
(It-) 

(~3) 

(:U..) 



AssUming that Eu. = 0, the valqe ~3 = 5 kcal. is deduced from the 

e~~tal observation that l· ... 1 at 100°, but falls to • 7 at 25°, 
. '· 

8 

with an acetone pressure of lOOmm. Such a calClilation is somewhat 

speCUlative, for it is based on assumed absolute values of the rates of 

reactions (13) and (14). The essential requ~rement is tlu\t ~3 - ~~ 

5. kcal r · the assumption that ~4 = 0 is by no means proved, though it 

JDey" be theoretioally probable. 

Suo~ a scheme interpretes the temperature dependence of fJ , but it 

requires a QOill,Plementar,y pressure effect where ku, (A) is comparable to 

~3, i.e. at low temperature~. It applies. only in the banded region of 
0 

absorption;· at 2537 A, ,S :::.1 under all conditions. 

Effect of pressUre on i'aoetone 

When the activated moleCUle effeot is negligible, it will be seen 

that every reaction in the proposed mechanism is independent of pressure, 

with the single exception of the methane forming reaction, (9). Where 

f OHlt- is low, then jacetone should be independent of pressure; if i 

OH
4 

is appreciable, it (I ca
4

) 'Will rise with increase of pressure With· 

res'Ul ts whiCh c~t possibly lower tacetone, though they may increase 

it. 

Experimentally, one finds that lacetone is indeed pressure 
0 

independent at 2537 A at press1U'es above 50mm. Below this pressure, it 

begins to rise as the pressure is lowered. Suoh an effect may be 

attributed to the increasing predaniiumce of wall reactions, and one is 

pe:rilaps justified in adopting this value of' 50mm. as the limiting pressure 

below which the above mechanism breaks down, f'or it will be recalled that 
0 

it is based entirely· on homogeneous reactions. At 3130 A however, I 

acetone continues to deorease markedl.y with increase of pressure., right 



up to 15Qmn. at 25° (H~rr &: Noyes), so that some other effect nmst be 

operating. It is precisely under these conditions that the above 

activated molecule mechanism should operate, and its effect would be in 

accord with these observations. This point does not appear to have been 

mentioned in the literature, nevertheless it adds confirmation to the 
0 

prgposed activated molecule mechanism at 3130 A. 

Effect of Intensity on j acetone 

Since the rate of the back reaction (8) is proportional to the 

product of methyl and acetyl concentration, i.e. it is second order, then 

as the standing concentration of thea~ radicals is increased with increase 

of intensity, its probabUi ty as a. method of radical removal will also 

increase, relative to the product forming reactions (5) and (1~), for 

both of these are first order with respect to radical concentration. 

The result will be to lower i acetone with increasing intensity, If, 

however, conditions are such that (5) and (11) are negligible compared 
i 

to the second order product forming reactions ( 6). and (7), thenl\should 

be independent of I abs. It is impossible to assess this effect 

quantitatively, for a rnath.e~~~atical analysis require! a prohibitive amount 

of data, nevertheless the general trend ma.v. be· foreseen. 

Herr and Noyes find that I acetone falls with increase of intensity 
0 0 

at 2537.A, but it is intensity independent at 3130 A under otherwise 

similar conditions. Spence and Wild contend that this argues in favour 

of their activated molecule mechanism (to be discussed later), but the 

data are unconvincing. Unfortunately Herr and Noyes' work was perfo:noed 

at 50mm., at which pressure wall reactions may begin to contribute to the 

mechanism, thus rendering the above trea1ment invalid. It is difficult 

however, to see why such an effect should predominate aey" more at one 



wavelength than another. More ·recent work by HoW-lima and Noyes (31) 
• 

was pertozmea. at 1201mn. and 3130 A. They found a deftzd.te decrease in 
• f acetone with inorease in intensity; precisely as fOUnd at 2537 A, so 

tbat this point ot Speace and Wild' e argument appears to be ref'ute4. 

Quantum y.le~ds ot. CO, 02116 ~ CHJ. 
A :f'ull mathSmatical ualys:ls of the above mechanism ir;s· scarcely 

desirable, for :l,.ts use would req1l.ire a pro)d.bitive kncnrleage of rate 

CQD8t$nts and ccmcentn.tions. Nevertheless, the general trend ot 

experimentally detel'lld.nable quanti ties mq be . de~, and in certain 

limi.ting conditions q~~tative- expressions have been der1~. The 
' . 

following pol:n~.s are particul.ar11 relevant: 

(a) . QUaD~ Y!eld ot_oarbon DlOJlO~ 

10 .• 

It has b~en pointe4 out above~ that I OQ· = jaoetone =·_1 at temperatures 

above 100•, under praotioally all Qcmditioils of· wavelength, p"ssure, and. 

intensity. This point is well establia)led, in fact the direct photolysis 

of acetone at 1~0· is in Q8e -as an aot~tri_o -~o~ion. f.CO ·ralls with 

decrease in temper~ture as would be req.uired, but it is. an es"sential point 

of the above treatment that fco >·a • .This · sbould remain true even 

where all secondary reactions of radicals are iilbibi ted. 

(b) The ratio of ethane to .carbon. mcmoxide in the products 

This ratio falls with iDorease ot pressure at 25•0 at both wavelengths; 

the effect is most pronounced at low pressures where heterogeneous 

processes. could explain it, but it appears to persist at p~asures well 
• • 

above 5Qmm. at 3130 A. an(lless significantly so at 2537 A. The meohanism 

set out aboVe oannot explain such effects, so that we are forced to oonolude 

that heterogeneous processes still contribute to the overall meahanism at 

pressures above 50mm. There is considerable evidelioe On this point:-



( 1). Ireaale eAa.· IqQne ( 35) · :fUd . that dtacet;yl produo.t:t.'OJl. is quencbed, 

and the Ci!6foo ratio .. falls, when the Photolysis ~s pertozmed W11;h the 

addit:tcm: of' 50· am. o:f inert gas~ · ~s: wa~. Was QuTled· ·aut ·at l50mm. ot 

aoe.tone. 

(2) H$l-T at1d ;N~ .(30) · hav~ shown ti:-t· calcuiations· ·ot ·the .o·.JIJCO 
. . 

ratio based exCJ.u~im,7 on het~r.Ogem=~ ~ems ·are in: m.soz1a1~le 
• ' ' • ' ' . ~ : I I . ' • : • •, : :' ' I ' : ; : ' ' .• ' 'I ·. ' . ' ' • • ~ 

aooord witb: ~t.·. up to.p~a·linns. at 200mm~. . . . . . . . . . : . 

. . 

(3) · ~P.~ · amlWUd· (59:)'. aDa: Howlana ·an~ Noyes (32) have shown that 

the ollJco raf,i~ a..pen4s• in~;,; 'alia, .;,. . ~ ~ ot the reacUcm 

'"'"~1, a~ at· hign ·P"•s~.s (1601®.-.)" 
. . . 

. low - . 
Either. or ·bQth o:f ·twoApressure ~oti9ris 1f0uld explain. these results; 

. . . . ' . - ~ . . ' . . 

one is tne ·h8t.8ro~· tomation o:f diacetyl, the other is the ·preseure 

~-

dependent deoo~ositi'on ot a~tyl. POint ( 3) ·above appears to· :favour the 

tormer. It is \fOrtey ot :gate tba,t ~e pe~eif!ltenoe o:f suoh reaotiona 

would also e~la~. $8 press~ de~ende~oe ot i a~t~' Wi;thOut tbe 

int_roduction of the activated molecule ~eah&nisP.l d.is~sed.above. It ie 
' 

·questionable, however, whether the ~:ther ma.rk:~d-dif':ferenoe in behaViour· 
. . ~ . 

obse~ a;t tbe two waV'elqthe qould be accounted for on this basis. 
. . . . . . . 

The above troatment· preducts that the C,l}t.6fr;o rati_o ehould increase 
. . 

to a limiting maximum with increase in absorbed. inteDSity; No70s 8Dd . 

Dortman show that suah maximum values may be cled.uoed tram their estimated 

val\l$S o:f "a•• wit)l results which are in reasonabie. accord with experiment. 

(c) . Quantum: p_eld o:f ~thane 

The formation ot methane by reaction (9) 

cm
3 

+ OH
3
cooa

3 
--+ OH4 + ca2cooa

3 
• • • • • • • • • • ( 9) 

hae been suggested by Spence and Vlild (59), Allen. ( 2) and b7 Dortman and 

Noyes. I:f reactions (7) and (9) are the sole means ot prochlotion of 



ethane and methane respectively, then one obtains: 

(A) 
= 

I abs. Yt. 

Dorfman and Noyes (16) show that the constant term kit7 Y& is 

experimentally independent· of intensity at 26° and 122° J the pressure 

effect was not investigated over a very wide range, but the general 
0 0 

agreement was just as good at ,31'0 A as at 2537 A. Trotman, Dickinson 
0 

and Steacie (68) have investigated this relation at 2537 J. aver a large 

variation in intensity and .pressure. · Their results are in e:xoellent 

agreement with the aqua tion as regards intensity, and indicate ~ a 

very small drift in the- constant term with pressure. Further, Dorfman 

and Gomer (15) find a similar treatm.ent is in eXperimental agreement 

with the methane y:t.elds observe~ in the reaction of photo-chemically 

produced m.etl\vl radicals with dimetb;ylmerou:ry, etlvlene oxide~ 

butane. 

12 

Confirmation of this point appears to be excellent, and ind~ed 

provides a very strong a.rgument in favour of the free radical treatment. 

In particular it supports the view that ethane arises from a hcmogeneous 

.second order reaction, so that the above conclusion that diacetyl formation 

proceeds hetergeneously under similar conditions:.is somewhat surprising. 

(d) Quantum yield of ethane 

In the limiting case where decomposition of acetyl is complete, (i.e. 

at temperatures above 100°), Noyes and Dorf'man have developed an equation 

for the quantum yield of both methane and ethane, by an extension of the 

above treatment. Experimental values are in fair agreement with this 

,, equation; precise agreement is scarcely to be expected since the equation 

• • 

embodies a nUQiber of constants and also terms in i , so that 8Z\Y small 



errors in detezmination ot constants would load to large· deviat~ ~i. 

It appeare tner. that the ev1denc8 prei\'en't$4 so tar :Ls g$Derally in 

agreement With the ~action scheme set out above. DiscrepanCies are . . 
concernecl mainly wi tb the kirletics of reacticms · ot the aoet;vl radical. 

J.''' 

Then~· is eviderlce for the persistence of low p~ssure reactions of this 

radical at pressuros well above ~· ;. this. is Conti"al"Y to Noyes and 

Do~' s assamption7_but it does not iDvalia&te the. quantitative treatment 

of other raQioals, ana. in general an ·oveZiUl·troe raaioal. meabanism a;Ppears 

reasonable ··at :bOth.: wave~~. 
• 

Spence and WUd are ~ agreement with . this oonolusiOQ at 2537 A, 

though differing··~ the~r detailecl trfj~~mit. They pn)pose a very 

c11tferent treatment for the banded regiem, represented b7 the fOllowing 

reactions:-

_ _....,.~ OH,o~, ~ 
. 8 ... 
. lo- sec,~ . CH3+0H

3
oo_ 

.......... s 1 

••• • ••.•••. • ·S 2_ 
. . . .. . . . 

• . .. ~ _ .Oit,cOC1t, +.,A.· _ ••• ~ •• _._ •. •-· ~ 3 

lo·? eeo,,. o.tt6:e-co. • •• ~ • • • • • • s 4-

·Wall .•..•.•... s 5 

.. .~ .••..... s 6 

These reactions ,are founaecl on the follcniring observations· in the banded 

• 
region, ie. at JlJO A.: 

-(1) At cOnstant intensity, both i acetone ana. the ra.tio O.JlgOO 
decrease with increase of pressure, in a manner more marked than in the 

continuum. The data suggest that 'i acetone ~ 1 as (A) __.. 0. 

·{2) At constant pressure, i acetone is independent of I abs.·, in 

contrast to its behaviour in the continuum J;"eg:lon. 



(3) At IIIOderate pressures (16~) a reclUotion in the~ dimenaion 

of the reaotiOll vessel oauaes CtJI(/00 to aeczoease t~ UDit)'. 

(!to) At _high inteDSities the C.JlgOO ratio obtained with continuum 

light is recluoed by the presence of light in the banded region to an extent 

whiah is oona:lclera'bly greater than ·wow.d· 'be expected on a p~ aclditive 

basis. 

(5) The work of AlD\v et al (3) irld±oateai that the yellow green 

fluorescence found during acetone pbotol;ya1s preclomineratly in the banded 

~gicm, is attributable to a sensitised fluorescence ot the d!acetyl 

formed c1.uring photolysis, and probably arises tram a t~enn.ce of' energy 

f'rom excited ace1;cme molecules. Consideration of the possible aiacetyl 

concentration leada to the assumption of' lcmg lived excited molecules to 

account for suCh effects. 

In. terms ot the proposed meohanism, the etf'eot of' increased pressure 

would 'be to -transfer. proport:lonally more activated molecules to the 2n.cl 

state. Assum;tng that deactivation of suoh molecules in the 2nd state is 

taater than their dissociation into Otji6 & 00, then the net etteot ot 

increased p:r;essure would 'be to lower. f acetone, 8lld decrease c,p,;oo to 

values nearer unity, in agreement with (1). Such effects al"8 explicable 

on a purely tree radical meobaDism, as pointed out above. Since the 

• 
initial maximum value of' Oi!r/OO at low pressures is higher at 3130 A than 

in the continuum (due to lower excess energy of the acetyl radical), then 

its tall with increase of pressure would 'be expected to be ID.Ol"8 pronounced 

also. 

The tnnd, j acetone --'> 1 as (A) ~ 0, is not explained 

since as (A) .....,. o,the (Spence and Wild) meaha.Dism becomes effectively 

free radical in nature. Data at low pressures are not conclusive, however. 



Unfortunately, a good deal ot the data hvolved. is in dispute.,. Thu,e 

the WOl'k ot Howland and :Noyes ( 31) aontmdiote ( 2), at p:rea_eur_ w!Utre 

t:n& Spe:mce and W:Lld zneohailiam WOUld-indicate -an even greater cl:lwrgcmce 

f'rom the continuum resUlts. Further, the aa.ta of Herr and Noyes (30) 

and ot Howland and. Noyes_ (32) on the-diameter etteet yields ratios Qf 

o,pg'oo which cUtter markedly from __ Spence and ~,, s o'bs_ervatiOJlS When due 

allowance •s be$n male tor. an app~tl¥·mistaken eat~te of the meaa 

rnoleOUl.ar aisPl.aoement (Davi~ ,(13)..) •. In &.ny ~se . eJ104 :diameter ~ects 

are explicable on an exoltiai~l.y tre~ :tactical intei,retation, though the . - - . 

assumption ot the wall reaction (S5) :i.n the Spence and·Wild mechanism is 

JllC)I'8 .aooep~ble a,t b1$h p~ss~~. ,. 

On aiq ~sis, the pre~otion of mixed light eff'eots ~resents 

oonaiderabl~ ditfioul.t~, and ~t is questicmable whether the nature of_ the 
. . 

light· used can be determilied sufficiently quantitatively to assess 

additiv.\.tt of' .the ~I'Ul.ti;. ~t (Jt.), the~ore, must ~e aooepted With 

eome _-:res~rve, -~ugh _1: the ~eot ,u -gen~ -it is·,en··e~lfrl.ned b;y 

Spence _and WU41 s ;t"eaotton (S6) • 

The e:xis1;enoe of fluorescence- oerta1Dly points to the formation of 

excited mo~_eoules ~ I.n this respect,_ hoWeVer, the resW. ts obtained from 

fluorescence studies a~ essentially qualitative; there can be little 

doubt that activated molecules _plq some part in the mechanism, but the 

overall enerra loss by fluorescence itself is very ·low. Hunt and ~oyes 

·(3ft.) estimate from all previous work that it ~s not -exceed 2J' of the 

absorbed enez:ogy, and ~ well be considerably leas. 

It appean that the Spence and Wild _meohanism does otter an explanation 

ot the above observations; but that most such observations are 

experimentally in dispute. The remainder -.y be explaine.;l on an 



exclusively tree l'&dical treatment, thoUgb perhaps not so concisely. A 

~objection to sUOh a meabaniam is its lim1ted range of applicabUity; 

it is most c11ttioult to account for the high quantum yields observed at 

high tempel'atures on suab a s.cheme. Spence and Will contend that the 

lifetiiiie of the first activated moleOQl.os is strongly temperature dependent, 

so that at 100• and above they dissociate completely into radicals before 

collisicmal deactivation can intervene. This necessarilly assumes that 

t}_le strength of the 0 - 0 ~ in suah exc1 ted molecules - and. therefore in 

acetone itself - is very close indeed to the enerta of one eiDsteiD of 
• 

3130 J! irra.c11at1on, i.e. 91 kcal. Only in this case wouldtlle the small 

aadi tioDal thermal energy at 1 or 2 koal. imparted by a rise · iD tSJqperaturo, 

~de such a dif't'erenoe to the rate of spontaneous dissociation of such 
" 

molecules. One ounot be defin1.te about this bond energy; estimates vary 

·from 70 to 90 koal. , but it will be recalled that the treatment of the 

acetyl dscomposi tion is based on the . ~owest of these values. The 

assump~ion is qucstiOna.blo, to ·say tho leaE,~t •. 

Feldman, Burton, ;aicoi and D¢es (21) take. an alternative v1ew, and 

consider that the tempera.tuze effe.ot is reflected in the lifetime of the 

second excited molecules. On. this basis the high teiDperature products 

would be almost ·exclusively ethane and carbon monoxide, a situation whioh 

is by no means verified experimentally. 

SU!!!!D!!7 of Oonolus;lons 

A number of other interpretations of· the mechanism have been advanced, 

difteriDg only in the nature and kinetic treatment of seoonaary radical 

reactions. The Noyes am\ Dorfman t~atment has been selected for discussion 

since it is tne most recent and comprehensive; one conolutles that the :f'ree 

radical basis of the mechanism is reasonably well borne out by such stuaies. 



The only alternative advanced is that ot Spence and Wilcl, .but the evidence 

1n its f'e.vour appears to be disputable. 

Direct· :Evidence of Radical Production 

Pe&rson and Purcell. (4-9) ~ve shown f:rom studies of' the photoJ.78is 

... , 

in a :f'lc;nr system that the products possess the l?~rty of removing mirrors 

of ant~, tellurium, and lead_, in the same manner, and with the same 

balf lif'e as Paneth and his co-workers have found f'or the metb,yl radical. 

These authors also identitieQ: methyl-telluride, . dime~lmei"C\11'7, and 

trimethylareine in the products, c~ that the radical involved is 

~thyl. Further confirmation cames tram. the work ot Prileshajeva and 

Teren:i.n (51). and of' Glazebrook and Pearson ( 29) who have also dedected 

tree radicals in the products by the P$neth technique.· G-lazebroak and 

Pearson &.lao con.firmed the formation ot diacetyl at roan teilipeZ'fl:ture, ·Bl'J,d 

by comparison of the rates of diacetyl formation and mirror removal oonclwlf) 

that methyl and acetyl radicals are produced in substantially equal 

proportiona. 

Feldman, Ricci~ and BUrton (20) have used a flow system with- two lead 

mirrors to -investigate the. s-tability of the acetyl r&aioal. At 1+5• the 

second mirror is attacked by methyl radicals formEJd by decomposition of 

acetyl ~ ~he space between the two mi~rs; at 100 • no suCh effect was 

observed. They conclude that acetyl is completely dBoompos·ed at 100•, so 

that all the meteyl f01'018d by 1 ts decomposition is completeq removed by 

the tint mi~r. Such a conclusion is entirely compatible With the 

preceding treatment, but the stability or half 11fe of' aey such radiC$1 is 

obviously dependent on more factors than temperature alone. 

Further evidence tor the presence of tree radicals is afforded by 

T&y"lor and Jungers (65) who found that the polymerization of acetylene is 



induced by the :rac11oals :f'o:r:med during photolysis of acetone; similarly 

Danby am\ H1Dshelwood (12) obs~ an ina•,oed polymerization of ethylene. 

Taylor~ Rosenblum (66) have shown that hydrogen reacts with the 

photolysis products yielding Jll8thane, aga1n in accord with the formation 

of meteyl. 

Quantitative Estimates 

In their studies of the rate of induced polymerization in ole:tins at 

300 •, Danby and H:1raMelwooel ( 12) conolude that acetone is 7~ as effective 

as aoetaldel\vde in procJucing tree ra.aioals. In this work the tull light 

ot a mercury arc was used, so that it is a:t.tf'icult to estimate primary 

radical yields tram such a result since the radical yield in acetal~ 

rises with increase in wavelength, while in acetone it _appears to clecn-ease. 
' • . I 

The results do show tbat the primary yield of radicals ie of the same order 

in both ~ea. 
. ., 

Gra.ll\sme and Rolle•on ( 25) have ext~ed some earlier work by 

Ak:eroyd anCJ. Norrish (1) who showed that a~tone is able to photosensitize 

the cb;iin decomposition of a.oetal4ebSde. By comparing the rate of thi~ 

chain reaction at high temperatures in acetaldehyde alone, with tbat in 

acotone-acetaldehyde mixtures, Gra.hame and RolleB'son obtained the tollowi.Dg 

Wavelength Acetaldehyde Acetone 
• 3139 A 1.00 0.70 

2652 It 0.55 0.92 

Other workf.\ inc1ioa.testhat the absolute value ot the radical quant\llll 
• 

yield in aoetalde~ is unity at ~30 A under these ccmdi tiona, so that 

the above figures may be taken as an approximate estiJQate of this quantity 

tor acetone. 

---~ ............ --~~~-------------···---· 



It is c11ftioult to obtain quantitative iDfol'lDation on raaical yielCla 

froDI mirror ~ m&thods, since tlle ylel.d of metal derivative is too . . . 

SDial.l. for accNrate &zJalysis, and it is queat:l.~ble 1t the method oan 

remove all radicals before seacmdary reactiOns take place. Nevertheless, 

Fetdman, Ricci, Burton and Davis (27) have attempted such work, With moat 

surprising resul. ts. The J"ea.Ction was ca.rriecl out in a fl"" system at 

•· pressure, w1 th a long lead mirror ·:lumedia tely adJacent to the 

irrs.Cliated section of the apparatus. The lead ·a.lkyl fol'lllBd was estimated 

by d.ithizone titration for lead, ad radical yields. were estimated em the 

assumption that the product ~s entirely Pb( CH3) 4-. ADalyses fer CO ad 

O.JI6 were also carried out on each run • 
• 

With 2537 A irradiation, it was found that ethane remained a major 

product, equivalent to 70~~ of these yield at all temperatures from 

0 • to 100 •, in spite of the well established fact that the mirrors used 

were sutticiently long to remove all mirror-active particles. The methY,l 

yield was al~ less than that of 00, .averaging 30-Wft of this value even 

when corrected for small ( 1,r;) losses of methyl radicals prior to reaching 

the mirror. It ethane production were due excl.usively to inethyl radicals, 

one would expect it to be Completely quenahed in these CODd1 tiona; while 

at 100 • where the acetyl radical is fully decomposed to met)Qrl and CO, the 

methyl yield should be double tbat of aarbon monoxide. 

· The authors conclude that only 3~ of the reaction proceeds by free 

· radical processes, and interpret their results in term& of the Spence and 

WUd mechaDism. There are objections to the general acceptance of such 

an interpretation, notably its failure to account for yields of methane 

at high temperatures. Moreover, even· assuming that the meahanism could 

operate in the continuum region, in direct oppositiOll to all theoretical 

19 
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oons:laen.tions, it COUld souoely account tor high yields of eth$ne by' 

m.oleoul.ar rearrangement at such low presmmes. Nevertheless, these 

results are not to be reoonoiled with an exol.usively radical type of 

meo~sm UDJ.ess one assumes some kind ot poisoning of the lead mirror; 

1n such a way as would favour the production ot ethane rather than lead 

tetrame~l. There is probably quite a larse error in the methyl 

determiDations as Davis (13) points out, but one oan scaroely question the 

high yield ot e_thane. This point appears to ~ty any reascmable 

interpretation. 

Leighton 'and Volman (37), and Volman, Leighton, Blacet and Brinton (69) 

have applied tho Paneth teohnique to the oamparison of radical yields at 

different wavel.~Qlghts. Using standard mirrors of tellurium in a tlow 

eyetem at 2mm, th6y OO!I'!pa..r.6d thA :r:'!l.te Qf ~a~.ael prodUction as measured by 

the rate ot mirror removal, with the rate ot photolysis, measured by the 

rate ot production of permanent gas; and found the following resW. ts: 

.. 

Wave Lenghth Relative ·No. ot Free R&Qicals, 

tor the same rate ot Gas Formation • 

• 
}160 - 3180 A 1.06 arbitrary units 

2800 n }.5 n n 
• 

2537 " 10.6 II II 

A priori, these resW. ts would indicate that the radical quantum yield 
• • 

at 3170 A is only one tenth ot its value at 2537 A. There are, however, 

several ob~eotions to this interpretation: 

(1) A distance of 9cm. separated the mirror from the irradiation zone, 

so that an undetei'Dlined traction, If , ot the radicals would form gaseous 

products before :reaching the mirror. Since those radicals formed at 



• • 
3170 A would possess less excess energy than those at 2537 A, it is 

conceivable that they would have a shorter half lite. Thus o( would be 

greater at long wavel.eagths, and would nplain the observed results. 

(2) The gas yield is proporticmal to the rate of photolysis cmly it 

one assumes that its quqtum yield, f gas, is inciependeDt of wavelength. 

There are some 1DcJ1catiODB (Spence and Wild) tha;~ tbi~ ia- nqt so at low . . 
pressures, that in faot j gas approaObes unity at 3130 A while st1.11 

• 
remaining i~ at 2537 A. 

( 3) Rates of raciical formation were estimated tram the reoiprooal 

of the time taken for oomplete removal of mirrors. Obviously, for moat of 

the duration of a run the mirrors did not quantitatively remove the raclioals 

passing them. One must then make the very questionable assumption that 

the ef'f'iciency of radical removal is independent of the wavelength a. t 

which suoh radicals are foJ'D18d, and hence of their energy. 

In view of the above, the authors• conclusions can scarcely be 

justified quantitatively. 

An alternative method of radical estimation has been applied by 

Gorin ( 26, 27, 28) • Be performed the photolysiS in the presence of iocti.De 

vapour, under wbioh ccmaiticms the al.kyl i'adioals appear to be quantitatively 

removed accord:ing to one or both of the following reactions: 

Various estimates of the activation energy of such reactions have been 

given (Steaoie (61)), varying _from 0 to 12 kcal. Probably 0 -1 kcal. is 

reasonable, and is compatible with the low quantum yields in the photolysis 

of methyl iodi~. Benoe, even assuming that the no:rmal. radical 

oambination reactions have zero activation energy, they could not compete 



with the iodide f01'Diing reaot~~-.a~, ~inae· the conoeutration ot iocU.ne 

is enoi'IDOUBly higher than that ot e:q of th,e ~cals present. Gorin 

found in fact, that only 0.2mm. ot ioaine was sufficient to quench nearly 

all the secondary ethane fcmoing reactions; he therefore concluded that 

the yield of each radical is quantitatively equivalent to that of its 

oornsponding iodide • 

His resul. ts were as follGWB:-

(a) In the tmf:Utered irradiation of a mercury arc 

(1) The .quantum yield of meteyl iodide, f Mei,. was found to be urd.ty . . 

within experimental error; and independent of acetone pressure from 360 to 

616nm., iodiDe pressure from 1 to •• , &.J:].d. temj,~ature from 60 to ao·. 

(2) Yields of co averaged only about 2J' ot the Mei yield at ao·, but 

rose to 7% at 100•, and 361' at 130•. 

(3) Acetyl iodide was observed, but the yield was not equivalent to 

that of ~ethyl. iodide, ve.r;Ying trom io t~ 401' of this. value.· j···Aoi 

appai"ently rose·wi~ .. inorease -~.:~2 pref!Js\11-e~ ~t ~eel essentially 

1nclependent or· temp~rature from. 60. to 130· • 
• 

(b) At 3130 A 

At 90-• and high pressures ('8~ and 1265mm.) or acetone, i Mel was 

found to be about o.a. Only two e:xperiuleDts were camed out, and yi.elds 

ot CO and acetyl iodide were not reported. 

Gorin ocm.oluded that the primary process is entirely represented by 

the reaction 

• • 
at 2537 A, though perhaps other processes contribute at 3130 A, .to a minor 

extent. 
wr•w , ... 

Since the yield ot CO is practically negligibleA there can be 



virtuall7 no deCODq)OSi tion c4 acetyl into metl\vl and 00 under his 

oond:l.tions, even though I Adl. is less tban f:Mei. fo accoan.t for the 

variation in f Aoi, a reversible reaction is aasumed: 

OH-,OOI + I 

This would make I Aoi proportional to iodine pressure as observed, 

but such an assumption is improbable from theoretical oonsiclerations. 

Gorin assumes that the balance of the acetyl yield appears as c11aaetyl, 

and reports the qualitative detection of diacetyl in support of this. Be 

oonolucles that the low yields of diacetyl observed at high temperatures 

in the direct photolysis are not ~.attributable to increased theJ:'!IId 

decomposition of acetyl, but rather to the reaction: 

CH-,+OH-,00 ~ 0/-£:00 
Since practically all methyl radicals are removed in the presence of I 2, 

this reaction ocml.d not occur uDaer Gorin's ccmaitions and would leave 

the acetyl free to take part in other reactions, thus fol'IDing diaaetyl and 

acetyl iodide. This reaction has been suggested by other authom e.g. 

~Spence and Wild, and Sa\llldara and Taylor (56),as an integral step in the 

direct photolysis, and it does provide a very neat explanation c4 Gorin's 

results. However, the marked temperature dependence of quantum yields in 

the direct photolysis between 25• and 100• requires a m1xdmum activation 

energy of about 19 koal. for such a reaction; a valu~ which is much more 

OOJII)atible with a n\DDbe.r of estimates of the acetyl decomposition, and in 

particular with the temperature dependence of CO yields in Gorin's work: at 

still higher temperatures. Further, if this reaction is of such major 

sign.:l.f'iaanoe as Gorin indicates, then it must also be the main source of 

ethane production, and must therefore compete favourably with the reaotion 

between two mateyl radicals. '!et this latter reaction has onl.y a low 



activation energy, probably less than 2 or 3 koal; and must surely be 

oonsidonbly more etf'ioient than the a'bove meohaaism, for which we must 

assume an activation energy of some 1~ kcal. Further, there is reason to 
, 

doubt the val.14i ty of Gorin's analysis tor aoetyl iodide, so that on the 

whole his conclusions regarding the acetyl meohaniSJU must be seriously 

questioned. 

Nevertheless, Gorin's e:x;periments represent a valuable ad.vanoe in 

this field, tor they indicate an elegant method of estimating radical yields 

wt thout interfering with . the 1101"1Qal pritoary prooess.es. A similar 

investigation in the presence of ioaine was carried out by Benson and 

Forbes ( 6), who performed the photolysis in a tlow: system at 12om. acetone 
• 

pressure, and with nearly JDODOahromatic 2537 A light. In spite of very 

careful control of experimental condi tionA P the:ir results were not entirely 

reprod~ble. This may be d\\8 in part to the large numbctr of greased taps 

in the system, whioh could absorb small 8Dl0Wlts of iodine and aqetyl iodide. 

There results. ~ au follO\Vs: 

(1) Ethane formation was entirely quenched in the presence of iodine, 

even though the I 2 pressure was Qilly 1/Slt- that of acotone. 

(2) i'he yield of CO was reduced in the presence ot I 2, but only to 

50% to 8~ of its normal value. 

{3) Methane production was reduced to 14 - 20J' of its normal value, 

equivalent to a quantum yield in the presenoe of I 2 of approx.t.mately 0.015. 

(It-) They were uuable to separa;~e methyl and aoetyl ioclicles by Gorin's 

method (one vacuum distillation at -30.•0), and conclude that his analyses 

for this product were unreliable. They report no yield of acetyl iodide, 

though 1 t must have formed to some extent. No dia.cetyl was found in the 

presence of iodine at any temperature. It is not possible to draw &D'3 



definite oonolusions reg~ the acetyl meohaDism from thee~ results. 

( 5) By very ~reot methocls the cwerall quantum yield of ac$tcme 

deoamposi tion was found to be unity - within a large e::x;perimental error. 

b high yields ot CO are directly opposed to Gorin's work, even 

maldng some allonnoe tor the tact that Gorin's light source was ~ 

monochromatic, and suggest that acme spontaneous decomposition of acetyl 
• 

ooours at 2537 A. AooeptiDg Dorfman and Noyes' est:lmatei of this ef'tect 
• 

(p.6) ~ one would expect that j 00 should be at least .07 at 3130 A, and 
• 

a,···. 

• 22 at 2537 A. It .is possible that heterogeneous decomposition at acetyl 

contributed in part to Benson and Forbes result that i CO = • 7 since they 

worked at 12mm. of acetone, whereas Gorin's investigations were made at 

very high pressures. 

The most str.l.ld.Dg point in both the iodine investigations is that t~_. 

results are quan,titatively compatible With an exclusively tree radical 

meobanism, as required. by most of the indirect considerations pointed out 

above. The method provides a most ccmvenient means ot dete:rm:1.ning suoh 

radical m.eoha.nisms, but it still sUffers from the· inherent dittiCW.tues of 

all photochemical investigations, in that the yi-elds obtained are normally 

too low tor accurate estimation. Thus Gorin obtained yields ot the order 

ot 20 x 10•6 gm.mole. of methyl iodide, equivalent to about 2 mg of I 2; 

the separation of such quanti ties of methyl and acetyl iodides is obviouslJ 

no small problem. To overcame tbis, the photolysis may be -polmg~cl, but 

this J'IJIJ.Y well lead to interference from photochemical decomposition of the 

products, it they are allowed to build up to uq· appreciable concentration. 

Further, prolonged running of the irradiation source raises dit'f'ioulties 

in maintaining constant intensity, and measurement of absorbed quanta. 

Benson and Forbes used a f'low system to obviate the first difficulty; the 
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second still remains. 

lWUR8 . Oti'. ·P!ESl@!± ll!Y!IST;tGATIW 

The present investigations aim at improvbg the sensitiVity of such 

deteminatioDs w1 th the aid of a radioactive tracer techn1que. If· the 

photolysis is performed in the presence of radioactive ioCI:lne, then the 

ioclide produots will also be radioactive, and very :read11y detected. They 

may in fact be considera.~y diluted With their eqUi.V!:llent inactive products 

in qwmtitiea autf'ioient for reascmable separation., wbile s'tUl displ81ing 

sufficient activity for accurate measurement. From such activity 

measurements on each of the separated products, one may deduce the absolute 

yield Of such prC?dUots cblriDg the photol.ys1s. Such a method shoUld not 

only..i.Mprove the sens:i.tivity_of clete:rminationa, it also enables the 

separation and measurement of products which are chemical.ly aimUar, such 

as metlJ¥1 and ethyl ioaides: a ·task which is virtually iinpossible by 

normal methods on the small yields available. 

The .photglnia of metp,vl-et!Jl ketone 

The work was begun on the ba.eis of Gorin 1 ·a conclusions, and was 

applied initially to a at~ of met}Wl~thyl ketone. This ketone otters 

interesting possibUitiea, for it may dissociate into either of two pairs 

of radicals ~ 

•••••• {a) 

•••••• (b) 

There is ample evidence for the fozmation of ~aioals during the photolysis 1 

apart from the rather obvious analogy with acetone. Thus Glazebrook and 

Pearson ( 29) have dedected radicals w1 th the Paneth technique, ud estimate 

that the rate of milTor removal is 8oJ' as fast as observed in acetone under 



simtlar oonditioii$. Barak and Style (4-) have tound aiacetyl in the 

produots at room temperature, indica.ting the occurrence of reaction (b). 

Ells and Noyes (18) Confirm this, finding. that the yield ot cliacetyl is 
• • 

eq.uival.ent to 11%· of the 00 formed at 2537 A, while 8V'8D at 1850 A its 

contribution to the total quantum yield is still about "· 

. 27 ·' 

Perhaps the strongest indirect endence for radical meobanisms cames 

from studies of the ~carbons proc1Qced f~ met!J11-etbyl ketone. It 

one postula tea a primary split. directly into product molecules, one would 

e:xp•ct cmly propane ·and carbon mono~ to be formed, as in reaction (c): 

Ofa. +co •. •. • • ( o). 

Norrish and 'Appleyard ( 47) found not cmly' propane in the products, but 

also ethane and butane, in approximately equal :proportions. E'teylene and 

methane were also reported. SUCh results are illmediately explicable on a 

tree radical interpretation, siPce at the tempei'ature in use, ~·, most of 

the acyl radicals would be largely decomposed into methyl, ethyl and co. 

These radicals would then react as follows: 

ca
3 

+ oa3 
. __.. 

Cfi6 ••••• (d) 

CH3+Cfi5 __,. 
Cfa (e) ••••• 

Ci!5 + Ci!5 ~ CJ!lo ..... (f) 

Ci15 + Ci!5 __,. 0~6 + Cfiq. ••••• (g) 

CH3 + CH3coofl
5 

~ CH,._+ CH3cooji4 ••••• (h) 

Ofi5 + ca,cocfl5 . -+ Ofl6 + _CH3COO-Jl4- ••••• (j) 

When reaotiona (g), (h) and (j) are of little importance, one may 

reascmably expect equal concentrations of methyl and ethyl radicals. On 

this basis, Moore and Taylor (42) estimate the relative probabilities 

reactions (d), (e) and (f) tram calculations of relative frequencies ot 
( 

O'ollision, and deduce that the ratio ot. ethane:propane:bu~e in the 



products should be-l: 1.7: 0.83. They reinvestigated the photolysis to 

che'* this point, and found the ratio varied from 1: 1.6: 1.15 at 90~ to 

1: 1.511.: 1 at 100• and 1: 0.88: 0.56 at 200•. One would not o;pect good 
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agreement with their oaloula tic>n, since it assumes precisely equal 

activation energies for each of the reactions, and also appears to ignore 

variations in collision diameters; nevertheless the agreement is 

reasonable at 90•, and the temperature variation is well explained on the 

assumption that reactions (h) and (j) have appreciable activation energies. 

Ells and Noyes (19) have made an interesting estimate of the relative 

probabilities of reactions (-~~·· and (b) from a oanparison of the yield$ of 

carbon 1J10J10xide observed from acetone, metb1'1-ethyl ketone, and die~byl 

• 
ketone at 25•c. At 3130 A their results were as follows: 

Aeetone l.feth.Yl-ethyl Di~tbyl: 
Ketone Ketone 

f CO at 10 mm. pressure 0.095 0.085 0.67 

II 10 II II 0.095 o.u 0.98 

.. 21 .. n 0.095 0.12 0~98 

II 36 II II 0.095 0.12 l.Oit. 

The high v.aJ.ue ot f CO for meteyl ketone is attributable to a lcm degree 
• 

of stabUity of the propionyl radical, and indicates that even at 3130 A, 

it is formed with sutf'iOient excess energy to decompose spontaneously into 

ethyl and co. Assuming that tbis decomposition is 90J' oomplete in the 

case of propioeyl, and lOJ' in the case of' acetyl (in aocord w1 th the value 

of i CO for acetone), also that the quantum etticiency of reaction (a) is 

x. and of (b) is (1 - x), then i CO from methyl-ethyl ketone w:l.ll be 

given by: 

f co = .9x + .1 (1~) = .ax + .1 



Taking a mean value of f CO = 0.12, the;y find x = .925, indiaatin8 

that reaction (b) accounts for 9~ at the overall pr.1mary process. One 

may question the accuracy of this estimate, not cmly because of the above 

assUDiptiou, but also because it plaCes considerable weight on the 

observed values ot i CO, values which the authors point out are very 

approximate as they are based on the further app~tion that the 

absOFPtion coefficient at methyl-ethy'l ketone is the same as that of acetone. 

Nevertheless the result is ve1:7 probably qualitatively true. At shorter 

wavelengths, the relative probabilities ot reactions (a) and (b) would be 

e.i.!tpeoted to become more nearly equal, since the excess energy available 

would tend to over .. r:l.de small dif'f'erenoes in bond str~. Ells and 

• 
Noyes• results at 1850 .. 2000 A accord With this interpretation, for in 

this region they found th!lt i CO in methyl--ethyl ketone was an approximate 

mean of the oorrespondiDg quanti ties observed in acetone and diet~l ketone. 

Gorin ( 26) has also brietl.y studietl the photolysis in the presence ot 

iodine at 70··, and f'OUDd results very similar to those obtained with acetone. 

The yield of \lllcona.ensable ge..aes -.a largely, ~t not tm.tirely, quenched 
• 

in the presence ot iodine. At 3130 A the ~eld of 00 was about ~·"' that 

of allcyl iodide; in 'Uilfiltered light this value rose to 7 ·"· He did not 

estimate absolute quantum yields, but he showed that, at ec}ual pressures 

and w1 th uritil tered _ light, the yield of allcyl iodide from methyl .. ethyl 

ketone was lOJ' ~gher than from acetone. This result is compatible nth 
a quantum yield of about unity, since the absorption ooetficients of the 

two ketones are also in approximately the same rat:loj Gorin concludes 

fraa the propane ;yields that some ot the primary process must be 

represented by a direct split into propane and 00; he estimates that this 
. -

accounts for 8J' of tbe yield at 3130 A, and ,J' in ·UDfiltered. light. In 



general, however, most ot the photolysis must proceed by tree radical 

mechudsma, though hi.s results were unable to distinguish between reacticms 

(a) and {b). 

It would seem that the tracer teolmique outlined above otters a direct 

method of ~luoidating this point, for it should enable ~endent 

estimations ot methyl and ethyl iodides in the procblots. A s~ of methyl 

etey-1 ketone was chosen ma.i.:Dly as a proving ground for the method;. it was 

hoped later to extend it to diethyl ketone with a view to. detel'llliDing the 

activation energy of decomposition of the propioeyl radiCal. However, . 
the results obtained did not oontoiirm Gorin •·s ccm.olusions, and the entire 

investigation was confined to the two ketones, acetone and methyl-ethyl 

ketone. 

stMfARY 

The above consiclerationamay be sUIIIIIIarised as follows: 

Acetone: ( 1) Consid.era tiona of the products of the dj,tect photolysis are 

practically all explicable on a free radi~l interpretati~, in some. cases 

~th quantitative.precia1~. 

(2) Oettal.n of the results may'also be explained on an activated 

moleoul.e mechanism, involving the direct formatiOn ·or products without the 

intervention of free radicals. 

( .3) Some evidence has been presented in the banded region of 

absorption which is explicable only in terms of the direct fomation theory, 

but this evi~noe is disputed, and has not been confirmed. 

(~) Direct testa for tree r&diaala have qualitatively proved 

their existence during photOlys~s. 

(5) Quantitative determinations of radical. yields have been 

made with two methods, the results of one of which is quantitatively in 
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aoeord with free rac1iaal mechan1-sms at all wavelqths. ~e resul. t$ ot 

the other me~ have .not been o~, bUt they _are· directly oppos~ 

to radical interpretaticm,s, and appear to indicate .a direct formation 

meohard.sm even iJl the ~giori of oontin:q.ous absoq,t:i.cm. 

( 6) Spectro$cop~c stuQies, fiuorescence aa.ta, and certain other 

pre$sure dependent results i~aate the existence of. exoited ·Dioleoules 

during :photolysis, but give no quantitative iDtcrma.tion on the uitimate fate 

of such entities. 

Methyl-etbzl ketone: 

. "(l) All the evidence available ~be exp;Lained Qn a 

predominantly ·tree radical basis, at _all waveleugths. 

(2) Two prtmar,y reactions are suggested for the fo~tion of 

ra.diaals. The evidence ave.Uable does not permit a di-rect ·evaluation of 

their relative preponderence, though thi.s has been indirectly assessed 

UDder certain conditions. 

( 3) Pl'aOtically no evidence is available on the possible 

contribution of excited molecules to the· overall. meohanism. 
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IJ: RADIOCHEMICAL '1'E9HNliUE 

(a) PRBP.AB.ATICII OF RADIOA<JitiVE. I(I)INE: 

Choice Qt Isotwe 

The 8 day isotope, Il3l, was selected for the W01ic since it bas a 

ccmveuient half lite, and elnits fJ 1'$.dia.tion of 0.6 m.e.v., sufficiently 

energetic for satisfactory- measurement ri th the normal tne of fJ counting 

apparatus. This isotope is now available in carrier free form from the 

A.E.R.A. at Harwell, where it is prOduced by the ( "' t ) reaction on Tel30. 

It was found ~re econamical for present purposes to extract the isotope 

fl'CIIQ the products of the slow neutrem induced fission reaction on 

Uranium235: 

30 hours ..... 
I.T. 

A number of other iodine isotopes are also produced, in partioul.ar 

132 133 . I and I , but most o:f' these are readily eliminated since they have 

comparatively short half lives. 
132 . . . 

I arises f'rom :tile reactions:· 

u235(n.f') _., Sbl32 5 mins~!!t Tel32 n·,hft. 1132 
~- p~ . 

132 . Since its immediate precurser has a 77 hour half life, some I always 

accompanies the iodine products, and in :f'aot the total '( activity o:f' the 

iocline extract follows the 2 .ll. hour half' life of' I 132 fairly closely for 

same hours. This energetic 1( activity (1.0 and 0.6 m.e.v.) acts as a 

readily detectable indica tor c1.uriDg extraction procedure, and is final"l.y 

removed by storing overnight, by When 1 t has 4ecayeQ. to· negligible 

proportions. 

Iodine133 has a half life o:f' 22 hours and emits a strong (J 

(1.3 m.e.v.) and 1 (0.55 m~e.v.) radiation. It is formed with a yield 

initially comparable to that o:f' Il3l, by the following reactions 
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U235(n,f' ,) ~ Sbl33 lOmin.J Tel33 6omin.:, 1133 
p- ~~-

Mixtures of' Il3l with Il33 (or· any other iodine isotope)'. wouid be 

permissible for the present worlc, since OD17 comparative activity

measurements are required. Nevertheless, the presence of' two p activities 

of' very aif'f'erent energy and half' life introduces awlcn.rd corrections tor 

self' absorption, and it was deemed desirable to remove this r33 activity

by storing the irradiated uranium for one week prior to extraction; at 

the cost of' same ~ of' the desi~ Il3l activity. 

Extraction Proce4ure : 

Sufficient iodine activity- tor about a month's exper:l.aleDts was 

obtained by- the following routine: 

(1) 25 gm. of' uo
3 

were irradiated in the A.E.R.E. pile for one 

fortnight, stored. for one ·wee~, and then treated as follows: 

(2) The uo
3 

was placed in an all glass distillation apparatus, to whioh 

was added the :required quantity of :J..Qd:ine oam.er.. Normally some 50 to 

100 ~.of' 12 was added as Nai solution, in addition a few mg. of KBr were 

\laed as hold baok: carrier tor 8JJy small amounts of bromine activity. The 

mixture was heated with lOOcc. of' 2N. H:PO~ until it bad dissolved, when 

the iodide was oxidised to iodine by- dissolved Ul'&IVl salts. Sane time 

was allowed to complete exchange as tar as possible between the active 

iodine in its various exidation states and the carrier, then the iodine was 

di~tilled into a KOH solution. 

(3) The iodide 'SO extracted was oxidised to elementary 12 with NaN02 

and clilute B~O~, again addi.Dg a little more KBr as hold back oarr1er. 

Such mUd o;xidation orldises iodide but not bromide. The iodine was 

extra.oted with ether, washed, redliced again to iocU.de with the minimum 

quantity- of' Naz=so,solution, and separated from the et]ler. This oyole ~ 
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FIGURE I. 



oxiaation and reduction was twioe repeated to improve the purity of the 

product. 

(4) Fi.Dally the iocline was precipitated from iodide solution as Pdi2 

by treatment with very slightly aoidio (HOl) palladous abloride, after 

prolonged boiling to expel exoess sulphite and ether residues. 

(5) Continued heating caused the Pa.I2 to agglomerate and settle, when 

it was washed, cent~ed, azul ultimately decomposed to elementary iodine 

in the apparatus sketched in fi~ I. The Pdi2 was suspended in water, 

and dropped into "A", which was then sealed ott, and the whole system was 

warmed UDder high ftauum mtil all water and gas was :relilaved. HeatiDg "A" 

to 400 •o caused the Pdi2 to decompose into I 2 and Pd. The I 2 was sublimed 

into ''B" at liquid nitrogen temperature ~ugh a glass lf'Ool plug at "P' to 

hold baak flakes of palladium. The ·constrictions at "E0 and 0 P11 were 

sealed oft, "D" was cooled in liquid nitrogen and tinally the I 2 was 

sublimed into the tine glass capilliary "0", all the while keeping the tap 

open to the vaouum line. By suoh means, the iodine could be made to settle 

as desired in a short length, of the capUliary, a procedure which was found 

well nigh impossible without continued evacuation ot the oapilliary, owing 

to persistent ologging. The capilliary was sealed ott at each end and 

removed; while any ~1 amount of I 2 in th~ trap "D" was collected by 

sealing off the constriction "G". 

( 6) The iodine was subdivided by judicious sublimation into short 

lengths of the oapUliary, eaoh of whiah was sealed ott when tilled w1 th 

the desired amount. Amounts were assessed solely tram their ¥ activity 

relative to that of a small portion initially sealed ott and used as a 

standard. A second small ·portion containing some 3 mg. ot I 2 was also 

sealed off and used tor fS speoitic activity determinations, again after 



measuring its l activity relative to that of the standard. This sample 

was then broken uncler Nai solution, its iodiae content Wa.s est~ted by 

titration With th1osulphate•and the titrated solution was precipitated as 

silver iodide. Small aliquots ot this ail ver iodide were used tor JS 
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aotivi ty measurements, retai.ning one suoh aliquot as a reference standard 

tor subsequent iodine determinations. In this way both the 'lf and p 

actiVity assoo:lated with a known amount of ioc11ne could be determined. 

Yield 

The average yield obtained was about lOmc.,or l,OO)"c. per milligram ot 

12 at the time of extraotiqn. Only 7~ ot the iodine originally added as 

carrier was recovered, the loss is almost certainly in stage ( 2) above, 

possibly due to iodate formation. All other stages were found to give 

nearly lOOJ' yields of iodine, though the transfer of activity in the first 

o:xiclation and reduction oyole was by no mean13 so quantitative. In some 

oases 2" of the ¥ aoti vi ty would remain in the ether layer after cOID,J$lete 

reduction of iodine, suggesting the pressure of active isotopes ot other 

elements. In later extractions lOOmg ot telluric aoid was added to the 

uo
3 

as hold baok carrier for possible Te isotopes~ resulting in almost 

complete elimination ot suoh effects. 

PUrity of Product 

The chemical purity of suoh a product can scarcely be questioned. Its 

"isotopic" purity was proved by prolonged measurements of halt life; in all 

investigated oas~s thi~ was found to be 7.9 :t 0.5 days over the maximum 
' . . 

period of measurement (about 60 clays). 

· Protection from Irradiation 

.This was of importance mainly during stages (l) and (2), wbioh were 

performed in a fume cupboard behind 5cm. lead blocks. Suoh lead walls 
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were a:t.spensed w1 th for subsequent wo:rk, but rubber gloves and tume 

cgpbo~ were used untU the final high vacuum stage, which was performed 

in the open laboratory. No serious hazard was encountered, as shown by 

monitoring tests with a racliation rate meter during extraction, and by 

periodic checks with "pocket" type ionization chambers. 

(b) MEASUREtUT OF AOTIVITI 

type Of Counter 

An end window type Geiser Muller ·counter was used for p activity 

measurements. Initial m8asurements were made w1 th a counter prepared in 

the laboratory. This counter was of the bell jar type, approximately 

2cm. diameter x 6cm. high, with a thin mica window waxed onto the base. 

It was filled with 1om. of ethanol and 9.cm. ot argon, and maintained a 

reasonable wol'kiil8 plateau with a slope of ~ per 1~. volts. Most of the 

later measurements employed a G.E.C. type II counter of sim:nsr dimensions, 

with a Winclo1r '20alg/arl. The counter was housed in the cust011!B1"7 "castle" 

with 4om lead waUs, lined with alwninium, thereby reducing background 

counts to about 12 per minute. 

Electronic eqUipment was obtained from the Atomic Energy Research 

Establishment. PW.ses from the GM ccQnter were fed into a pre-amplifier 

type X20Q, and thence to a scaler type_ 200 for recording purposes. A 

type 1007 stabUised high voltage UD:lt was connected to a potentiometer 

(type 1007) and adjusted to give the desired voltage for the G.M. tube. 

Normally the counter was run at the centre of its plateau or 100 volts 

about starting point; it was found that the precise voltage required 

varied with age of the tube, temperature, snd apparently also with duration 

of use c1ur1ng each day's measurements. 
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Mounting ot Source 

All (J activity measurements were made on silver iodide sources. 

These were prepared by evenly depositing a suspension of the silver iodide 

in acetone on standard silver trays 2cm. di_ameter, and 200 1Df!!cm2 

thickness. 

The acetone was evapo~ted off with the aid of a radiant heater, 

leaving an approximately even layer of Agi in the tray. These trays were 

mounted in one of 5 standard positions directly below the G.M. counter, 

on a thick aluminium support. Absolute measurements were never required; 

accordingly silver trays and aluminium support were made sufficiently thick 

to obtain a constant "saturation" backscattered radiation rather than 

attempting to minimise such effects. The topmost position was 2.5cm 

below the counter wi~d~, the radiating area wa~ approximately ~qual to 

that of the counter window, and in this nonnally used position the counter 

bad an efficiency of about 2! 

Positioning errors were in general less than those due to statistical 

deviations in counting rates and were probably .less than 1 t 
"'ActiVity comparisons were normally required on thin capillaries 

containing variable amounts of iodine. These were mounted in a glass tube 

of 1 • .5mni. wall thickness, at 30 to 60cm. from the counter, and were 

further screened by an aluminium absorber of 500 mg/cm
2

• This completely 

eliminated~radiation, and reduced variable self absorption effects to 

practiQally zero. Portions of the source oould be almost entirely 

screened when required, wi. th the use o:f Scm. lead blocks. 

Corrections 

Apart from the normal procedure ot· .. deducting the background counting 

rate, to arrive at the activities due to the source, the followi~ 



correot~cms 8ZJd precautions were applied: 

(1) fl actiVities were measured relative _to that of a reference 

standard, also ot silver iodide, al!l mentioned on page 35" • To correct for 

variable efficiency effects, and. also for the very small decay rate of 

131 ( . 8 ;J,.• • the I itself about J{, p·er hourft"' frequent measurements of _this 

standard were interposed between sample measurements at a'bout half hourly 

intervals. 

(2) Self absorption corrections· were ·by far the most important. An 

empirical correction curve was obtained ·by plotting ·on·s·emilogarithimio 

paper the activity observed from a given source, expressed in counts per 

·minute per ~ ot s_Uver iodide, ~gainst the weight of silver iodide in 

the tray. Such a graph appeared as a fairly straight ·line up to 150mg. 

with a, self absorption ha:!..ii. thickness of 200mg., or 6,.!) mg/cm2• 'l.'he 

~ount of .Agi nermally •ed was 100 mg. ~the correction curve was 

finally adjusted so that the correction factor for suoh an a.wunt was unity. 

Corrections ·for other. quantities varied tran · 1 · for 50mg. to 1 

1.19 
for 150mg, tbeae being ·the~ ~tiOilS allowed. 

o.BJt. 

(3) Correction for losses due to the resOlving time of the counting 

circuit were ~sed by keeping the counting rate below a maximum at 

10,000 counts per minute. This was achieved by using one of the lower 

posi tiona for the source where necessary. Normally sample and reference 

stanaard were measured· in the same position;' when this was not 

practicable a predetermined efficiency ratio~was used to correct the 

readings. Small corrections for counting rates up to lQ,OOOcm. were 

made using the equation:-

a 0 = ni(l +nit) 

..___ ______________ ---- ---- ---



where Do = tl'Ue CO\lDting rate, corrected tor resol v1ng time lossE!S. 

niu = observed· counting rate 

t = resol viDg time of the oirO\ii t = 300 _,)'- sec. 

Such a correction is equivalent to o." per 1,000 counts per minute, 

and does not exceecl " at the maximum rate permitted. 

(4) Brrors due to statisti~ variation in counting rate~ in general . 
kept below 2J' by prolonging the time of counting aere necessary. Normally 

tive to ten~ counts~ recorded on each sample; very low 

aotiv:l.ties of the oraer of ·the background ocnmt rate were counted tor one 

or two hours, but these were not treated as quantitative].y reliable. 

(c) EXP.ERlMEN'.L\9 <l' THE VALIDITY OF THE TRACER TEOHNISUB 

The proposed procedure tor &DalysiDg the products of the pho~~lyais 
• t..;, • 

my be outlined as follows: 

(1) A mixture of S ketone at 5()mm. pressure, and radioactive iodine 

at lmm. pressure is photolysed. tor the desired time. 

(2) Condensible reaction prodUcts, OH}l' O-JI5I; .. CJ:l-,COI,. OZJ5COI, 

excess iocline, and ketone are frozen o~t in a liquid nitrogen trap during 

analysis tor unoondensible gases. 

(3) The iodide products are distilled into a receiver, then diluted 

w1 th a mixture of known amounts of iJJaotive carrier iodides. · 

(4) From the above diluted mixture, a pure sample of each iodide is 

obtained by tractional distillation. 

(!)) The separated samples are treated with sUver nitrate, converting 

the iocti.de to sUver iodide. 

(6) The activity per gram of sUver iodide associated with each of the 

products is measured and compared with a reference stanaard, thus enabling 

determination ot yield. 
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Suoh a determination assumes that the activity assoa1ated with any 

given sepan.ted produot, e.g., methyl ioc1ide, arises solely from the active 

methyl :l,oaicle formed clur1ng photolysis. It is possible that ~ctive 

methyl iodide carrier could aq~re activity tram other sources however, 

such sources being exahange reactions either (a) with the other active 

iodides, or (b) with unused aotiv.e iodine remaining in the products. 

These reactions may ·be represented thus: 

(a) 

(b) 

~ R2I ~I 

~I + 

• 

I~ type (a) reactions ooour at all, they would presumably require the 

intermediate formation of an iodine atom or tjon. ~ous workers have 

shown that non-ionizing alkyl halides do not normally ~o thermal 
... 

exohange at appreciable rates, either with :f'ree halogens, or halide ions. 

Thus Szilard IUld Chalmers ( 6lt.) were able to separate concentrated 

radioaoti ve silver balicles from a large bulk of neutron irradiated ethyl 

iodide; UQKay (40) found no 'exchange between methyl iodide IUld iodine at 

100• in 15 minutes; and Hull, Shiflet, and Lind (33) found similar results 

with ethyl iodide and iocline. The above cletermination would involve the 

presence of ketones however, and such solvents as acet_one and alcohol 

promote exchange considerably. McKay ( 40) reports complete exchange 

between methyl iodide and iodine in alcohol at 100 • in a fsw minutes, and 

numero\18 workers have observed exchange in sodium iodide4ethyl iodide 

systems in suah sol vents, the reaction being particularly rapid in dry 

acetone. 

Obviously the valid! ty of the proposed method is very cr:i tically 

dependent on tbe absence of such exchanges, since quantities of the order 

ot a few microgramms of product are anticipat~d in the presence of some 



milligrams of iodine. For this reason a series of experiments was 

carried out to investigate suoh eft'eots. 

Tn'.E (a) EXCHANGE REAOliWS 

Aotive ethyl iodide was prepared by reacting diluted radioactive 

iodine with ethB.nol in the presence of red. phosphorus; the product was 

dried and fraoticmally distilled. Mixtures of 3cc. of this active ethyl 

iodide with similar quantities of other components were made up, allowed 

to react, and finally a~ated by tractional distillation in a small 

fraoticmating column. This column had the dimensions 20 am. x 1.6 am., 

it was electrically heated, and packed with small glass helices. A 

renux ratio of 2:1 was maintained during distillation, but no attempt at 

aoou.rate control was made, since the boiling points at tho components used 

ditf'ered by some 30•. Distillate was collected a:t 2-4oc. l»e:r-- .h~ur ~ 

successive 0.3cc. portions. Trial d:istUlations showed that the separation 

was satisfactory; about 2oc. of the. original 3cc~portions would come aver 

at the corresponding boiling point, and subsequent boiling point 

determinations ·on separate fractions conf:i.l'med their purity. Tho 

separated fractions were .prepared for activity determinations firstly by 

removal of iodine (if present) by washing with aqueOUca Na~o3 • Conversion 

to silver iodide was effected by warming with alcoholic silver nitrate in 

a centri:f'uge tube, followed by centrifugation, warming in water, ·~ 

finally washing ·in acetone. Ultimately, weighed samples of the sil vor 

iodide were deposited . on silver trays for aoti vi ty measurements. 



The results of two typical experiments are set out below: 

. _.._ .... ... . '··-
Experiment Activity observed in various fractions, corrected for ·selt 

No. absorption, and expressed in counts per minute per gram of 
all ver iodide. 

- -.. ----- . - ·• --·- - - •.. -- ... -

Methyl iodide. Recovered ethyl iodide. Initial e~l 
iodide 

(1) 38 2790 2820 

61. 2790 2830 

2810 

(2) 26 1780 1750 
' 

The sensitivity of these init:i&l experiments was somewhat limited by 

tho low specific activity of the ethyl iodide used. Thus the actual 

counts observed on methyl iodide specimens were less than 5 opm. above a 

ba.ok:ground of 20 cpm., and are probably not significant. Even so: they 

are equiv&.lent to only about ~ of the activity" found in the recovered ethyl 

iodide fractions, and the specific activity of the recovered etb_yl iodide 

is in good agreement with that of the starting material. Subsequent 

results· on actual runs have confirmed this, since in certain cases the 

activity observed. in ethyl iodide fractions was only 10 to 20opm., compared 

to some 3000opm. , on similar quanti ties of methyl iodide specimens. 

TYPE {b) EXCHANGE REACTICNS 

Several eJrperiments were made on mixtures of active iodine with methyl 

and etb_yl iodides. The active iodine was prepared by decomposing active 

pallaclous iodide at atmospheric pressure in a long open test tube, after-. 

wards tald.ng up the iodine in an ether solution. Iodine was obtained as 

required from this solution, aliquots of which were mixed with methyl and 



ethyl ioaiaea. After reaotion, the ioctine was removed~ waabing with 

sulphite, and the activity in the alkyl iocliae was det~d in the usual 

way. 

It was found impossible to recover al.kyl iodide from such m:t.xtures in 

a completely inactive to~. The degree of retent~on ot activity varied 

tran one to ten per cent ot the active iodine used, equi~ent :ln Wf4ght 

to lQ to lOOJol .. ot iodine. The results were not appreciably alter~d b7: 

(a) Time ot storing the mixture before separation. 

(b)' DUuting the initial active iodine solution with. an excess ot 

inactive iodine.' 

(c) Substituting.allql bromide tor al.kyl iodide. 

(a) Repeated washing of the separated alkyl i~de with sulphite, 

inao·~ive iodine, and than sulphite again. 

(e) Exhaustive purification of both alkyl iodide and ether, including 

pretreatment with inactive iodine to eliminate any unsaturated components. 
~~ . . 

(f) use ot r prepared fran neutron irradiated iodo ~. instead 

ot r'1 
•. 

Particularly in view of (a), (b) and (c), the results cannot be 

attributated to a true exchange reaction. The retention ef'teot was 

however very considerably reduced by careful removal of ether from the 

iodine solution, prior to adding the alkyl iodide. This was aabieved by 

pumping oft the ether under vaCU\Iill, keeping the iodine tube at -15 •. Some 

( lofl) loss of iodine resulted, but on adding alkyl iodide to the residue, 

it could. be recovered from it in a state of almost complete inactivity. 

These curioo.s results were attributed f'iDally to the method of 

preparing the active iodine. Pall.adous iodide is W'f'icul t to handle in 

small quantities, in that it resists agglomeration and will not easily 



settle ill a oentituge tube. To overcame this, acetone was added as a 

\ settling agent, 8Dd it appears that soma ot this ac!-'tone remaiDed ~sorbed (}:/ 

on the pall adO\iS iodide until the time ot its thermal decCJqloaition. UDder 
. . 

such conditions, it. is possible that the acetone· would ~ot with the 

evolved iodine·, forming radioactive products such as iodo acetone or meteyl 

iodide. These produots woul.d then be talc~ up in azq organio solvent 

which 'I'IJIJ.'1' be added subsequentlT, and would lead to just those .results 

described above. All subsequent preparations have avoided the use of 

organic reagents at any' stage, and the iodine prepared in this way gave 

perfectly satisfactory reSUlts. 

Exchange reactions between iodine and alkyl iodides "Would appear to be 

negligible, for present purposes. However, mixtures of ketones and iodine 

will react in the liquid state, by way of tho enol form of the ketone, 

forming products such as iodo acetone. A qualitative experiment showed, 

indeed, that aotive iodine in acetone imparts a significant activity to 

metcyl iod.ido, after stand:in& the mixture for two )lours at roam temperature. 

In view of this, it would seem desirable to reduce to a minimum the time 

during wbj,ch the reactants remain admixed in the liquid state, and also to 

remove excess iodine before aading carrier iodides. 

Iodine may be easily removed by distilling the products over mercury, 

wt sane experiments ot Dr. R. W. Durham in this laboratory have shown that 

mercuric iodide catalyses and in fact initiates exchange reactions quite 

slgnitioantly. It hall been found that ioc11ne '111/J.Y also be removed by 

distilling the procblots through a glass wool trap at -30•, or by distillation 

over ail ver powder. These techniques will be described in later chapters, 

but it may be stated here that blaftk: experiments in the absence of photolysis 

have proved. tpe validity of the method beyond 8.lf3 reasonable doubt. 



It is of interest that publications have appeared in recent 

literature in which essentialq the same technique of isotope clilution has 

been used. Thus Williams and ijamill (70) have used active iodine to 

investigate the radiolyDia of l:\veh"'carbons,and Friedman and Libby (24) 

have used a similar clilution technique in investigations on tm chemical 

f'orlli in which "hot n atoms are produced in organic bromides exposed to 

ionizing racti.ations. 



III PHOTOCBEMiiOAL TECHNIQUE 

(a) PREPARATICW QJP MATElUAtB 

( 1) Metb,yl-et&l ketone 

The best quality of this ketone available was orclinar;y technical grade. 

An attempt at purification by means of the bisulphite acldition compound was 

made, 'bUt it was finally rejected in favour of repeated traoticmal 

distillation. The bisulphite compound. requires considerable washing to 

remove absorbed impurities; this ashing must be carried out with an 

orgazdc solvent such as ether or methanol, and since it is virtually 

impcssi~le to remove the last traces of this wash liquid, the requirements 

for its purity became almost as stringent as those for the purity of the 

final product. ·Further, the fact that this ketone forms an aseotropic 

mixture with watex- raises dittioul t~.eA ~-». the A4'f.Pal"A.ti07\ of the regeneJ;~ted . _ 

ketone. 

An initially large quan,tity of crude ketone was fractionally distilled 

three times in an all glass traotidDa.ting appU.atus, using a helix packed 

colUIDil 50am x 1.8am, and maintaining a retl.ux ratio of 10 : 1. The 

colUIDil was maintained at 2• boiow the tenwerature of the vapour at the 

point of removal tram the apparatus. Temp~ra tures were road on a st_amard 

N .P.L. thermometer introduced by means of a ground joint. The middl~ 

third of the distillate was used for subsequent tractions, though after 

the first distillation practically all the distillate came over at 

temperatures and pressures in excellent agreement with the figures given 

by FelsiDg,· Shofner and GBrloah (22), equivalent to 79.56•0 at 760mm. The 

final product was dried over MgSo,._, subsequently degassed, and vacuum 

distilled into a reservoir where it was kept permanently- UDder vacuum. 
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FIGURE 2. 

• 
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( 2) Allql iocU.des 

Metbtl and et.h.fl iodides ot chemically pure quality were dried ~r 

MgOlO~, t~ t'raotioDally distilled iD the small column ~scribed 

previously. The resul tiDg clear, olean boilillg liquids were stored in 

light proof glass stoppered bottles. 

(b) PHOTOCHEMICAL APPABATUS Aim EXPERIMENTAL rB.I!HOD 

As 18 perhaps oustomary in such work, no single apparatus or teohDique 

was adoptecl throu&hout, rather were moclitioations made as the work ' 
-~ 

progressed. In this section the in1 tial technique will be discussed, 

modificaticms will be described in later sections as they were introduced. 

(1) Reaction vessel and method of fill!g 

Figure II represents the apparatus sahematioally. rbe quartz reaction 

vessel of 320co. volwne was ocmneoted to the pyrex fUling system with a 

graded seal. i'he reservoir B contained methyl-ethyl ketone; 1 t was 
. . 

norma.l.ly kept ~ed in dry ice; and was repeatedly degassed before eaoh 

ezper:lmont. Prior to filling opera tiona the system was evB.oua.tecl and 

degassed. With a two stage mercury clittusion pump giVing pressures less 

than l0-5mm of Bg. The ocmstriotion R was then sealed off, and ketone 

was admitted to the desired pressure, w1 th the· l"'aotion vessel immersed 

in a water bath at 20•. Predetermined volume calibrations enabled 

estimation ot the final pressure of ketone during photolysis tram the 

p;ressure observed at this stage; the volume of the tubing eto., was kept 

nearly constant, but any small variations were neglected, since they would 

represent less than • of the total volume. The ketone was then 

condensed in the base of the reaction vessel by immersing it in liquid 

nitrogen; the ocmstriotion Q was sealed ott aDd iodine was released by 

breaking the small capUla.ry w1 th the aid of the iron oored plUDger. The 
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iodine then sublimed into the reaotion vessel, and was kept as tar fran 

the condensed ketone as possible by raie:lug the level of the liquid nitrogen. 

F:l.nally the oonstriction P was sealed ott, the reaction vessel was wiped 

clean, and tr&DSf'erred to a preheated furnace in the 1rradiation apparatus. 

(2) Irradiation Apparatus 
• 

A diagram of the apparatus is given in figure ~I. For 25:57 A 

irradiation, a water ooUed, low pressure mercury lamp as described by 

Melville (lt-7) was lJ!Sed• This was run at .500 volts and 120 m.a. tram a 

1000 v. transformer, powered directly tram the A.a. mains. It was 

manually controlled at CODBtant current with the aid of a variable 

resistance in the pr:l.lllary circuit. No attempt at improving the isolation 
• 

ot the 25:57 A line was mde, since the makers of the lamp, Messrs. Thei'ID&l 

Syn41oate Ltd., quote figm-eA wh1.nb. in..d.ioa.te that 991' ot the ultra violet. 

output occurs at the required res~ line. The lamp was set up in the 

position shown, and by suitable ol.emps and spring clips the position ot 

the reaction vassel was Ul8intained oanatant w1 th respect to 1 t. When the 

shutter was raised, raaiation trom one limb of the inverted U shaped lamp 

entered the vessel through a pertomted screen )J thus reducing the intensity 

to practical limits. The furnace was electri~ heated, and mam181ly 

oontrolled to w1 thin ! I or 2 • c1uring a run • 
• 

:51:50 A irradiation was obtained from a 125 watt medium pressure "Osira" 

mercury lamp, run oft the A.a. mains with a ohok:e and resistance. This 

resistance was manually adJusted chlr1ng irradiation to maintain constant 

running at 0.80 amp. The lamp consists simply ill two electrodes sealed 

into a spherical silica bulb, containing a drop ot mercury. Nonual1y the 

lamp is supplied with a Woods' glass tUter; this absorbs all the visible 

output, but also a good clea1 of u-v; it was removed without impairing the 
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running of the lamp. 

The beam of ~diation was roughly collimated with a 250oc. ,.. 
spherical quartz flask, fUled with B:D aqueous. filter solution. The . . 

filtration system·for isolating the 3130 A line tram the extrem~ 

polyohroma.tio output of the l.aqt was as recommended by Bowen ( 9) , using 

however only half the N~so4 concentration he advises, after consideration 

of more recent figures given by Davis and Hunt (:u.)·, The system was as 

follows: 

(a) Visible radiation was removed in the quartz collimating flask of 

mean path length 7.5om, filled with a solution of A.R. quality Ni,S04 
.6 .. 7 H20 at 90 s./1. and A.R. quality Co012 .fs2o at 4-7.6 g./1 • 

• 
(b) Ultraviolet radiation of wavelengths shorter than 2900 A was 

removed in tho lcm quartz wul.l.cd til tor, filled \11th potassium }Wdr~gcn 

phthalate at Sg./1. This solution was renewed before ea.oh run; and 

fresh stock was -.<Le up at ·freq~nt intervals, as it showed a tendency 

to grow mould. 

Before irradiation, the furnace was brought up to temperature, and 

the lamp was run until steady conditions were maintained. The reaction 

vessel was then placed in position with the shutter olosed, half an hour 

was allowed for its· contents to reach turnace temperature, and the shutter 

was finally opened for the desired period. 

( 3) Azlaltsi'S of Products 

( ~) @!! :Af!lY!iS 

After irradiation, the reaction vessel was removed from the f'urnaoe 

and connected to the 8118lysis system w1 th a greased &X:ound joint, in the 

position shown in figure IV. Immediately, concJensible products were 

frozen out by cooling the base of the reaction vessel in liqutd nitrogen. 

_.__.....;,~~~--~·--····~---····· ... _.__,~__,~~-------'-" _. - - __ . ___ __.._,.- ...... --~-----··-·-----~._ ____ ----'-------



The system was then evacuated, and with Ta olosed, the tubing leadiDg to 

the gas analysis system was thoroughly dega.seed · w1 th the aid of the 

toepler pump P1 • The break seal X was broken, and unoondensed gases in 

the reaction vessel were quantitatively collected with same 30 strokes of 

P1 , am. f1nally compressed into the graduated oapUlary B for measurement 

of volume and pressure. 

For runs involving ketone alone, a test ~or quantitative removal ot 

gas was made by warming and refreezing the Itetone; in other oaseS. this 

was not normally attempted for fear of losing aJ.k:Yl iodides and other 

·.IOh 
.~·. 

products in the pro~ss, e.g. by absorption on tap grease. In all oases, 

however, 30 to ltO strokes ot P1 appeared perfeotly adequate. 

Having collected these gases, T1 and T 2 were closed and the measured 

gas was trana.terred to tho iodine pontoxidQ tube with 6 strokes of the 

seoond toepl.ar pwnp, P 2• The 120
5 

tube was immersed in a glycerol bath 

electrioally heated to 130-160•; at this temgerature I 2o5 
quantitatively 

oxidises 00 to co2, but leaves H2, OH~, and all other }Vdrocarbons 

UDOJd.clisecl (26,67). The trap K and. SOiil&timea J were cooled in liquid 

nitrogen to condense co2 as formed, and at hourly intervals the amount 

of residual gas was measured _in H with the aid of PUIII.P P1 again. This 

process was repeated \mtil two readings of the residual gas agreed. Yields 

of CO were then estimated from the decreaae in total gas after completion 

of, the 1 20
5 
reacti~; the residue was not analysed, but for present 

purposes it may be t&ken as almost entirely methane. 

Perfo1'111811ce 

After some weeks of use and continuous eva~tion, the 1205 reacted 

quantitatively in an hourcr two, but in 8ZJY case where air was admitteli to 

the system - even if £0llowed by immediate re-evaouation - the reaction 
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was most sluggish, requiting possibly 24 hours for completion. Normally 

the apparatus was kept permanently evacuated and under such conditions 

it gave entirely satisfactory results·. On 11blank" experiments, the gas 

-10 extracted from the hot I 2o5 
tube averaged about 8 x 10 EPil• mole. per 

hour; whether this VIas due to thermal decomposition of the I 2o5 
or a-.J,l 

leaks from taps was not investigated. This a yield of 1 x 10-Bgm. mole. 

of CO. could be estimated with about ~ accuracy; yields normally 

obtained on calibratiOn runs {to be described later) averaged 5 x l0-
6

gm. 

mole. , and were probably subject to less than .J% error. Prolonged 

{24- :P,ours) exposure of the residual gases to the hot I 2o5 
tube caused no 

sign:ificant decrease in volume, so that the specific nature of the reaction 

for CO appears to be confirmed. Saunders and Taylor (56) have shown 

that this method is entirely consistent with others for the estimation 

of 00. 

(b) :r od.ide Analysis 

The reaction vessel was warmed to room temperature, allowing 

vola tile products to distil through the KOH tube, containing about 10 

pellets of KOH freshly introduced before each run, and thence through 

the glass wool trap A, cooled to - 30 •o, into B, cooled in liquid nitrogen. 

The time of distillation was normally one minute longer than that required 

for complete distillation of the methyl-ethyl ketone. Under these 

conditions distillation of CH;I and C.ji
5
I is complete, while any traces 

of H:t ~nd probably most of the CH
3
COI are absorbed on the KCH. The glass 

wool trap at - 30 • kept back nearly all the unused iodine, but occasionally 

a 11 ttle would collect in B. Distillation was stopped by sealing otf the 

·constriction L. 0.5Qcc of methyl iodide, and the same amount of ethyl 

io~de were placeQ. in D, and degassed; these carriers were then distilled 



. 'l'AILI' II 

· -- Acti vi ty:mea:sureme__J'ltJL.Qn~~~uo_~ of_ e_xpe:r_i.JnE!nj; (l3_} . 
Sample · Wt. of resultant l~et count Count rate Count rate Specific Acti,vity 

of B.P .Agi used for rate on .Agi per gm. Agi of standard · of sample in Mean specific 
alkyl activity measurements sample (corrected tor . "X" * standard. units activity 
iodiCI.e. (counts per self absorption). per gm •. Ag!. 

. minute). 

Ethyl .. 
Iodide (1) 72.4° • 1246 gm. 1,148 c.p.m. 10, 120 cprv' grn • 12,450 c.p.m. • 8:14 s.u/gm 

(2) 72.4° .1100 II 1,080 II 10,180 II 12 6oo II .808 II' 

' 
(2) II .0870 " 1,000 II 10,920 II 12,,00 " .867 II 

(3) 72.4-0 
. .1235 II 1,083 II 9,750 II 12,300 " .792 II .824 s.u/f911. 

(3) ... .1_,32 II 
. . ·1,17'. 9,900 12,450 It . ·.794 

(4) 72.,0 . • J.44(). ti 1,330 10,800 12,450 . II .8,8 . 
(4) " .0~95 " 1,034 . l0,3Ao 12,600 " .823 

.. .--:.=-- -· -. I --- . ---~ 
Metl\Y1 .. 

~odide {1) 42.4-0 .. .1,25 " 68 525 12,250 .04.29. 

(1) n· .2036 II 6A 4.7A 11,050 .Olt-33 
• 

(2) 42.5° _ .129!j . II 65 55./ 12,500 .0447 .01.44 s.u/gm. 

. (2) .II .1226 II 56.5 502 11,560 .04.34 

. {3) 42.7° .1517 71 565 12,000 .• 04.70 

{3) . II .1706 ~ 481 10,6(,)0 .0453 .. 

1c'To obviate large corrections. tor:teso1ving time losses, standard "X" was measured in a position of loWer efficienty than· 
was used tor other samples, at a mean rate of 3,800 c.p.m. The figures given in this column were obtained by 
multipl3ring the observed ·count rat~ by a pre-determined c;tf'ficiency ratio of' 3.35. 

I 
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into B which was ultimately warmed to -30 •c, and its contents were 

distUled through the second glass wool trap C, also at -. 30 •, into D at 

liquid nitrogen temperature. All traces of residual iocline were thereby 

removed,· probably some of the relatively involatile acetyl i~ was 
/ 

also retained. A third glass wool trap E was included in case any iodine 

stUl remained in D; in every case however, the product in D was 

colourless. This product was warmed to room temperature, further diluted 

with 2•5cc more of each carrier, then fractionated into its components 

as described above. 2cc. of toluene (B.P.llO•) and 0.5cc. of methyiene 

iodide (B.P:lBo•) were added as hold back carriers tor 8.f17 traces of 

acetyl iodide (B.P.l05•) and iodo acetone (B.P.) 200•) which may bave 

escaped the above treatment. The separated fractions, generally three 

of each iodide, each of approximately 0.3 to <?·5oo. volume, were tinally 

converted to silver iodide and prepared tor activity determination as 

described in previous sections. 

Calculations of yields _from activity detei'Diinations 

The method of estimating absolute yields from activity dete~tions 

Will be illustrated with the results of an actual run. The following 

observations were recorded in ~xperiment (13), in the first series of 

• 
experiments on methyl-ethyl ketone a~ 3130 A. 

(1) Estimation of speoific activity of the iocline 

A capillary of active iodine was broken under KI solution. 

Iodine content of capUlary, determined by titration 

•• . . .. .. 

determined (a) by gravimetric analysis of two aliquots 

3.00 mg. 

3 • .52 , .. 
(b) by calCulation tram the known weight of Kl. 

·'·· ·- .. ._.. .. . - - ~·-~·~" ="--~·~· ----'-"-'---'--___;_..........;,_;;,;, __________ ....._ __ _ 



Weight of resultant .Agi sample in counting tray "X" , 

selected as a mean standard from~ sim:Uar samples •. 0.1229 g. 

Sel£ absorption correction for this weight of Agi fiJ • l/0.920 

Hence, expressing the counting rate tram sample "X" as 1 standard UDit 

(1 s.u.) the speoif'io activity, s, of the original iodine wUl be given 

by: 

S 1 s.u. }.5§ = 0~92 X .1 29 X 
1 
}_.00 

6 
= 10.40 s.u./mg. 1 2 = 1.}20 x 10 s.u./ eqUivalent of I. 

( 2) Activity of separated products 

The measurements are set out in table 11:. Fran these results, the 

absolute yieldS are deduced as follows s 

Weight of ethyl iodide carrier used • • ~.~ g. = 6.840g. Agi. 

" 11 methyl II " II 

Mean specific activity of Agi p~eoipitated 

from ethyl iodide • • o:0~8?4 s.u./g. Agi. 

Mean specific activity Qf Agi precipitated 

from methyl iodide • • 

Yield of ethyl iodide = 0.8~ X 6.840 
'6 

1.}20 X 10 

• r =0.0444-:· s.u./g. Agi. 

equivalents. 

-6 
= ~.27 x 10 gm.mole. oza5r 

Yield at methyl iodide=· o.Q444. x 5.~to 

1.}20 X 10 

= 1.~ x 10 eJD• mole CH_F. 

An estimate of the accuracy in activity determinations may also be 

obtained from the data in table JX. The degree of reproducibility is 

S3 
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!irobably '!:. ~ in this instance, though somewhat more inaccurate from 

met;l}yl iaaide counts. In later experiments, iodine of higher speoif'io 

activity was avaUable, particularly after the ava:UabUity ot the new 

high power pile at Harwell. This increased the ao~oy on all yields, 

so that the error in activity determination. was not more than t 3 to I$ on 

nearly all samples. 

.:.~..,,,_ ,,,_,...._ __ ,• __ ._~_ ----



IV INITIAL S~IES OM •P.tlTHU. EmiL. KETCDE 

This initial work was directed primarily at a determination ot the 

ratio ot ethyl to meteyl radicals produced during photolysis, and hence 

the ·1"4tlative preponderence at the two reaotiona: 

(a) 

(b) 

Deter.mination of ~tum yields 
. . 

Estimates of the quanta absorbed during an experiment were mada by 

measuring the yield· of CO produced in separate calibration runs during 

photolysis of the ketone alone. The assUJI!Ption was made that i CO is 
• 

unity in the direct photolysis at temperatures over 100•, both at 2537 A, 

• 
and 3130 A. Tld1:1 p~in"11 has not been investigated in any of the literature 

so tar published,. nevertheless it ·appear$ very reasonable from· the 

following oansideratians: 

(1) Nqyes et al haVe repeatedly verified that ~co tends to unity iD 

the acetone photolysis at· temperatures above 100•. 

· ( 2) Th~re is ·no indioation ot · any chain reaction in the photolysis ot 

acetone·, m~t!Vl· .etlJ1l ket~, or di-et~l ketone .at arq temperature, so 

that a value ot j co great~~ than one is most improbable. 

(3) The work ot Ells and Noyes shows that I CO in methyl-etbi'l ketone 
• 

at 3130 A is slightly above the value observed in acetone at room 

. temperature; in diethyl ketone the value is higher stUl and approached .7 

at 25•. Thus one would expect the trend tOWards unity to occur at 

temperatures at leaat as low as in the acetone photolysis J and probably 

lower. 

On the. above assumption, the number of quanta absorbed during an . 



.' 

,, 
experimental run m~q be expressed by the equation: 

E =No. of einstein& absorbed ~ lrf (texp.) (Io exp~ (l-lO-fod exp.) 
(teal )(1o cal.) (1-10-tcd 

where M = gm.moles. ot CO produced in calibration 1'W1. 

cal.) 

t exp = ·duration ot experimental run. 

t cal II " calibration n 

1o exp - incident intensity in experimental 1'W1. 

" " 11 calibration 11 

l: = molecular absorption coefficient ot the ketone. 

c = concentration ot ketone in gm.moles ./litre. 

a .-: mean path leagth ot irradiation in reac~ion vessel. 

Since iodine does not absorb to 8.1\Y signitiQant extent at wa:veleDgths 
I o 

..- shorter than z..oooO. A, the final term in the above equation can be 

adjusted to unity by usiDg the same concentration ot gas in experimental 

and calibration rut~~~. '!'his was the .geneml procedure; where necessary 

corrections tor small pressure ditterences were made with the above 
. . . 0 0 

_equation, using the values l• 3.80 at 3130 l, and 11.0 at 2537 J... 

These values have been derived trom figures given by Damon and Daniels 

(11) tor acetone, and by' F .o. Rice (53) tor acetone and certain other 

ketones. TbeJ'. ·are onl,y approxi.lpate, but tM corxoection is insensitive 

to. the absolute value::! ot f . In tact, the absorption correction is 

small; it is less than linearq dependent on pressure under most nomal 

cond:l tiona where some 30 i ot the incident light is absorbed. 

Again, by using identical values ot I
0

, t, and C, in exper.i.mental 

and calibration l'UDS, the no. ot einsteins absorbed is given simpl,y by' 

M, and the quantum yield of 8.1\Y product, e.g., Mel, is then y/JI. where y 

is the yield ot M:II in gm. moles. 
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T.DD:. m 
. . 0 

Pbotollsis ot ~tbfl-etb¥1 keton8/Iodine Mixture• at -2537 A 
.. , . 

Experiment Temperature Pressure Pressure I• Time ot I I . Yield X 107 gm.molea. • Itt/Mel 
No-. ot ot lrratiation- i co IEtl Mel 

~tone locline (minutes) co • Reaidual Btl Mel 
Correc-ted gail cca;..~ 
to 100°0. I 

·~· 

' 10QOC SODm. o.aum. Nil ·B.D .• N.D. .02 .07 . 
-

4 'oo 51 .. 0.75Jmn. 2.5 N.D. N.D. not abso1utel,y 2.48. 
Determined. 

5· 10()0 5-' II 0 5.0 26.5 2."" l.O(a) 
.. 

' aoo 52 0.80 n 1o~·o 6.1 1., 24.3 10., 2.29 .14. .4.7 .20 

7 lQOO 52 o.ao n . 5.0 4..3 0.4 12.4 4.9 2.51 .17 .48 .1.9 

8 100° 52.5 0 5.0 25.4 . 2.68 1.0(a) 
--- - ---- -------- --

N.D. Not Daterqdne4 (a) a&BUIIIIId. 

.·. 
· ... 
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Initially, no ver,y great interest was attached to absolute values c4 

the ~tum yields. It was ass~d on the basis of Gorin's work that 

they would be UDi ty. As the work progressed it became apparent even with 

the :rather rough results available, that this was the most important 

section of tbe work, and the teclmique was altered acoord:iDgly. 
0 

Experiments at 2537 A. 

The :results of these first experiments are ·set out in table III. 

Experimentally, they are subject to oonsider~ble errors in absolute 

values of quantum yields, since it was not possible to run the mercur,y 

laDip under oODStaDt and reproducible conaitiODS. 

Ever:y effort lf&.S made to reduce the time of contact of iocline and. 

ketone in the liquid phase. It -was ·found impossible to wox-k below 60° , 
• •• 0 

' .. 

for even at this temperature 'th,ere was some sl:i.sht. tendency for the ketone 

and iodine to ooridense out in small drops on th8 ·walls of the reaction 

vessel. One _rgn at 50° displqed this effect considerabq. and gave 

quite anolilalotls. resW..ts. This behaviour is surpriSi:ag since the 

saturated vapour pressure both of ~tbyJ.-et}\Vl ketone (,()()JraJl. ) and of 

~odine (2.16mm.) at 50° are well above those used in practice. 

Discussion of Results 

An approzima.te estimate of the rell.tl.tive predomirumoe ot the pr:i.DIB.r,y 

reactions JlJf!/J8' be obtained as follows: 

Suppose (x + y) gm. moles. of ketone decompose as set out below: 

(x + y) CH3coc~ ~ :x:(OB3+e~5co)+ y(C.t~s+OH3co) 
Further, suppose a traction cl( of the propioZV"l :radicals decomposes 

spontaneousq: 



~ x(o~5co) ~ a( X 0~5 + CJ(X CO 

Similarly, p of the acetyl radicals decompose : 

p y (CB3co) _. II y CH3 .+ p y co 

The». the total yield of met:tvl will be X + fJY 

and II II II It et~l " a y ..... a(x 

II n •• li a eo " " ~X + fSY 

Hence the ratio of etJv'l to metlwl't,oquivaleat to that of etJv'l iodide 
' 

to m.eteyl iodide 1n the products, Will be given by: 

R --
yield of eteyl iodiae 

yield of. met!v'l iodide 

· Let A = ~/x = 

= 

Then R- · ·::::: · · (A - + ~ )/(l + .p A) 

X + (J y 

Also the ratio S, · of· the yield of 00 to that of Me I is given by: 

=.QQ._ - 56+f!A 
S Mei - 1· + pA 

It is · ~ that the propioA\rl I-adical is IJIIiCh less stable than 

acetyl; ·as a limiting assumption ·suppose "" • 1 and (J • o; then 

R: A+ 1. Taking a mean value of R•·2c4 from the observed results, a 

58 

lower limit of 1.4 for the value of A is obtained,. This limiting 

assumption is obviously invalid, for some at least of the acetyl radicals 
0 

must decompose at 2537 A; further S does not equal \Ulity, as would be 

required. AB a better approximation, let us take the estimate of Noyes 

et al. that 
. 0 

p = 0.15 at 2537 A, and taking a mean value of 8 c 0. 78 :frOm 

the two observations, th,en we obtain 4 • 69 and A= 2. 65. That is, 
. 0 

reaction {b) is 2.65 times more predominant than reaction (a) at 2537 A. 

Obviously this estiinate is subject to considerable error, and 

requires an ac~te lmowl:~dge of 1 and p tor p~r estimation. 

.; 
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.02 
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{.1 

15.0 

46.0 
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·'"' 2.00 

1 ..... 

!!! IIBti I I Mel I I cp 
•I 

22.5 

22.} 

2'.1 
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.o21t. 

.a.. 

.023 
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Possib~ thl1s iDf'omation could be obtained by ciletailed analysis tor 

ac~:~tyl ami propiOI(Yl iodi~a, but- suuh au ~b woul-d ·trotenJe-q be 

practical. In view of this uncertainty, woi:k at this wavelength was 
0 

abaDdcmed in favour of the leas energetic 3130 A, where p is probably 

very low. 

A notable point in these reaul ta ccmcerna the low values ot qwmtum 

y.l.elda. It will be apparent tram the above anal3sis that the overall 

quantum efficiency of radical production, I R; is given by: 

IR = :x ... l 
E c: jEti + j Mei - leo 

where E = no. ot einsteins absorbed. 
. 0 

All preVious coilsiderations would ~cate that f R •1 at 2537 A • 

On the two results available, the observed values otj'R calculated as 

above were .53 and .50. The· discrepancy appears to be beyond 

experimental error 1 'but it J:JJq" be due to the presence of mercury vapour. 

This would cause increased absorption in calibration runs owiDg to the 

excitation of resonance radiation, but in the presence of iodine, mercury 

would be removed as mercuric iodide, so that there would be no 

compensating effect in iodine runs. 
0 

E!perimenta at 3130 A 
0 

The results of the first aeries of experiments at 3130 A are set out 

in table IV. OnJ3 those experiments are reported in which successive 

tractions of each iodide exhibited constant specific activity, within a 

reasomble and non-systematic error. In general three such tractions 

were taken oft at the boiling point of each ioQide, and they did not V8.r7 

in specific activity more than was reasona.bq attributable to counting 

errors. This was not alwa.YS so, however, e.g., in one unreported run 
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the c01mting rate ot the eteyl ioclicle product rose by som:J 20 ( i:A each 

of three successive fractions, even thouah the boiling ~int of each was 

nearq constant. The reason for this is not clear, one would suspect 

the presence of some highl.T active product of slightJ.y higher boiliDg 

point suoh as aoet7l iodicle, put it is difficult to see how aD¥ s~ 

product could have evaded the separation s7stem used in ana.qsis. 

Again there is saDB uncertainty in the quantum yields, for the two 

calibration runs (10 arul (l4) differ by l4~ in yield of co, althouih 

the l.amp was run Ulldar conditions as constant as possible. Relative 

yields are D.'IOre reliable. though the good. agreement between the three 

observed ratios of et}V'l t~ -~t}V'l iodide is to a large extent fortm/~. 

Discussion of results 

Since the yield of CO is extremel,y low, the obs!rved Jilt;I/Mei ratio 

gives a valid measure ot the relative probability of :reactions (a) aD.a 

(b). Rcoults chow that this ratio is 22:1 in favour of reant:i.on (b): 

• • • • • • • • (b) 

Although subject to an \mdetem:i.J3able experimental error, the results 

indicate that f R is significantq below unity, averaging only 0.55. 

This result is so surprising and contrary to assumptions. that a further 

series of experiments was planned to investigate the point. These 

experiments will be discussed in the following chapter; there is little 

to be gained :from arq further discussion until.their results have been 

presented. 

SUII!I!&X7 

The results show that reaction (b) predallinates over (a) in the 
• 0 

pr.l.mar;y process at both wavelengths. At 3130 A, the ratio is 22:1 in 

0 

favour of {b); at 2537 A, the ratio falls to approximate~ 2.6:1. 
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Observed values of radical yi~lds are censiderabq below unity, but this 

ma.v be due to expe~nt·ai error. 
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V l!'Okl'HER BXPERDBNTS W METHYL E'1'H!L KETONI!l 

In view of the low yal.'lies of quantum yiel.ds obtained ii1 previ~ 

experiments, tbe ~ical technique was modified with the object of 

minimising possible sources of loss of al.ll;yl iodides. In ad4ition, a 

more rigorous purification of the ketone was effected. 

Revised method of purification 

F. 0. Rice' (53) bas shown duriJJg absorption measurements on various 

ketcmas that ·Small (·J"~ amcnmts of unsaturated and c;yolic compounds mq 

be present even in repeatedly fractioD&.ted samples of ketones. These 

components mq have absorption coefficients some 500 times as large as 

that of tho ketone it~elf, and ccmsequently mtq interfere with photolytic 

experiments in spite of their low concentrations. Their presence is 

o~en Cled.ected by treatiJJg the ketone with aeutro.l KMil()4-; if the 

pe1'!118lJganate is sufficiently dilute, no visible discolouration should 

occur in 15 · minutes at room temperature, but such impurities mq cause 

a significant reduction. Removal of these impurities is no easy process, 

it would seem to requi:r;e some dhemical step such as bisulphite treatment 

in addition to repeated fractionation. 

A pel1JI&D8anate t~st on the ketone used in previous experiments was 

definitely positive; reduction was visible in about one minute, ~soon 

went to cOmpletion. Accordingly further purification was carried out 

along the following lines: 

(1) An attempt was made to purity the ketone by means of the sodium 

iodide addition complex described by Shipsey and Werner (6.5) for acetone. 

Well defined crystals were obtained; these could be washed efficiently, 

but the overall yield of ketone recovered was less than 5 Z 
{2) Several portions of ketone were purified as far as possible with 



, 

the bisulphite process. From large quantities ot the well washed canplez 

a small sample of ketone was obtained; this Was suffl.cient for oii8 

fraoticmal distillation, and the middle third of the distillate was•-: 

ntained for use. 

(3) Once :fracticmated ketone was tnated with dry, fine~ ground 

DfnO~ iD ~uo~essi ve __ portions until no turther rapid reaction occurred. 

b product was freed of residual Klfn0
4 

by 'VB.CUUIIl distillation, and was 

then twice f'raeticmated. 

Process (3) yielded a product which was initialq entirely' negative 

in KMn04. reaction. On storillg it gradual~ reverted, and finally' 

d:1spl.a1'ed a small but constant reaction to the KMn0
4 

test. The 

following table presents the results of observations of refractivity 

and permanga.ua.te reaction on the above products, attar ;that from process 

(3) bad attained a constant reaction. 

I I 

Ketone Nd20 KMD0
4 

reaction 

Origirlal met~l-etl\vl ketone l. 37871 :t • 00005 1 minute as used in first experiments 

Product ot process (2) 1.37897 " 8-10 minutes 

Product ot process (3) 1.37892 II 8-10 minutes 

KMn04. reaction is expressed as the time required to obt_ain a visible 

nduction, on mixing 2cc. of ketoDe with lOcc. of faintly' pink, fnshly 

prepared KMD0
4 

solution. 

It will be seen tha1; processes {2) and (3) yield products which are

practically' indistinguishable, so that one IJI8l' place some confidence in 

their purity'. The product of process (3) was used for further experi

ments. It was dried over Mg804. without alteration in itscptical 

J 
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properties or KMD04 reaction; tinall,y it was degassed and vacuum 

distilled into a reservoir. 

The same process was used for the pUrification of acetone. The 

product was slightq more positive in pel1D&Ilganate reaction than was the 

f~ metlJNl ~ti\fl ketone, but this is proba~ attributable to a genuine 

difference in ·reactivity ·of the pure ketones. 

It is wor:tl\Y of note that Trotman-Dicld.nson and Steaciie (68) have 

found .in s~ recent experiments on the direct- photol3sis ot acetone that 

its behaviour is insensitive to its method of purification. They 

obtained identical results from three samples., two of which were simply 

distilled, the third was distilled from pei'DIElllg&.JJate. 

Method ot tilling reaction vessfil 
0 

_Q,. · .. 

Since the p~osed expe~~nts were to be carried out at 3130 A, the · 

presence. of' small traces ot mercur.v vapoUr should not be objectionable. 

In view of' this,. 9. mercury cut off was used to isolate the ketone reservoir 

since it enables complete protection tram stopcock grease. !he filling 

syst_ern ShoWn in figure '%was designed to enable mixing the reactantcs as 

vapours rather than allowiDg contact in the liquid state. Iodine was 

sublimed into the reaction vessel first, then with the well ground valve 

V .f'ilml,y closed, the vessel was wumed to 60°, vapourisi.Dg the iodine. 

Ketone vapour was then admitted from the volume calibrated ballast· flask; 

f'ina.ll3 the reaction vessel was removed, after closing taps Tl and T2; 

1 t was then quickly wiped dry and placed in a preheated turnace. The 

system requires the use at a greased tap to close the reaction vessel, but 

this was used only in tilling operations, and the products were extracted 

through a break seal as before, thereby reducing contact at the products 

with tap grease to almost negligible proportions. 
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Experiment 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31/ 

32 

33 

34-

. 35 

36 

.37 

3a 

39 

1.,.0 

·lt-1 

1.,.2 

No. 

Series Temperature 

D 100° 

" 120 

E 120 

tl 100 

II 120 

F 100 

II 120 

tl 100 

(i 120 
... ~ 

II 100 

II 120 

II' 100 

H 120 

II 100 

I 120 

II 12Q 

II 100 

II 100 

J •120 

II 100 

lC 120 

II 100 

Ketone ~odine 
pressure w~ssure 

(correctec · 
tol00°) 

61 mm. 

60 

62 

6~ 

61 

~ 

63.5 

61.,. .. 

60 

61.5 

61 

61~5 

63 

62.5 

198 

198 

199 

200 

16.3 · .. 

16.3. 

16.3 

15.5 

1.3 

0 

0 

o.s 

0 

... 
1.2 

0 

3.6 

0 

0.45· 

0 5' 
~ 

O.lt-5 

0 

2.1.,.3 

0 

0 

.92 ' 

~95 

0 

0.53 

0 

1.93 

-

Photolysis of acetone/iodine mixtures at 3130 i 

Time of 
irradiati-on 
(minutes) , 

51 

43 

15 

73.5 

20 

Intensity of In-ad.iation 
K' K I -12 I . . It I abs. x 10 

( ar'Si trary (arb1trazy quanta/ cc/ sec 
units) Units) 

2.15 . 1.15 

2.4() 

77 

55.8 8.05 

58 

•iank - No Ehoto~sis 

29 44 

88 . 47.5 .. 1Q.30 

9 77 57 

10 87 63.5 .. 1}.8 ,, . 

10.25 84 61 

10 76 55 1~.05 

10 43 31 

10 50 36 7.62 

5 71.0 26.3 . ;-· 

5 I 60.2 ·22.1 

5 57.8 ' 21.2 18.25 

10 55.4- 20.5 17;7, 
. ~ 

20 \ 98 f 90 

19 89.5 82 2·.92 

20 76 70 

21.5 74 68.5 2.44. 

· 1 1• co Yield x 10 gm moles 
CO !Residual! Mel lbH3oor 

gas 

QT ll Me! I' ( arbi trar.r 
units) 

(CHAt.) 

.124 0.18 

15.6 I 3.8 
.~ 

41.7 9.0 

N.D. N.D. 

41.6 I ~.2 

3.49 

40.5 

N.D. I .OQS4. I .215 

N.D. 

I 

1.0(a) 

1.0(a) 

1.0(a) 

.270 

o.o2 1·. 0.02 I o.o051 · .1 

I 69 13.3 

0.5 0.18 

51.2 I 8.2 
.. \~.) 

o:j6. I o~67' 

63.4 I 9.4 

. o.35 I 0.04-

30.7 I 7.8 

0.0761 0.05 

53.4 I 16.6 

44.4 I llt-.1 

0.051 0.07 

o.o71 o.o6 

29.5 I· 2.6 

1.0(a) 

37.8 1.1 .0022 .16Zt. 

1.:o(a) 

16.9 2·.4- .0056 ., .262 
'. 

·-.. I 

1~0(a) 

14.3 I'· N.D. I .0061 .1 .254 

1.0(SJ) 

7.12 · I . 8. 2 I • 0013 I • 200 

l.O(a) 

1.0(a) 

4-.lt-8. I N.D.I .0012 I ~105 

9.53 u . .o1 • 0008 1 ~ 115 

1~0(a) 
"\ . 

0.501 1.1(?) J 12.7 .69 . ~\~o .490 

24.8 I 3.0 1.l.b(a) 

·0.421 0.3 9.53 .531 .c.~7 I .• 390 

1.49 

3.60 

3.62 

7.45 

7.36 

1.52 

1.49 

::.."*.::;'1-~ 

K These units are constant only for experiments in the same series f Q = Yie1d,of CO/ Io.t. (See p. h~ ) 
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In:aaia.tton_ a;e»arat\JS 

. ~e ~tQfs: ·*ea.- ~-a ococnt-:1.-aUy -tho -sam,a- as-· p~:ev"loW:tlj' ·@~jQJ.-i;l.Jtlii, 

but an attempt as made to. measure tbe output ot the lamp during 

photolysis in addition to maintaining it as constant as possible. 

Obviously this is not entirely practicable unless the intensity 

transmitted th...lli@~rgb the reaction vessel oan be measured, and a vessel 

with plane ends was ordered to enable suoh measU1"8Dl8nts to be made. 

Since its delivery was long delayed, some e:xperiments with the old vessel 

were oarr1ed out. A quartz window was let into the rear ot the f'urnace, 

so that estimates of the intensity before and after each experiment could 

be obtained when the reaction vessel was removeci. Measurements were made 

with a selenium photo-cell coanected directly to a microammeter. A mean 

ot these read1 nga was talc~ as a comparative estimate ot intensity from 

one run to &DOther, and suah readings are recorded directly as intenei ty 

in the tabled results. 

A more rigorous f'U tration system was. adopted for isolation of the 
• 

3130 A line, baaed mainly on the addition of K2cra4 to the original system. 

K2ora4 has a peak in its transmission curve which corresponds very closely 

to the desired wavelength, in particular it removes the :n.eighbo1u"ing 
• 

group of lines in the mercury speotl"UJB at 3660 A, but only at the oost of 
' . 

some oons~ra.ble loss in transmission of the 3130 A line itself. The 

system t1nally selected is ol'osely in agreement with that reocmmended by 

Davis and HUnt (14) and more recently by Kasha ( 36). Its components were 

as follows: 

( 1) N1So4• 7H20, e 63.4- g/1. was piacecl in the 250oc quartz 

collimating :f'l.ask. 

(2) A lcm. quartz walled f'Uter ot K2cr0
4 

at 0.242g/l. was followed by 
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(3) A 1.6om. tUter at potassium ~gen phthalate at 3.16 s/1. with 

both -.J.la ot Chance OX7 glass 2nm. thick. This glass tr&DBmi ta 
• • 

901' ot all wavelengths in the region 2900 A to 3800 A, and outs 

ott very sharply on either aide of this region. Consequently it 

acts as a very convenient fU ter tor removal of visible radiation, 

and also short wave ultra violet. It is a considerable 

improvament on the lfi8otoocl2 til ter previously used, since this 

could only act efficiently at the expense of 50-BOJ' loss in 

transmission ot the desired wavelength. 

Allalyais ot products 

Gas analyses were made as before, but the iodide analysis system was 

reduced in sise and greased taps were el1minated at the expense of yet more 

make and break seals. The apparatus is shawn in figure VI. · As before, 

the reaction vessel was oonneoted with a greased ground joint. For these 

and all later !!txperimentB, a apf!lo:l.al grease of a type deVftloped by Dr. L. 

Tordai in this laboratory was used tor this joint. The grease is COJDposed 

ot mannitol, starch, ·and glycerol in the ratio ot 1:2:6. Its tendency to 

absorb organic w.poura is much less marked than that of Apieson greases, 

and it may be warmed considerably without seriously atf'eoting ita properties. 

It was used in certain joints ma1nly on account of its latter property, 

sinoe it enables the joint to be tlamed and degassed more readily. 

The procedure in iodide analysis was essentially the same as 'bet ore. 

After removal ot permanent gases, the constriotion P was sealed oft, the 

residual products were twice distilled through glass wool traps at -30• 

and tinally collected in D at -180•. Carriers were degassed, and distilled 

into D as betore. The times ot such distillations were only very slightly 

more than required to ettect transfer of the ketone; by 1Jhese means iodine 
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was oampletely removed, and in most - but not all - oases aoetyl -iotide 

tra.~;~~t~.-1~ 1J18~hy~_,~odi~"vrl.~ &ZQ'--_!I,u,ooess-, C-~- the us~ ___ of KOli=-=may., __ .__ , 

involve the loss of other procluata by absorpt;t.on. However, there is D9 

reason tor ita formation in~ more than negligible praportiOJiS. 

Estimation ot quantum .yields 

As a check: on the values ot quantum yields obtained ill previous 

experiments, ~ Q.itfe~t ~ohame was adoptfild for eat~ti~ of 'thea~ 

quantities. Calibration runs were made on acetone at 100'0, under whi® 

conditions the value of §100 is known to be upity. Available data indicate 

that the absorption ooettioient at metllyl ethyl ketone is 1. 23 times 
• 

larger than that of aoet~e -at 3130 A. Accordiggly, the pressure o~ 

acotone in oalibn.tion runs was inox-eased in the same ratio, so that tll~ 
. ,-:-· 

S&me· percentage abs-oll»t:l.em WOuld result. · This ratio of 1.2, bas beeD 

derived after ~¢table con-actions from Rioe•s- (53) studies on ketones in 

th~ liquid phase~ :pue o~~~~~on wa~a al.-o g1~~ to SOJI!8 mea.15urem.ents 

on diethyl ~e.t~ 1D tb~ ·gas~ phase whioh Dr. DoJ"f'man ( 17) has lQ.ndly 

made available.. These lil~rements show tha~ the oo:rresponding ratio of 

f diethyl ketone/f. acetone is 1.35. The value adopted tor methyl ethyl 

ketone is -an approximation cmly, it may be subject of t. 5 to iOJ' error; 

nevertheless it does provide an, ~endent oheak on _previous 

-detel'DiiDa tions ot quantum yields. 

Results 

The results of this brief series ot eJClleriments are set out .;in table V., 

Constant specific activity trom successive tractions of ethyl iod.ide 

was ()b_tained ~y wh~ the va~ di~tUie;tions at -30 • we~ properly . . 

adjuatecl. ln one -~·ortea. ~ the ethyl iodide displqed a marked 



increase in activity in successive fracticms; an effect which is almost 

certainly attributa~le to acetyl iod!de. 

Once again, the absolute values of quantum yields are subject to 

considerable errQr, awing very largely to the neoe$si ty for long runs with 

the now filtration system, and consequent long term variations 'in 1nten$1ty, 

variations whiah were dif'f'ioul. t to allow for w1 th . the technique in use. 

Nevertheless, the results agree in general with those found initially. 

The ratio of methyl to ethyl iodiile in the produCts i&' approx:ima tely 21 ;1, 

and the overall q\lantum yields appear to be signifioantly below unity in 

spite at the large experimental error. 

In view of this-, it was decided. to reinvestigate the photolysis of 

acetone, in ~ a tt.empt to confirm Gorin 1 s results. This work will be 

.di~_ouss~d in the following chapter. 

.. 



VI STUDIES OF THE PHOlQLYSIS OF ACETONE 

Since all px-eviQU.. wnl:'k m-.A ttM.l.Ail to ~:l.rm ~ 1 e o~.lt\e.!m! t..b~ 

the overall quantum efficiency of racU.cal production is nearly unity, it 

was aeoided to repeat his work on acetone. At the same time ~ 

uncertainties in estimates of quantum yields are largely ~ved, since 

I CO in the direct photolysis is known to be unity under appropriate 

condi tiona. 

This ohapter deals exclusively with experimental procedure and results, 

a f'ull discussion of the reasons for these experiments and their 

interpretation is reserved for the tiDal seotiOD. 

Pr!paration of materials 

Acetone was purified as described on page 6a. 

Acetyl iodide was prepared by reacting dry hydrogen iodide with 

acetyl chloride in :the cold (Staudinger ( 60)). I am indebted to Doctors 

Carson and Skinner ( 10) for details of their elegant method of preparing 

dry ~gen iodide by reflwd.ng iodine With tet~phthalene. The 

crude acetyl iocU.de was freed tram excess acetyl Chloride by a prel1m1nar.y 

distillation at atmospheric pressure. It was then once fractionated at 

4cm. pressure 4.n a:·SJD&ll Fenske packed aolumn. About the miadle 2/3 of 

the acetyl iodide distUlate was retained, shaken with mercury to tree it 

of iodi'ne, and finally distUled under high vacuum into a reservoir in 

which it was sealed att. Attached to .this reservoir was a system of some 

12 receivers, into which portions of the product could be distilled as 

required for use and sealed off. The product was in1 tially ·almost 

colourless, it became slightly yellow due to iodine formation after two 

months storage. Two determiDations of its iodide content yielded results 

equivalent to 981' of· the theoretical value for acetyl iodide. 
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Carbon aioxida was pUrified from ocmnercially available 11 dry ice" • 

It was subli.JDed +"'-·"'"' a ~:-o- ~-to r--~ ~te%', thaii 'wa-s ;.-oupea-tdCILy - - - -~~ r~ 

fraoticmated at -30· into a receiver at -lao•; about the m1c14le ~ of 

the gas was retained at each stage. F1Dally it was freed from pel'D18.1l8nt 

gases by condensation at -180•, fallowed by prolcmged evacuation, and was 

stored in a 3 1i tre reservoir sealed with greased taps. 

Reaction vessel and m~thod of f'jPling. Fig.VII 

All except the · n.rs1; few eJCperlments in this work were carried out 

with a new cylindrical reaction vessel with plane polished ends. This 

was f11led with reactants by means of the apparatus shewn in figure VII. 

The nomal. routine was as follows: The reaction vessel was cleaned in 

chrom1c acid after each run, then washed and dried by complete evacuation. 

The vessel was then fUled with dry air., and seal,ed onto the appar,.tus as 

flhown. The system was evacuated, aegassed,. and lett overDight under 

vacuum prior to tilling operations. These were essentially as used before, 

-wi tb the addition -of' a second mer~ c:Ut off ·.to protect the ketone tram 

any tap grease, and to enable a completely dry product to be obtained. 

Acetone 'Was admitted ~o the desirecl pressure, and condensed in the side-

arm below the valve V. Iodine was then sublimed in and condensed in the 

reaction vessel with the aid of a piece of cottOn wool immersed in liquid 

nitrogen. Finally the vessel was sealed off at Q, warmed to 60• with the 

ketone section still frozen below the closed valve V, and then placed in 

the tu.-rnaoe ena'b11DS the acetone to mix wi ~ the iodine' alreacq largely 

vapourised. 

Irradiation apparatus. Fig.VIII 

At 250 watt mediUIIl pressure mercury burner type ME/D, as supplied by 

B.T.H., gave a much higher output of the desired wavelength. The lamp 
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was run at 50 volts and 5 amps ott a direct ourrent supply. The arc was 

struck with the A.c. system shown in f'i~ UIIj t--he lc.cp \":QG then 

switched over to the more stable D.C. system for continuous running. The 

fU ter system was precisely as previously described. 

Transmitted irradiation intensities were measured with a selen:L\DD 

photo cell in the position shown. The cold tinger, more clearly depicted 

in figure VII:;-, afforded a convenient method ot freezing out reactants, 

and thus measuring I
0

, the intensity of irradiation in the absence ot 

absorbing gas. For runs in the presence of iodine, I 
0 

O<Nl.d be measured 

only on completion of' the photolysis, but· in all oases the transmi ttod 

intensity, It' was measured during the photolysis. Slight variations in 

lamp emission between the times of measuriDg I
0

, and It were corrected 

for on the assumption that the emission is directly proportioned to the 

total wa ttaga eort~umed. by the· -lamp, as read on voltage and current meters. 

In practice, such variations were small., and indeed atter the first tew 

runs measurements of' I
0 

were regarded more in the nature of a check than 

anything else. Since the ketone pressure was always the same as in 

calibration nms, the ratio I/It was constant for each series of' 

eJCperiments, and comparisons of It were perhaps more reliable than those 

ot I
0

• 

Analysis of products. Fig.IX 

Gas analyses were made as oefore. 

The iodide analysis procedure was modif'ied in an a~tempt to estiJQate 

acetyl iodide. Since this product is in part retained by the previous 

methods of removal of iodine, it was decided to substitute a silver powc:i8r 

tube for the two f'raoticmations at -30•. The system is shown in figure IX. 

Condensible products were silaply distilled through the sU ver powder 

" 
' 
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tube A into B, and were then diluted with a mixture of carriers, includiDg 

2 oc. of acetyl iodide. These carriers ~re dft~d in D, -Qil.d thEm 

distilled on-tto the condensed products in B, after the usual precaution of 

sealing ott the constriction Q. B was then warmed to -1o•c, its contents 

were thoroughly mixed by judicious local W8.l'!JI1ng and shaking, and two 

thirds ot its contents were next distilled into o, still mainti:tning B 

at -10•. By m~ of this ro1.J8h fractionation, most of the m~t~l iodide 

and a large portion ot the ethyl iodide were collected in C, while B 

retained mainly acetyl iodide. Air was admitted, and the two tractions 

were treated as follows: 

The alkyl iodide traction in C was treed of' acetyl iodide by m:hing 

with an equal volume of cold water. Hydrolysis of the acetyl iodide is 

complete in a few minutes, and provided the mixture is kept cooled, a.l.ky:t 

iodides are not affected. The aqueouslayer was mechanically separated, 

·residual alkyl iodides were twice was~d, roughly dt'i'ed. with a large 

quantity of Cacl2, freed of traces of iodine by shaking with silver powder, 

and finally fractionated into their two components as usual, usiDg a little 

toluene and meteylene iodide as hold back carriers for any less volatile 

iodides that may be present. 

The acetyl iodide fraction in B was distilled in a small helix · .. 

paoked column at 4am. pressure, with. the addition ot lee. of' meteylene 

iodide as hold baok carrier. No attempt was made to obtain puro B&III.Ples 

of al.lcyl iodides in this distillation, in any O&file they were minor 

components. Four fractions of acetyl iodide were taken off under nearly 

ocmstant conditions, normally at 30•c and 4cm. pressure. Such tractions 

were nevertheless not pure; they were treated further by aqueous 

hydrolysis, washed with inactive ethyl iodide to remove traces of dissolved 



aotive allcyl iodides, and were then CJODVerted to silver iodicle. 

It was not eptin.tly pm.A.tical t-o -~'iie a mixture o"t all the 

carriers in one fractionation; pure samples of acetyl iodide could not 

be obtained at the hi,gh temperatures (105•) required at room temperature 

owing to d8oomposition. The above separation appears ~ther drastic, 

nevertheless it does not lead to any significant exchange in the short 

period ot aqueous treatment as the followiDg experiment shows: 

Experimental verification of the method 
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,3oo. of highly active methyl iod.ide was mixed with 2.6 of inactive 

ethyl iodide, 1.6cc of propyl iodide, O.l2oc. of acetone (being the amount 

normally used in each run), and 2.3co. of acetyl iodide. The mixture 

was placed in 0, degassed, and then treated as described above. The 

activity observed in the separated components isshown below: 

~ 

Component Total Activity in Component 
-- ... - - -

Initial methyl ioClicle. 100 arbitrary: units. 

Recovered methyl II 101.4- II n 

" ethyl n 1.6 II II 

II propyl II o.1 " " 
" acetyl II 0.7 II n 

Within experimental error, the recovered methyl iodide bas the aame . 

activity as that originally used; :turthermox-e the originally iDS.otive. 

components display· in general an almost negligible activity, so that the 

method appears to be justified. The activity of 1.6 units in the ethyl 

iodide product is due to imperfect traotioDS.tion rather than ex~. 

Such an effect was noticed in subsequent experiments, it was reduced to 

almost insignificant proportions by a alight moditioation in the 



fractionating column. 

Results 

--~ - ·. ·-·-. -·; .. - .- .. , 

Results a::re set out in the following ~bl.es. In gen~ they are 

treated as before, but certain points. require some olaritioat:t.on • 
• 

· A. Phc>to].ysis of acetone io41ne mixtures at 3130 A. Table VI 

Intensity ot :t.rraa;1ation 

It must be stressed that while values of I abs. are ex,pressed in 

quanta absor~ per oo. per second, the units tor I
0 

and It are quite 

a.rbi trary, and are in f'aOt the mean currents observed in the photocell. 

Further, the absolute value ot ~hese units Wa.s varied tram time to time 

owing to oh&Dges in the ge01118try ot the system, the resistance ~ 

parallel with the recording mioroammeter, a.nd other taotors. These units 

are const.nt however, tor all experiments in the aame series, and haw 

.been used .. :1n oal-oulation ·or quantum yields~ 

Reproducibility ot aal.ibraticm runs 

. The Q.Uant~ty Q is a m~sure of the reproducibility in oalibraticm. 

1"UQS.. It is defined as follows: 

Q = (Yield Of CO)/X
0 

.<time of in'acU.ation). 

AcoorOingly, Q shcnald be ccmstant tor all calibration runs in the 

same se~es, subject only to corrections tor pressure varia tiona; 

oorreotions which in general are negligible except at low pressures where 

I abs. o< I
0
P. However, sinc.e the units of I

0 
are constant only iD each 

series, the constancy of Q is equally limited. 

Experimentally, the oonste.noy is veritied to within about J'}l;, so that 

this may be taken as a reasonable estimate of the aoouraoy on determ:lDation 

of absorbed quanta. The first three series were performed with the 

previous reaction vessel and teclmique, the error here is muoh larger, and 

.I 



~ be as large as t ~. 

Quan• yields of al!tll iodides 

-RelatiVe values otjMei are probably correct to within t 5-10ft tor 

all runs after series F. Absolute ftl.ues are of s::l.m1lar accuracy sinae 

they depend cmly on the well established assumption that j;SO = I.o~ the 

direct photolysis. 

It is not possible to give definite figures for the ethyl iodide 

yields since the specific activity of ethyl iodide tractions was not 

constant, tending to decrease sCIII8What with successive fractious. In 

general ·however, the activities observed were very low, &nd it one takes 

the final fraction as representative of the yield, then the results 

inctioate thatf~.I is less than - off Mel, and in fact is sero wl'thin ... 

experimental error. 

Abso!Ption ~,~LC&surament*' 

75 

Analysis of the observed values of I
0 

and It ·for rune with the same 

pr.e&Bl.U'e at ketone indicate that the percentage abaorption of iuoident. 
- . 

radiation is indep,endent of the presence of iodine, as haS been assumed. 

No. very high aooura.oy oan be ola:Lmecl for this result, b\lt, it ~s cont1rmed 

by some absorption measurements on iodine alone. 

The reaction vessel was t'Uled w1 th iodine eq\&ivalent to 2mm. pressure 

at 100•, and measurements of transmitted intensity were made (a) with the 

iodine vapcnlriaed at 100 • and (b) with the iodine oondensecl in a side arm. 

Fre~uent alternations of (a) a@d. ·(b) failed to show~ significant 

absorption within a ~ experimental error, due mainly to dritts in the 

e.nd.ssion of the lamp. The percentage absorption by the ketone varied 

from 1~ at 16mm. to 6J' at 200mm. so that absorption by iodine is 

comparatively negligible. This result is in agreement with the 

_, 
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TAll& VII 
. . 0 

Photol,yei,s ot .AQ!toDe/C&r'boD- Dio#de Mlxturea at 1}130 A ud 120°C. 

I 

~riment ~ries Acetcme co2 Time of I I Yield X 107 8M.molea 
, % absorption flOO 

No. pressure press~ ·irradiation arbit~ &rbi'rary ___ of irradiation. 

(correoted (Minutes) units .. units4t co Residual 
to 100°) gaa (CHit.) 

-

lt-3 L 202nm. 0 5 78 30.1 63.lt. llt-.2 60.7 · l.O(a) 

44 L 194, n 193DID. 5 78 ,: 30.5 56.0 17.6 6o.z.: .92 

-- I 
lt-5 L 0 195 5 89 89 .o1 .05 ~1 

,.., K 195 0. 5 91 36.7 62.3 20.2 59.7 l.O(a) 

it.6A )( 195 195 5 84..5 - ,..., . 5lt,. 7 16.8 59.2 .911-5 
: 

---·- -- --· ---- ----- --- ---- ------- --- ---------

.,..These ~ts are constant onq tor experiments in the same aer.iea. 

•-- •n.. 
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observations ot Rabinowitoh 81\d Wood (52) who have shown that the 

• 
shorter than ltOOO A, though they c114.- not investigate the spectrum 'beyond 

this wavelength. 
. - . 

B. Photolla~a ot acetone-carbon dioxide mixtures at 3130 A. Table VII 

Metbocl of tilling 

00
2 

was admitted to the reaction vessel to the desired pressure after 

acetone had bean frozen out in the side arm, below the closed ground valve. 

Subsequently the 002 was also condensed and the reaction vessel was 

sealed oft and irradiated in the normal way • 

.Anal:sis ot sases 

Since 002 is quantitatively frozen out at -lBo•, it does not interfere 

in M1' way with the normal analysis. Extra care was taken to ensure 
. . . 

complete extraction of the products, invol v1ng two cycles of thawing and 

·refreezing. 

Abso!Ption of irradiation 

The results show ~ui te d.etini tely that the 002 behaved entirely as 

an· inert gas. Thus: 

(a} The 002 alone showed no absorption of radiation, and yielded no 

uncondensable products. 

(b) The percentage absorption in acetone was unaltered in the presence 

• c. Photolysis ot e.cetone-ioCiiJle mixtures at 2537 A.. Table VIII 

Method of :f'Ulina 

A .fresh .. sample of acetone wa~ eli stilled into the reservoir shown in 

figure X. Since it could not be stored behind a mercury seal, an 

ordinary greased tap was use~; the vapour was partially proteoted from 
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tap grease w1 th a ground valve as shown. In add1 tion the reservoir •s 

kept permanently cooled in dry ice except when required for uae. nurlne 

evacuation and filling operations, the system was protected from meroury 

vapour w1 th the aid of a gold foil tube and liquid nitrogen trap 

illlnediately adjacent to the high vacuum line. 

Ketone pressures were read on a mercury manometer but this was 

normally isolated behind a closed tap, and measurements were made in such 

a wa.y tba t gas was alwats run into the manometer and never out of it. 

Furthermore, any small amounts of gas that may have escaped this procedure 

must pass over the gold foil before entering the reaction vessel. 

Apart from these precautions, the method of tilling was the same as 

used ~revioualy. 

Irradiation technique 

In principl1ll, tl:le same system was used as described- initially t'or 

meteyl ethyl ketone on page ••. 

The ~ was run from a 1000 V. tranaf'~rmer as before, but the primary 

voltage t'or the transformer was obtained from a stabilised voltage supply, 

with a fixed resistance. in the primary .oiroui t. Measurements of voltage 

and current showed that the wattage cons\DDed by the lamp remained constant 

to better than ., in spite of 5-lOJ' individual tluotuations in each 

variable. 

:Results of calibration runs indicate that the overall reproducibility 

was constant to within 5-lOJ'; it one omits exp.eriment 50 the figure 

becomes nearer J', and in particular the reproduoibili ty on low pressure 

runs was within this estimate. 

Aoouraoy ot' quantum yields 

In view of this degree of reproduoibili ty, and because of the above 
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precautions it was assumed that meroury vapour was completely el1m1natecl. 

than one would expect. Furthermore, in aalibration runs at 200mm. the 

yield of CO per minute at irradiation was raised by a factor of only 1.8 

above the corresponding value at 2011m. Considerations based on published 
• 

absorpti'?Jl ooef'ticients at 2537 A would require a factor of 4- rather than 

1.8, thus indicatiug an abnormally high degree of absorption under 

experimental oonditions. This points very strongly to the presence of 

~vapour in spite of the above precautj,~, so that one is oampelled 

to question the validity of the reported quantum yields. To test this 

point, the final oalibration run (55) was carried out under more rigorous 

ccmdi~iqns. The gold foil was removed and baked out before replacing • 
. ,. 

During filling op~ra tiona, the acetone was condensed illmediately after 

pressure measurement in a side tube, and was distUled from this tube at 

-40• into the reaction vessel, passing over the gold feU in the process. 

Nevertheless the yield of CO was not significantly lowered, as can be seen 

from the table of results. 

To reconcile these observations, one has to assume that the meat 

minute traces of mercury vapour will oauae a saturation resonance effect. 

Otherwise, one cannot account for the reproducibility of calibration n~DB, 

for it is surely inconceivable that precisely the same amount of mercury 

should have been introduced in each case. 

With considerable misgiving these experiments were aba.ncloned at this 

point. The true quantum yields of al.kyl iodides are almost certainly 

higher than those reported, yet it would seem to require a ~ry elaborate 

mercury removal system to obtain genuine readings. At this stage of the 

work:, time did not permit such an undertaking. In ~ case the main 



Experiment Series 
No. 

5' p 

57 p 

58 p 

59 Q 

'<> Q 

61 I I 

62 R 

'3 :a 

~ 

i~; 

•·' l' . 
"·:. . :-- ·:~·· 

T.dLE IX 

• I ~ illi 

0 
Bftect of Visible Radiation on the Photol.ysia. ot Aceto~I_Mir ~urea at 3130 A . . 

Acetone IodlJie Temperature . JliDI tea of irradiation Intenai ty of 
_pre•aure pressure Total Total Jl'iUd ultraviolet 

(corrected ultra visible irradiation I.• It tt-
to 100°) violet 0 

19&m. ·0 J.2GO 5- 0 0 99 39 

200 l.02mm. 1000. 5 0 0 115 lt-5.5 

199 0 120° 6 lt. lt. 68 25.5 

201 0 120° 0 it- ·o 0 0 

200 .56 lOQO 0 lt. 0 0 0 

198 0 1200 6 I 4 4- I 62 22 

200 1.24. 10()0 12 8 8 62 22., . 
200 0 120° 6 0 0 62 22.6 

*These unit.s are oonat~t only. for experiments in the same series 

- . 

Yield X 10 7 rm. moles. R IKe I 
co 

'59.5 

.07 

5.1..8 

.02 

.02 

,54..0 

55.8 

lie I CH
3
coi 

"t'e:o 1.20 ,"'=. .. 

1.n 12.2 

1.31 

.08 .a 
1.4.5 

15.1 2.2 

l.lt-9 

R =(Yield of CO)/I·t 
0 

• >:e 

.109 

.137 

iCO 

l.O(a) 

l.O(a) 

l.O(a.) 

1-.0(a) 

-~ .. ~ 
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point ot these investigations has been established even on the results 

• 
at 200um., a value very much higher than at 3130 A, and possibly UDity 

within experimental .error. 
• 

D. Effect of visible radiation on the photolysis at 3130 A. Table IX 

Method of tUling 

Essentially the same system was used as d~scribed above for the 

• 
25'7 A work. It differs from that Used in seoticm A only in the uae of 

greased stopcorks in plaoe of mercury seals .• 

Irradiation 

A collimated beam of visible light was ob.tained from a 250 watt 

tungsten lamp and con.d8nser system. Such a source displays a continuous 
• 

,spectrum begininng at 4000 A at the short wave end; in particular it . 
gives an intense output in the neighbourhood of 5000 A. where iodine 

exldbits'~ absorp'f;ion. The absolute output was not measured, nor 

was the absorbed intensity .. of this visible light, bu.t on, the basis of 

available abso~tion coefficients one would calCulate that some 50-9~ of 

the ~oident visible racliation would be absorbed by. iodine vapour under 

experimental conditions. 

The source was placed at the rear of the irradiation apparatus, 20om. 

from the window at the end of the furnace, so that visible light entered 

the reaction vessel in a direction opposing that .of the ultraviolet • 
• 

Measurements of I
0 

and It were made as usual with the '130 A irradiation 

alone; visible light was then admitted in adc11 tion to the ~ traviolet for 

the times specified in table IX, normally 2/3 of the total duration of the 

run. Finally; visible light was switched off, enabling a final chealc on 

It and I
0 

before turning o£t the mercury aro. 
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E. Yield ot ethane ~. the pr~sence of ~ 

F.t.~ wae :at c=ttmn~- in 1Wl'illl1l runs, since ·it is cU.tfi.oul. t, it not 

impossible, to separate it quantitatively from m~l iodide by physical 

means. Further, any such 1Ul$lyais involves thawing the products prior 

to recondensing at a higher temperature, with consequent losses by 

absorption on tap grease and formation of iodo ketone compounds in the 

liquid phase. 
~ . 

At -190 •, ethane is .=a& quantitatively frozen out; at -140 • the 

ethane yield in two oal.ibration runs (equivalent to about 80J' of the co) 

was completely e~raoted by 30 strokes of the toepler pump, while 6 strokes 
.. 

extn.cted 8" of it. At -130• a sample of pure, repeatedly degassed 

methyl iodide was found to exert a small but significant vapour pressure, 

suoh that approximately 3 :x: 10-agm. mole. of vapour were removed for eaah 

6 strokes ot the toepler pump. 

Detailed gas analyses were mads on two runs in the presence of iodine 

at dittererit wavelengths. The results of these runs are set out in 

table X, toget:tler with the blank yields of gas extracted from pure metl\Y'l 

iodide under similar conditions. It will be seen that the yield of gas 

obtained from irradiated acetone-iodine mixtures at -130• is in neither 

~se signitioa.ntly above that extracted from methyl iodide alone. Since 

ethane yields, 100 times as large, were at least 80}1; extracted at even 

lower temperatures, it may be concluded that the yield of ethane was 

practically negligible in both cases.; and certaiDJ.y less than 11' of the 

einsteins absorbed. 

The carbon monoxicle yields. are also worthy of note. The aMi ticmal 

total g9:s extracted after thawing and refreezing the products at -190• was 

only of the order of 5 x 10-9 gm. mole, so that the no:nJal procedux-e tor CO 
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PhotolYsis of Acetone/Iodine Ml.xtures at ·253_1_ .A ~C~1:_g.t Indiaent .. Inte~ty 
.. -.. I 

' Yi~U X io7 -~. ntnlea. 
.. 

ExperiJuent Series -Acetone IodiDe Temperature · Time ot 
No. ·preaauze pre satiN irradiation co Bes.gaa ltfel: CH.fOI ·too .... ~ttsi 

(correcte4 (minute•) ( CH.l,.) . 
' to _lq0°) ' .. 

. 
~4-7 If 2()5Dm. 0 120° ., 68.8 11.·o l.O(a)" · 

48 N 20lt. n 0 120° 5 71.0 11.6 " 
lt-9 N 208 n 1.9Qim 100° 5 10.3 -'5 58.7 2.5 .138 .78(?) 

50 N 210 " 0 1200 .. 5 85.1 12.·2 1.0(~) 

51 0 -22., 0 l2QO 
I 

z.. 30.7 1.,,. n 

52 0 ·22 •.. 0. 0 120° 4- 32~Z.. . l.lt-2 " 
53 0 21.7 2.0 1()()0 z.. 3.87 .26 13.7 .92 .12' .4.5(?) 

5I.. .0 22.l,. 2.0 1()()0 4. 3.87 .13 13.8 1.23 .126 .4.5( ?) 

55 0 21.0 () 120° 4. 28.7 .15 l.O(a) 
-

.• 



TAIIB X 

Ethane and other sas fields in the pre~~noe .-o£ iodine 

-. 

Nature at Gas 7 . Gm.mol.e s. x 10 

ex~cted f~: 

Pboto~sed acetone De-gassed 
iodine m:lxtw.-'es ~teyl 

3130. i 2531 i 
Iodide 

(a) CO -t- C13,. ' 

Gas extracted at -a90°0 with 20 
strokos of the toepler pump. 0.05 4.00 

Additional gas extracted after 
thawing and ref:gezing the 
products at -190 C. 0.0!,. Ott05 

(b) O.J16 
-t- ~I 

- -

FUrther gas extrac.ted With 6 strokes of 
the toepler pq after thawing 
~ refreezi:Qg the products at 

'0 • 0.470 0.350 0.300 
T C. . - 130 - 135 - 130 

Additional gas extracted with 
' stxookes ot the toepler pump 
after repe~ted ~ and 
retJee•ing at T c. 0.30 0.10 o.a; 

Pressure at acetone. 200 om. 20 Dill • 

Pressure ot iodine. • 92 um. 2 mm. 

Quanta absorbed ( einateina x 107) • 65 31 



analysis appears to be practically quantitative. 

F. Yields of acetyl ioc1icle 

81 

Experiments have provided abUDdant qualitative evidence for the 

formation of acetyl iodide, but by no means were the results reproducible. 

Yields varied from -" of the methyl iodide yield to 1567' of this quantity, 

and all attem,pta at improving these results were unaucceaa:ful.. It is 

perhaps significant that of the three reasonable yields, equivalent to 

1.3,;g, 158.1' and 11~ of methyl iodide, the first two were obtained at 200mm. 

and the last at 62mm. of acetone. Thinking that the low yields in other 

oases might be due to insufficient carrier to bring over the small amounts 

of relatively involatile acetyl iodide in the reaction vessel, an 

experiment was performed in whiah a little toluene was distilled into the 

condensed products befQre distillation. Nevertheless ~he yield of acetyl 

iodide was practically negligible, and later reaul ta on the leas vola tile 

methyl ethyl ketone in which aoetyl iodide yields were still low, appoar 

to invalidate this contention. No attempt at distilling acetyl iodide 

carrier into the reaction vessel 'before removal of iodine was made, since 

this would almost certaiDly lead to blank yields and exchange. 

It is possible that acetyl iodide is decomposed on the silver powder 

during distillation from the reaction vessel, but a final run in which 

. iodine was removed by fractional. distillation without the use of silver 

powder gave no higher. yields. 

Corin 1 s oontemtion that a large fraction of the acetyl yield appears as 

diacetyi was qualitatively tested in one experiment at 200mm. of acetone 
• 

·with !tum. of inactive iodine. Photolysis at .31.30 A was prolonged until 

-6 about 400 x 10 einsteina were absorbed; and the product was tested for 

diaoetyl after removal of iodine by tractional distUlation. The product 
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was converted to its oxime with hydrox;yJ.am:ln.e, and was then testecl fo~ 

dimethyl glyo~ by add1 t:Lon of ~i.so,_.. No t"-ce of the red· ~okel sai t 
. .·· . .. . . -6 

appeared, thoUgh prelimiDary tests showed that I.e- x 10 gm.mole. of diaoetyl 

could be detected by this method under similar ocma:t. tiona. It is 

e~timateC:t. that the yield of met}lyl· iodide in this expel1.ment was of the 

-6 : . . . . . 
ordar ot. ltO x 10 gm. mole. so~.tbat. if any aia.oetyl were formed, it 

~resented lea~ than 1~ of the met~l iodide yield. 
~ . t" .· -

It seems. reascm.;,ble. ~~ assume that acetyl iodide is formed d\lrlng 

photolysis ·in quantities equiValent to methyl iodide, but that it is in 

some marmer deoOJn.posed during the alialytioal procedure. The three high 

yields support this contentic'm; the faot that they were s~ewhat higher 

than those of methyl iodide may possibly. be attributed to small amounts 

. of ;iod,o. aoe:tcm.~. 

' ._, 
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VII FINAL. !!fflRIMENTS Qf :ME'.l'H!L ETHYL KMCD 

It Will be reoalled that previous experiments on methyl-ethyl ketone 

have established the ratio of the photolysis products, but that absolute 

values of quantum yields were date:rmiiled only very approximately. More 

recent techniques have proved staistactorily reproducible, and will also 

enable a direct experimental check on previous assumptions regarding the 

quantum yield of CO in the direct photolysis, and the ratio of absorption 

ooettioients. Same experiments were carried out with this object, since 

a knowledge of the absolute quantum yields of al.lcyl iodides in this ketone 

would be interesting to compare with those found for acetone. 

The experimental procedure was eu.ctly ·as described in the previous 

section, using a freshly prepared sample of methyl-ethyl ketone. The 

ketone was storP.d in a. reservoir ~Gelated with a stopooaic, and the same 

mercury free filling system was used as in the experiments on the effects 

ot visible light. 

D~temiDation of§ CO 

The quantum yield of 00 in the direct photolysis of methyl ethyl . 

ketone was determined from comparison of the CO yields observed from this 

ketone and acetone. 

The amount of radiation absorbed during an experiment may be 

expressed as: 

where 

E 

E 

= 
= number ot einsteins absorbed. 

t = ~utes ot photolysis. 

I
0 

= intensity at irradiation transmitted through the 

empty reaction vessel. 

It = transmitted intensity during photolysis. 

_j_ 
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K 

Further, 

Q 

·· .. where Q 

and §co 

Hence, 

K 

= an experim~mtal.ly detel'lllined ccmstant. 

= E foo 

= gm.mcles. of 00 formed during photolysis. 

= quantum yield of 00 

= E/t(I
0 

- It) = Q/tfOO(I0 - It) 

Denoting the term "Q/t (I
0 

- It)" by "S", an experimentally determinable 

quantity, we· have: 

s = K(oo. 

Further, since f CO = 1 in the case of acetone, we may determine K from 

calibration runs on acetone: 

S acetone = SA = K, 

Similarly, in the case ot methyl-e~l ketone, we have:. 

S methyl--ethyl Itetone = ~ = K fO<>u 

where the subscripts "A", and "M" refer to acetone and methyl-ethyl ketone 

respectively. 

Hence, 

•••••••••• (1) 

This treatment is independent ot the lmits 1D whioh I
0 

and It are 

expressed, so that the use ot microammeter reaclings in the photocell 

circuit is permissible. It will be valid only it these readings are 

directly proportional to intensity; but a:ny errors arising from deviations 

tram strict proportionality will be negligible ot the ketone pressures 

are adjusted so that the values ot I
0 

and It are sim1Jar in both cases. 
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Abso;rption ot Ooetf'1oi8Jlts 

1_. 

The ratio of absroption coefficients of the two ketODes was obtained 

t'rom the same experiments, uSing the relation: 

= ,{ .. Lo$1/It) ;·(Logi/I~l 
l P fA · } P JM 

•••••••••• (2) 

where P = pressure (in mms.) 

and f = absorption coe~oient ot' each ketone. 

f is defined by: 

' •, 

\'' 
= Io 10- t·cd. 

where c = concentration in gm.~es./litre. 

d = length of absorption vessel. 

Again, the treatment is valid irrespective· of the. units in which 

I and It are· expressed, but the. d.esirabiiity tor similar values 1n· eaoh 
0 ' 

ketone is even more to be stressed. 

Results 
.· 

The res'ul ts a,re set out in· ~ble XI. They will be disaussed.: J.ater 

from a :theore.tiaal .viewpoint, but the- ·following exper~tai observati~ 

are more relevant to this chapter. 

(a) Quantum Yield of oarbon mono~de in the 4i:rect photolysis 

The mean value of SA from experiillen.ts 65 &. 67 is 2.22 '!. .o6. 

Combining this with the mean value of S = 2.165 from experiments 6lt. &: ' Jl 

66 we obtain: 

'~ = 2.165/2.22 = 0.975. 

This is very close to 1 as has been assumed in previous work, and 

may be taken ·as un1 ty within experimental error. This value has been 

assumed in oaloula tion of quantum yields in both runs. 
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(b) Absol))tion coefficients 

The q~tity (Log,I/It) / P is f'OUDd to be o.02it-65 for met~l-ethyl 

ketone, and 0.02165 tor acetone within a very small margin of error. 

Hence from equation (2), we have 

lJ.VEA = l.lJt. 

It will be recalled that a value of 1.23 was assumed tor this 

quantity in the experiments in chapter V. The effect of this alteration 

will be to .raise the quantum yields calaul.ated in that ohapter by SJ', 

thus obtaining valuesiEti = 0.52 and. 0. 78 from the two observations. 

However, the experimental error in these previous determinations was so 

large that it is doubttul it this correction is of much quantitative 

significance. 

It is of intercat that the absolute value:~ off A obtained from these 

e:xperinlents is 2.11. This value was reaaODa.bly constant throughout the 

+ + + work, averaging 2.2 - .3 at l5mm. pressure, 2.2 -•2 at 6J.um., and 2.1 - .1 

at 200am. This may be taken as a rough chock. on the etticiency of tho 

filtration system, but no absolute sign:l:ticanoe can be attached to 8JU' 

such determinations,sinoe the precise value observed depends very 

critically on the polychromatic nature ot the light source. Thus Dr. 

Dorfman (17) finds large variations of -"" in observed values of Itfi
0 

in the course of some measurements on die~l ketone, determined w1 th 

different ultraviolet lamps but with the same. fUtration system. 

T.ha t the above value is at least of the right order Ql&.y be seen from 

the table: 
• 

t A at 3130 A Investigator 

2.88 Damon and Daniels (ll) 

3.27 Luckey and Dortman. (38) 

It 2.11 Present work 
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It ahould be stresse~ that although absolute values off A may be 

greatly in error, the relative values from one ketone to another obtained 

by the above method are probably correct to within 1 or 2ft • 

" 
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VIII DISCUSSIC!f 01' RESULTS 

The most striking point in the results obtained on acetone is the 
• 

large discrepancy between the values ot fMei reported 'b7 Gorin at 3130 A, 

and those observed in this work. Most ot Gorin's experiments were 
• 

concerned with 2537 A irractiation, or rather the unfiltered output of a 
• 

mercury arc, but he did report two experiments at 3130 A and 90•c, in 

which he found.: 

(a) At 850mm. of acetone and. l.Omm. of I 2, I Mel = 0.85 

(b) II 1265 II " n II 0.5 II It " = o.76. 

None of my results were obtained at such high pressures, but a.t 

200mm, the observed value ot fMei was .11 under otherwise comparable 

conditions, and it would. be somewhat lower at Gorin's pressures. The 

discrepancy c~ot be due t_o formation of products other than metlql 

iodide in my case, since the yields of OO,CtJ6, and OHJt. were all 

practically negligible. The dj,screpanoy i.e so very large that one might 

well question the validity of the methods described herein. 

Validity at results 

Practically every step in the work has been verified as tar as 

possible; the radiochemical technique has been shown ·to be valid as 

regards absence of exchange and blank: yields, and it gives reproducible 

results tram many dif'f'erent samples of radioaoti ve iodine, each of which 

was necessarily subjected to a separate determination of specifio activity. 

The purity of the klB tones is well established, and .is oonf'irmed by results 

ot calibration runs. Thus, observed. yields of methane are in reasonable 

agreement with Noyes and Dorfman's equation tor IOH~, and the variation 

ot this quantity w:L th pressure and intensity is also in aooord with 

previous investigators• results. Further, the camparison of oalibr~tion 
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runs on acetone and methyl-ethyl ketone provides &01118 aheclc on their purity, 

and the conolusion that f CO = 1 in both cases is precisely as required by 

all previous considerations. 

The only impurity which probably was present during photolysis was 
• 

mercury vapour. Its presence and effects at 2537 A have been discussed, 
• 

but suoh effects could not arise at 3130 A since light of this wavelength 

cannot excite resonance radiation in mercury vapour. It is still 

conceivable that mercury vapour would interfere with the photolysis in 

other ways, but in a system which is remarkable for absence of chain 

reactions it is difficult to see how the minute quantities present could 

cause much effect. In fact, SaUDaers and Taylor (56), ·in investigating 

the effects of merou.ry vap~ on the direct photolysis9 reported only 

seaond. order affects- -when the mercmry vapour pressure was. as high as ,}Omm. 

The present results in. :no way bear out q;y such interference, tor in one 

run in wbi.oh mercury was definitely preau:mt, as evidenced by a ~sible 

deposit of mercuric iodide, the results were perfectly consistent with 

others. Asain the final eXperiments on acetone in ·the presence of mixed 

light used a filling syatem which must have retnoved all but minute traces 

ot mercury; the results were in good accord with previoua experiments. 

In View of the above, and in particular of the tact that under 

certain aondi tions the alkyl iodide quantum yield in methyl-ethyl ketone 

did. rise to unity, one feels reaaonabl)Z confident that the re_sul ts reported 

are geniune. 

Validity of Gorin's eesults 

On :lthis basis, it would seem that the discrepancy might be 

attributable to Gorin's investigations. A detailed consideration of his 

technique brought to light a serious point conce~g his estimates ot 
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quantum yields. He bas~ h~~ est~tAs -Qt absorbed quanta on calibration 

• runs oA acetone alone, ohoosing, for his 3130 A work:, a temperature of SO• 

for the direct photolysis. On the basis of Damon and Daniels' results 

(11)~ the only ones then available, he ass'WQed ·a 'Value ofjco = .17 and 

oaleulated his I t~ei yt:~~ds aooori.ingly. Damon. and Daniels' resul ta were 

obtained at s6•' 750mm., and with. very high absor~ intensi·ties of 

3 :x: 1015 quanta /co/sec·~ More recent work, in particular the cletaUeci 

investigations of Herr and Noyes, indicates that t-e probable value of 

jco under Gorin' a conditions was .at .15, owing DJ&inly to the fact that 

. f. CO is··markedly- temperature dependent and approaohe~ unity at 90-loo·o • 

. . The effect of other variables would not be- very appreciable at this 

temperature, and in ~ case Gorin's absorbed intensities must have been 

of the same order. as ~se used by Herr and Noyes.· - one otttm.ot evaluate 

absorbed intensities accurately in Gorin's case, since he did not speoit,y 

the volume of his react'lon vessel; but on the approximate·aasumption that 

this volume. was lOOoo. his reported .,-.; ~lds are equivalent to I abs. = 5 X J 
quanta/ co[ sec. 

RecalcUlation or Gorin • s l"efJul ts on this ba,si~ leads to the surprising 

conclusion thatfMei = 4!. .a, rather than .a as previously ~tated. In 

view of this almost inexplicable result one feels that Gorin's estimates . . 

of fMei at 3130 A are not to be treated as reliable. 
-e 

Similar o~siclerations apply to his work at 2537 A, though _in this 

case 1t is diffiCUlt_ to assese. the true value of ico under his conditions. 

In this instance he pertormed his calibration runs at 60•, with absorbed 

intensity of approx. 1014 quanta /co/sec., a value 100 times as high as 

that used by Herr and Noyes and more· nearly eqUivalent to-Damon and 

Daniel's conditions. ~e adopted figure of·fCO = .17 is certainly more 
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TABLE :ii -_--_{' __ 

.. -· 
' 0 

Photol,ysis of Meth.Y1-eth.y1 Ketone/Iodine MLxt~s __ at_31_10 A ___ Li'inal Seri~s) 
" 

Expe~nt Series Ketcme Ketone IodiDe Temperature Time of I· I I/It, LogJ.Jit· • ._.Y1~l~. X. u.J! an •.. Rl9~s · 
8 ;·:-·n· Eti/Mei f E'ti J)MOI. fCO 00 ~s.Qas Eti ·:vel NO. . A aoetons pressure pressure irradiation ar~it~ arbi~rar,y 

(OBz._) ' . :M D18tb;v1- corrected (minutes) units units p ,, 

e.'J:\Y1' to 100° * "" ketcme 
.. 

~ 8 M 88.8mm. 0 120° .§~~ 1ail~ . 6!1.t~ '1.65 .024.7 lt-3.2 15.2 ' 2.17' 
'. I 

. 65 s A 111.0 0 1200 5.16 100.2 I 57.6 1.74 .0216 47"4- 11.6 2.16 1.0(a) 

66 B M 89.5 0 . ~2Qo 5.00 97.0 58.4. 1.66 .024-6' 4,2.2 lJi.·.a '2.18 

67 a A 100.2 . 0 1200 5~10 98 59.5 1.65 .Q217 44.8 10.3 2.28 1.0(a) 

68 s lVf . as·. a 1.02min' -1000 5.00 ''-'!~ '~'·~ -~· 1.65 . .16' .OitJ ':».4-·.1 i.72 
,, 

19.8 .835 .er.-2 "oa.. ' -- .... ~ 

69 ~ M 88.0 . 0.99. ~0 ,.oo 93 'JI· 
_!~ .. 55 1.68 .8(?) • 1~?). .32.8 1.75 19.0 .818 .Olt4 ? ·,· 

'· 

70 T • 1.4..8 ~ 12G0 20 lQ~ 91 1.12 36.1 6.9 1.195 1.0(a) 

71 T M 15.4 0 l2QO 2i.5 100 _89.5 1.12 39.9 7 .~to ~.21 · l.O(a) 

72 T M ., 14.8 1.00 1000 20 96.6 86.3 1.12 3.3·3 .21 33.6 3.26 10.3 .975 ' .095 .096 
----

*These .uzdts are constant onl\Y tor experiments in ·the same series. S =(Yield of CO)/t(I
0 

- It) in arbitrary units. R =(t1e1d of ·co)/t.I
0

.P. 
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reasonable in this instance, though a rough extrapolation of Herr and 

here that Gorin made no attempt to remove mercury vapour under any 

o~ tiona, storing his acetone behind a mercury out off. It is possible, 

but not definitely established, that disorepanoies due to absorption 

variations would vanish in his work, for his aoetone pressures were so 

high as to cause practically complete absorption of radiation in any aase. 

Again the result depen(ls on the size of his reaotio~ vessel. 

The diftioul. ty of estimating such small quanti ties of methyl iodide 

as Gorin attempted needs no emphasis. His method consisted in 

separating methyl iodide fram acetyl iodide at -30• by distUling off 

.ao,c of the aoetone in his reaotion products into.a separate receiver, 

thereby taking with it practically all the methyl iodide. Exceos iodine 

was removed previously by distillation over meroury. Total iodine in the 

two fractions was estimated by conversion to elementary iodine, and 

titration against thiosulphate. It is worthy of note that Gorin also 

investigated the photolysis of aoetaldeeyde with the same teolmique. 

This work was later repeated by Blaoet and Heldman (7) and Blaoet and 

Loeffler ( 8) with results which differed Considerably from Gorin 1 s. The 

latter investigators found much lower yields ot alkyl iodides than those 

reported by Gorin. 

• 
A. The quantum yiel~ of meth,yl iodide in acetone at 3130 A 

It will be seen fram table VI thatfMei is markedly dependent on 

pressure. At roughly constant I 2 pressure, iMei falls fran ·5 llt-~1&. .. 

of acetone to .11 at 200mm; while at constant acetone pressure the yield 

falls with increase in pressure of iodine. 
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The latter result aould conceivably be elC;plained on the ass'U1Dpticm 

t)lat the photolysis lJl'oOeede via a obtdn ~~:!!ll, ao is ~~Y ~ 

oase in acetaldehyae, and that the action of the iodine is to quench such 

chains by removing their propogating radicals with an efficiency dependent 

on iodine pressure. 

There is abUnaant evidence agaiDst such an interpretation. Firstly, 

the faot that the overall quantum yield in the direct photolysis is unity 

and essentiallyllldependent ot all variables at temperatures above 100•, 

could be explained only on the improbable assumption that in all cases a 

small radical yield is combined with a large chain length in suoh a manner 

that their product is always 1. Further, Mitchell and Hinshelwood (!t-3) 

have shown that ·small amounts of nitric oxide have no etfect on the 

:photolysis at ;oo•, Leermakers (39) finds no appreciable· rise in quantum 

yielda . o. t high temperatures o.s one might expect fran a chain mechanism, 

8.ild JilQl'e recently Steaoie and Darwent (62} have shown that the results are 
. . 

independent of the -nature of the surface-of the reaction vessel; e.g. 

coating it with lead or KCl made no. ditrez:ence. Finally, one could 

scarcely explain the effect of acetone pressure in the present 

investiga tiona <m such an assumption. 

The results may be explained in a much more reasonable manner on the 
• 

assumption that the primar,y process at 3130 A is the formation of an 

activated molecule which breaks down to radicals with a half lite 

sufficiently long to enable collisional deactivation by iodine and acetone • 
• 

However, the same activated molecule must be formed at 3130 A regardless 

ot the presence or absence of iodine, yet in the direct photolysis the 

quantum yield: is independent of pressure. We must conclude that the 

activated molecule as . originally formed is incapable of deaoti vation by 
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acetone; in fact, this property of dea.ctiYB.ting, or in some way reacting 

'ri.th t-he e.~tod. raol.Gcill.a appears to ·be confined to iodine, whilst at the 

same time it renders the overall proc,ss dependent on acetone pressure. 

This suggests that the product of the iodine reaction is a second 

activated species which ultimately breaks dawn to the reaction products 

or is deactivated by acetone. The precise nature of this second 

activated species is difficult to assess; it may be a second electronic 

state of acetone or a transition complex formed by the addition of iodine. 

A upmber of considerations favour a particular form of the latter 

interpreta,tion, represented by the reaction: 
II 

~ ( CH3COOH3• • • . • • • • ~ + I 

• Representing this compl~x by AI , the proposed meohanism is set out in 

full below: 

Reaction Rate E&ression ~ 

CH3oOOH3+ .n"' --li> OH}COOH3 
11 

I a 1. 

• • OH
3
cooH

3 ~CH,+OH3oo k2(A) 2. 
.... ... 

K
3
(A*)(I2) CH3oOOH3 +I2 -+AI +I '· 

AI" _,. oa
3

I+OH
3
oo k4a(Al*) 4-.a. 

AI*' __.OH,+CH
3
00I 

.. 
k4-b(Al ) 4.b. 

AI* +A -+2A +I k5a(AI..,)(A) s.a. 

AI'* +I2 _.A+I2+I k5b(AI')(I2) 5.b. 

OH· :t +I2 ~Qlf~'ni k6(0H,)(I2) 6. 

OH;OO +I2 _..OH,OOI+l t
7

( OH
3
oo)(I2) 7. 

CH
3
oo -'10H,+00 ·t8(cm

3
oo) 8. 

I+ I +A __, I 2+A k9(I) 2(P) 9. 

The numbering of these reactions refers to this disouasion only; it 

is not related·to that used ~or s~ar reactions on prevloua pages. 
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A* ~resents the :f'ir&t ac-J:ivated moleoul.e of aaetone. 
-=:.:::-.":. __ .--- .:-;:-.:::; 

AI1(represents the second actj.~~~9Sii,Pia-jniientf~ ~-. . 

c~~~-==:~~~-:~~~=~~=~::~;;~7ii~:::·::::~c-·o_,,,_,o--~~-=--- ~ 

•..: .. 

On the basis of this meohanism &!) expression for·i:Mei may be ded~oed;, 

It is assumed :. 

(a) that the quantum. efficiency pt reaction (1) is unity. 

(b) that reaction (6) _is· qua,ni;it-.tive. i.e. that both the yield 

and :rate of tomation of methyl radicals is equivalent to tb$.t o_f met~l 

iodide. 

(c) that acetyl ra~oa.l:s are ~lao quantitatively ram~ from the 

@lystem,proba.bly according ~ reaction (7), but not necf;!ssarily so.. The··· 

essentiel point 1."- that ~ $i:lb$equent reaction of acetyl Will not affect· 

I Mel except ~ operatiOn of reaction ( 8). For example, rea~tions such a• 

are assumed to be negl::l,gible, as is ~f ·o.our~;~e pe~eo.tly ~sonabie. · ·a.ince 

the· methyl ccmcent~tion is so lQW. 
it 

(d) thlit the deaotivat:l:on of AI is effected eq'!l&lly etticientlt 

by both acetone and iodine, i.-e. ksa = kSb; so that the rate expression 

for this reaction becomes =k
5

(P) '! 

=(e) tll&t a• a reasonable appJ:'QXime.tion reao.ticm (8). miJ.y be · 

Jl,egleoted •s a s~ of -metql radioals, in accord with the expe~tal. 

tact that the yiel~ of 00 was iu:J~l oases very SD~all oo~ to that ot 

methyl iodide. 
. . ~ 

Ass~ ~her ~hat th~ e.~g ~oen.t:ration of A ~ AI · is 
. . 

c.ons:t.ant, we obtaiiu · 
.. ff,·· 
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= 0 

In view ot (b) above, it i·s· imiJaterial. tor present purposea Whether 

AI.• follows reaQ:tion 4(a). or 4-(b); we iDay "place k4:a + ~b by kq., ao 

that: 

Henoa 

and 

Now 

and 

~Ait\'l 
dt 

(A*) 

(AI*) 

d.{$I) 
a.t 

IMei-

i.· Mei 

= kJ(A._ )(I2) - kq.(Ar*) - k
5
(AJ,.j(P) 

= ::r4 _...-{~2+k~(:r2>J . -I "'· 
= ~~~,(t.2) ~~~q.+ks(P.) ).. {k2~k3(X2)} 
:: ~(OH-' ''dt}L· = k2(A,It-)+~4(AI"") I 

~ 1 d(Mei) 
Ia · at· 

= {k2(A
1

) + kq.(AI")l/Ia 

·r . 
- 1 r. -~-,k.....;,~;;...;2_) __ ---r fl· 

= 0 

.... ~-1 
•••• J)2 

•••••• :03 

·'- .• J._·_ .. ··_··D4 k -.(p). 
5 ... 

This equation has been a:wl:t-~ to the ~x.p~tal· results in such a 
. . . 

. . 
wa:r as to $ive the best fit to. the JllQ~t well ~sta'blished points. In this 

way numerical values ot the QOns~ts have been evaluated as f'~owa: 
. . 

k2fk3 = O.OSDia. · ; kJit5 = l.JIIDD. 

where 

(I2) and (P-) .a:re expressed in DUDs. pressure. 

Using these ejcp&.rimentally determined oon8tants, the three $Jil0Qth 

curves on the adjoining graph have been obt$.-. ·from ~4.' plotting i Mel 

against ioaine- pressure tor each ot the tlu"ee different pressures ot 

acetone use~. - It will be seen that the experimental resUlts tit the 
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equatien reasonably well, ancl certaiRl.Y. within experimental error. 
-. ~l«lt;u!& . 
A &.light discrepancy arises 1n the low ~•=:;n,at=nu• region if 

correction is made tor the yield ot 00 1n this aa-ee. It will be 

reaalled that the abeve treatment neglects reaction (8); it tUf3 00 ia 

formed by this process it Will be accompanied by- an equivalent quantity 

of me~l iodiae in excess of that calculated tram equation D4. In 
( ~· 

fact, equation Ddz represents f Mei -too more nearly than fMei alcme. 

Decluoting the observed values of §oo, the heavUy inked points are 

obta.i.ned ·at low preas\l,res; however the correction is only- ...lf'";and -1 

to -~ in other regions. A better fit to these points could be 

obtained by a alight alteration in the constants, but the general 

agreement is satiti"actor;y without this refinement. 

Again, the i~ pressure dependonoo appears to be more marked 

. at low acetone pressures than equati~ D~ would predict. This J1JB:3' 

well be attributable to assumption (d). If this assumption is removed, 

the following equation is obtai ned 

f Mei = 1 

L .. D5 

This equation may be made to tit the reaul ta more precisely- than 

»t,. if the cODStants are so abosen that k
5
b = 1.8 k.5&. However the 

introduction of a third oonstant is aoaroel.y justified on the basis of 

the two points a'VId.lable at low preasurea, and 1n fact th.eetf'ect JQa1' not 

be real. 

It is perhaps wol'tlv of note that a much simpler ~am than that 

disouased above will also lead to an equation in agreement w1 th the 
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observat;i.ons. On the assumption that the meohanism 1Dvol'V8s cmly bne 

activated ·moleoul.e, susoept:l.'hle t-o acao~tion bOth by iodine and acetone, 

an equation of the form 

f Mol = 1 /{1 +~(A}+ K2 (I2)} •••••• D6 

is obtained. This is in reasonable agreement with the results, though 

not quite as good as D4; but the treatment is nevertheless invalid 

since a~tone alone is incapable of deactivating the exoited moleOul.e. 

The efteot of co2 on tlie.'pho:to1pis 

It has been pointed 0\lt ~t lodi,r,a possesses the property ot 
ir " . it" · _ . 
deactivating A , while acetone. does not. As a further test of the 

specitic nature of t~s property., some experiments. on the ·etteot of 002 

on the direct photOlysis were carried out. 

Previous wo\de. by HowlenQ. and Noyes ( 32) shows that iCO ri~es in 
. . . . 

the presence of·· large pres:s~s of oo2 at ·25• ana 3130 A. . Iredale and 

. Lyons ("-3.;). found a similar resW. t with the unf'U tared· output ot a 

meroury aro, but both"·-·these results' are attributable ma:Uaiy to increased 

W;toauposi tion of . acetyl. It ·is in. tact i.lapoesibl~ t·o decide Whether 
. -

any de.ri.cti~a~ion process contributes to their results• To eliminate 

thiS ambipity the dil'e<lt photo~ysis· was stUdied at 120•, at which 

temperature acetyl is tully decomposed even in the absence of 002• In 

this case, teo is a direct ltl•sure Of. the overall quantWn yield. 

The te~ults in table VII (p. 76 ) Show only a. very small decrease 

in§OO at 200mm. of.acetone when a further 200mm. of 002 is added. The 

observed fall from. i = 1 to f = .~.3 under such con4itions is scarcely 

comparable to the ett"ect of iodine,at pres~ures 200 times lower. It is 

ocmoluded that the· mariced deactivating property of iodine is not shared 

'by co2 or acetone. 
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Nature ot the deactivation reaetion 

. The above mechanism i.Ja:(:erpre~-e · th.e iip·ec1.1'1c nature ot this property 

ot ioiline in tel'lfta of a reaction ~-en iodine and A'1 wiq.ch · oceurs :i.n 

two stages, involVing the intermediate formation ot an aotiVa.ted 00ft1Plex 

of ~te half l:l,.f'e. The behavioUr of' .this .~lex is not known with 

aJV' certainty; it is contended simply tbat. it ·'b~s down in· the 

. absence of collisianai deactivation into the reaction products me~~ 

ioc3.icl8 am acetyl,. or ·acetyl iodide aim· methYl.. Both of these reactions 

WOUlcl be exothermic to the ~;;ctent of· sane ~ koal. it' we take the 

strength of' the C ... C ~ in.acetone.as 80 teal, and assume that the 
. . . . * 

iodine a tom eV'Ol ved in forma t1on of . the AI . complex is in its normal 

~~s~te. 
Half .lite ,oonaiderati~ 

At very hlgh· -~~·~a~J- · .. ~.:· of aeet~ pra()tioally all those activated 
. . . . ... '·--It . . .·. . . . 
~eaules whicJl reaoh the AI state are ul ti!Qately ·deactivated·~ In this 

case .equa1d.on: ])4. red~ to 
. ·, . . -'-.i. ':' -.-:-: ·:. . 

= . 1 
{ "1. + 

1 

k . l 
2 J 

• ·~ •••• D7 

Introducing the Value obtainOd fo'l' k/k,, it will- be seen that 

f Mel = 0.5 at O.Q5mm. of' I 2• Hence at .this .pr&!!JS~. the initially 

aoti,~ ted molecule. A* has a !;0: 50 oh8nce ot 11pontaneoUs: disruption into 
. * .. 

radicals ,or of' transtoriDation into AI:~ by. collision W1th 12~. ThiS 

pressUI'e corresponcls to a . coll;i.s:lon t'l'equen~y of· apprax. 0·.5 x 108 

. - ·~ . 
collis*ons per secOiad 't>:&Ofeea any one A QlOleoul.e and iodine, assuming 

, r • 

~ ~ 
a collision diameter of' ~.6 x 10 am. both for iodine s:nd. A ; so that 

the average time between. collisions is 2 x lO~·sec. It every collision 



with 12 results in reaction, then this tigure is a reasonable estimate 

* of the half lite of A ; it not, then the halt life lll.'.l:Ct ba aUiii.8Wha t 

longer. 

Oerta.in evidence has been discussed in the introduction (p. 7-?) 

relating to the temperature and pressure dspendenoe of quantum yields 

in the direct photolysis. It •s shown that although any primarUy 

formed activated molecule was not subject to collisional ~activation by 

acetone at 100•, some degree Of) deactivation does occur at 25•, 

indicating a diff'erence of 5 koal. in activation energies for the 

spontaneous deoanposi tion of A*", and its collisioDB.l deactivation by 

acetone. Noyes and Dorfman made the further assumption that the 

aotivation energy of the latter reaction is zero, i.e. that it ooours 

at every collision. FraD this asaumption a half life of very 

approximately 10.;.10seo. at 100• uay be c1educed from their data, but the 

present investigations show that this assumption is very far from the 

truth. 
.. . . 

At 100•, A must be able to sutter at least 2000 collisions 

with ·acetone withoUt deactivation and probably very m.any more. Never

theless, the essential point of their argument remains, for it is shown 

that activated moleoules do play some part in the mechanism, and that 

\1Dder certain concli tiona their half lite is long enough t4) permit a small 

degree of deactivation by aoetone,in spite of the relatively low 

ef'ticienoy of this process. The small decrease in i 00 from 1 to .9 3 

in the presence of oo2 might be e:xpl.e.ined on the same basis, ass'UIDing 

a slightly higher,but still very low ef'f'ioienoy of deactivation by co2• 

if 
The half lite at· the AI complex cannot be evaluated w1 th e:rq 

certainty. If it is deactivated at every collision with acetone, then 

its half life may be assessed at lo-10sec. but there is no reason for 
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suoh an assumption, and certain sri.clenoe on the effects of visible 

ligbt :l.ruH.nate the he.lf lifo 1:; ~~ably luqet:. 

Alternative iDtel]i?reta:tions 

It has been shown that the above mechanism gives a satisfactory 

quantitative ·aooount of the resul.ts,and is not in disagreement with 

~ous investigations on the direct photolysis. However, this does 

not entirely prove its valic:U. ty and in the following paragraphs some 

oonsideration will be given to certain other interpretations. 

(a) .A mechanism iDvolving two eleotrODio states of acetone 

100 

The mechanism advanced above involves the formation of two activated 

species ot finite half life. The first of these is almost oertairily 

an activated acetone moleoule, the seaond has been assumed to be a 

oomplex formed on the addition of iodine. However the above quantitative 
. . 

treatment wOuld ·tollow equally well on the assumption that the second 

CCID,Plex is nothing more t~ a second electronic eta te ot acetone, a 

state which stUl retaj.ns Rutf'ioient energy to dissociate spontaneously 

into free radicals, bU:t which is susceptible to deactivation by acetone 

into normal molecules. The kinetics and quantitative treatment of suoh 

a meaha.nism are identical with those used before, and lead to the same 

form ot equation for iMei. 

This postulate is in some degree supported by the nuoresoenoe 

studies of Hunt and Noyes ( 34) , who oonolucle that at least two excited 

states of acetone must contribute to the nuorescenoe; that the.half 

lif'e of one of them may be of the order of 10-8 sea (in good agreement w1 th 

the value obtained above) while the other is considerably longer lived. 

Furthermore, Luckey, Duncan and Noyes {38) have found ~efinite -structure 

in the blue nuorescenoe oharacteristio of acetone, thus proving that the 
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lower level to wbioh the molecule falls after emission of fluorescent 

radiation is also o&:pi.ble ot existenoe for lcmg enOW!h to give a 

discrete spectrum. The short waft end. of the f'luoresoence lies at 

about 26000om. -l, equivalent -t'O'}lt- kcal. per gm. mole., so that if this 

f'l.uorescence arises from the second e:xci ted molecule indicated above , 

it would still possess just about enough energ' for spontaneOiiS 

decam,osition into radicals. 

Such eviael'lCe is of rather doubtful validity, for it is not known 

ftL,..,_,_ -1 'Whether the tluoresoenoe of Q;NU\Kiw. · arises f'rom a seOOD4 level which 

is 74 koal. above the pauud state,as the above a.rgwunt assumes; or 

from a transition fram the iDitial.ly activated state Aft, to a level r,_: 

74 koal. below it, in whiah case radical torM.tion tram the second level 

would be energetically i.znpossible. A point of more importance is that 

tlle cmC;rgy loss by fluorescence 1 tselt is practically negligible, and. 

there is no good reason to believe that most or any of the photochemical 

decomposition occurs by similar paths, though its possibility is 

certa~ indicated. 

A m&JOX" objection. to this mechanism ocmaerns the specific nature 

of the deactivation reaction. If these two electronic levels do exist, 

they caanot ditter in energy by more than about 10 kcal. if the lower 

one is still lto c!eccmpose into radicals; for the energy of the f:Lrst 
0 

state is 91 kcal. (equivalent to one einstein ot 31.30 A radiation) and 

about 80 kcal. are required to break the 0 - 0 bond. Now it is true 

that the abUity of ...,. molecule to rewove energ f'rclll collision with 

another is dependent upon 1 ts own energy levels as well aa those of the 

activated species; but since the energy transferred in this 

deactivation is ~ 10 koal. it could surely be aoccmnodated in 
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vibrational and rotational levels of practically any molecule :with Wbiab. 

nor 002 can cause suoh a deac-tivation, while iodine does so very 

eftectiveq, and probab]Jr at ever,y collisiOn~ 

One is forced to the conclusion tba.t this mechanism is unable to 

account sa.tistactority for this point, and that it must be rejected 

accordingly,. 

(b) JIOCii~ed a;ep~ication of the s2enee: and Wild mechanism 

It will be recalled that Spence aDd Wild have p:roposed a iO,echanism 

based on two excited states of acetone in Which the secOnd state is of 

much lower energy than the first .- ~therefore free. fran the 

objection poi.Dted· aut in (a) for present:·pur,poses. This second state 

is assumed to decompose into ethane and carbon monoxide at a rate wllich 

6cinpetes- with its 'd.Sac-tivB.tion·~ -- -ti: -is -obv:i.~siY -1mtena"bie- in --its 

original form iri -·the _present work, for the yields of ethane and 

generally oo· are practically negligible. However Feldman, .. Ricci, 
.. 

Burton, and Davis (21) have attempted to &?'Plain Gorin's results on 

!iiUch a basis, assuming that both these nOlmal reactions of the ~teco.nd 

s·tate ·are quenched in the presence of iodine by the. quantitative reacti.on: 
1t~ 

· CH_,O~OH_, t-. I 2 ~ 01:If OH;OOI 

Hence §:Mel would be unity, ·as Gorin found. 

It ~ ~fficult to see how such a reaction could be quantitative at 

iodine pressures as low as 1/500 that Of acetone, s:liloe tbe Spence and 

W~ld mechanism requires that A~is de:f'i.Qitoly susceptible to deactivation. 

However the point is difflou.l t to ·prove experimentally so long as iiMei 

rem.ains at unity. 

If one applies this interpretation to the preser~,t work, and assumes 

-~'--~~~--~-~~·· .··· 
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* .. that the second state A does exist, but does not clissoc:late into 

etbaae and 00 (to account for the a.baenM o.t tl!ftaft FnauatB) :tlmn. tb.B 

fate of this second aotivated moleoule will be decided by a com,petition 

between its collisicmal deactivaticm,and participation in the above 

reaoticm. On this basis the qua~~.t\un yield of m.etb.vl iodide Will be 

given by an equation of the form: 

1 

iMei 

••••••• ])8 

Such an equation does riot express the experimental results; e.g. if one 

attempts to oalcula te the constants ~ and '2 tram the two best 

establiab.ed points, a negative value for ~ is obtained. It JDI1St be 

concluded that this mechanism does not· operate und:er the conditions of 

DW' investigations. One feels that this weakens very consiaerabl.y the 
. . .. . 0 

contention that it operates at 25'7 A as Burton et.al. maintain, and 

that in fact the results at this wavelength are to be attributed sQlely 

to ·a f~e X'adioa1 1118C~ism. 

(ol A mechanism based on ·atanic iodine reaoticma 

A process that might VV1Y well explain the specific character of 

the deactivating property of iodine is the reaction: 

.,... 2I •••••• ~. (x:) 

Since iocline· may be dissociated into two normal atoms with 

absorption of " koal. (or 57 kcal. ::i.f one atom ts in the excited 

~,12 state, though this is perhaps unnecessary in the neighbouring 

magnetic field of an acetone molecule), then such a roaotion is 

conceivable for iodine but energetically improbable for acetone and 

oo2• The tesultant. molecule A •• woulcl possess some 58 koal. excess 
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energy; insutfioient for spontaneous decomposition into radicals, but 

en~ to enable a further reaction wi tb iod:ine atQIIS aooori.ing to au.cm :.. 

reactions as : 

+ 

I ....=, OH.f +- ca3co 

I ~ ca3 + oa3coi 

••••••• (y) 

....... (•) 
Suoh reactions would be exothermic to the extent of SCIDB 22 koal. 

if the atans produced in (x) are both nol'DIBl; if one is excited then 

(y) would be just energetically possible with the normal atan and· again 

22 kcal. exothermic with the excited atqm. 

A weak point of this in~rpreta,t;ion is the req1,1irement that A 'ftff 

should h$.ve a ver,y long ialf' life; otherwise its chazlces of collision 

with iodine atoms. would be negligible; though i.t is cwrtoult to 

assess iodine a tom concentrations in any given condi tiona. Assuming 

for the manant that sUch conditions are obtainabl~ in practice, then 

the net e:rtect of such a meehani$lll is the replacement of reaction (4) 

in the orig~ rne~ by reactions (y) and (z). This leads to 

the fo;:LlowiDg expres~ion fori Me I: 

.l 
t:Mei = 

l - {l + ~ } { }.+ ~(I) J Tf2T . . (';P) .. . •• • •••• D9 

where (I) is the iodine atom. conc_entration. 

The iodine atan mechanism involves so ~- :r:eaotions that it is 

difflcul t to obtain an expression for (I) which would e~ble an 

experimental test of D9. The fol.low:l.Dg approximation mar be 

considered: 
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Iodine atQos are foxmed by the reactions: 

,.. .. .,... 
12 -T 

All• 
i- 27 .a. A • • • • • • • ae· 

ca, + I2 .....,. OH3I .... I } 
CH3oo + I2 ~ ca3ooi + I 

. '..... p 

and are destroyed by the reactions : 

A ... I-'" I ~ I2 ... A .•...•• ¥ 

I ... A·"* ......... OB
3
I .... OB

3
co 

}· 
I + A •*' ~ cH_;OOI+ cu3 

........ i 

At the most, reactions & oan remove only halt the iodine ataos 

produoed by G( ; as a first approximation suCh S reactions will be 

neglected for purposes of estimatiDg (I) •. 

Balancing. ~ against c( , we obtain by a :f\u"ther approximation: 

(I) = Y!-lf1 --
.TAJ . 

where Ia = absorbed intensity 

~ 
Further, th:i.i'l clependenoe on (Ia) rema.ins,without the additional 

approximation. 

Altemativel,y~. if we make tho much more :i.mJ?robable· assumption. 

that· {J is the main source of iodine atOm. J»l'Od.Uction, we Qbtain: 

(I) = 

Substituting either of theae equations in D9 gi,ves an expression 

tor IKe I which is not iD aooord with the results. In particular there 

is no indication of ~ intensi~ dependence,in spite of a five fOld 

variation in Ia. If the meohanism is treated more tully by balancing 

a(. ,.. /J again~;Jt ) + ' the result is incapable or e:xperimental 

verification; but the general conclusion is that equation D9 will 
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eJIP1"8&B the results only if the ioaine atom concentration remains 

this oase cml3r, it reverts to the original equation Jl4.. It is most 

:i.m.Fobable that this requirement could be met in practice, in view of 

the complexity of the iodine atom mechanism. On the whole, the iodine 

atcm treatuent appears untenable. 

Etteot of visible ligpt on the pboto1tsis 

~_a qualitative test of the participation of iodine atoms in the 

meohanism, same experiments were performed in which these atCIDS were 

artificia~ introduced into the s.ystem during photo~sis1b.y irradiating 

it with visible light. The results, set out in table IX. (p. "'19 ), 

have established.the toll~ points: 

{a) That the visible irradiation in use -.as alone inoa.pa.ble of 

photochemical :.."aaotion, either an acetone .alone or in acetone iodine 

mixtures. No reaction can occur between iodine atoms and normal 

aoatone molecules. 

(b).!bat adQition of visible radiation to the ultrav~olet makes no 

appreciable difference to the results obtained on acetone &lone. 

(c) That the quantum yield of methyl iodide in the presence of. 

iodine showed a small but pro'babJ3 significant increase frOm .11 to JJ7 

when the photolysis was performed in the additional preseDCe of visible 

radiation. 

It is concluded that some species is formed during ultraviolet 

irradiation wil'f;b a half life sufficiently long to permit some degree 

of interaction with iodine a toms, in spite of their low conceptra tion. 

Unfortunately the result is essentialU" qualitative, tor it is 

extremely difficult to estimate the iodine atom cOliCentration 4urizJs 



ncmual oondi tiona and 1n the preseDOe of visible irradiation. It 

u-uul.U. be i;aken as eviiie.nce. in fa:vour of (c) above, but in essence it 

oDJ¥ shows the possibility of a tcmio iodine reacticms if their 

oonoentration is made sutticientq high, and the a.rgumOnts against (o) 

are too strong to be refuted by this ono_ result. 

It is by no means impossible to reconcile this result with the 

mechanism originally advanced, for iodine atoms may very well react 
t' . . 

with the AI camplex according to one or other of the ;reactions: 

AI* + I 

" n ca_,r + OH_,cor 

This would require that the AI **oc:mpJ.ex has a fa~.rly long half 
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life, and is therefore to a certain extent resistant ~o deactivation by 

acetone, but one can."iot be de:f'iQ.ite about such points in the absence of 

knowledge of iodine concentrations. It would be of sane interest to 

investigate the iodine atan effect more quantitatively, but such a 

stu~ would present considerable practical difficulties. 

Conclusions regarding the mechanism 

The above discussion makes no pretence of being exhaustive, 

doubtless there are other interpretations which would lead to the same 

kinetic equations. Nevertheless, the mechanism as advanced originally 

. appears to be the only one of those co,:lSidered which can reasonably 

explain all the evidence of the present investigat~_on; at the same 

tm.e it is not opposed to the resu~ts of _previous investigations,as 

it becomes effective o~ in the presence of iodine. The evidence for 

the existence of two excited entities of finite half life appears to 

be fairly oonolusive; it· one accepts this, then the proposed equation 
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D~ is not unduly o.om.Plicatea. ai,noe it involves only two rate 

coetf'ioients for each of the ezoi ted a taws• 

The precise nature of the 2nd state is not well established; it 
it 

~be an addition canple:x: of elementary iodine of the type AI2 rather 

il" than AI , but its subsequent reactions and kinetics would be entirely 

analagous to those discussed above. The evidence avai.lable is not 

adequate to decide between these two possibilities, thougll the fOllowing 

* considerations would perhaps :favour the AI oanple:x:: 

(1) The increase infMei in the presence of iodine ataos is more 

. ~ . . . . 
readily explained on the basis o:f a reaction With U th8.n wi tlJ.. A.I2 • 

(2) Babinowitch and Wood (71) have shown tbat recombination of 

iodine a tams by ternary process occurs With a remarkably high etfioency 

in the presence of benzene and other polYatomic molecules, This 

~uggests the existence of_ an intermediate add1 tion complex of the type 

-c6H6-I , with an appreciable half life. 

In view of ~ forego:I.JJg, it is concluded that the origiiJal 

mechanism offers the most reasonable interpretation of the results. 

(B) 
0 

The quantum Yields of methyl iodid& at ·2537 A 

Very little can be said on this subject since the results were 

so unsatisfactory. However they do sh~ a marked :l.ncrease in quantum 
0 

yields over those observed at 3130 A, and the radical quantum yield 

~ well ~e unity within experimental error. There seems no reason to 

doubt the conclusions of Gor.l.n and other workers that the primal'y 

process a.t this wavelength is a direct split into ~ioals. 

(0) Yields of uncondensed gases 

It has been shown that the yield of ethane is ne_gligible at both 

wavelengths, in tull agreement with earlier work by Gorin and by Benson 
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-
and Forbes. There can be no reasonable doubt that if metlv'l radicals 

d:~ ~ont~lnltE!_to th_!!_~~~~ ~~~~·'-'.9Dlb_~~~9n 1;.9_ t:_o~.e~ .is 

completely quenched in the presence of iodine .even at pressures as low 

as .Smm. in 200nJD. of acetone. 

Methane yields were not accurately estimated, but were found to be 

very low, in general less than the CO yields. Quantum yields ot 

residual gas atter removal of CO W8I'e in practically every instance 

less than .ol,and ~enerally less than .005 ,indicating thatfCHi;. is 

somewhat lower than this figap:e. 

If is assumed that methane arises sole~ tran the reaction: 

CHJ ~ co3cOCH3 _...,. CB4-+-CH2COOH3 

and meteyl iodide frOm the reaction: 

then we obtain: 

••••••• (10) 

....... (6) 

8.Dd if both reaotions have the same steric factor, this becanes 

(A) 

= 

where ~O and E6 refer to· the activation energies of their:mspective 

reactions. 

The experimental results· ehow that OH
3

I I OH4. is greater than 100 

when (A.)/(I2) = 200. 

= 7.4 kcal. 

The value of E:to is not lmown with any certainty. Allen (2) 

estimates it at 7.1 kcal; Dorfman and Noyes (16} a.eduoe a value ot 
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6.5 kcal. on rather &lbious assumptions, while Rice and Herzfeld. (51.) 

concluded that E6 is small and ·~ even be zero, in accord. with previous 

assumptions. 

It must be pointed out thlit the above calculation is relevant only 
.0 0 

to the results at 2537 A, tor the mechanism at 3130 A is such tbat 

-If 
mettwl iodide arises in part fran spontaneous clissociation of .AI , and 

does not necess~ proceed through inte~ediate free radical formation. 

Yields of carbon monoxide 

The yields of CO are of some interest in relation to the stability 

of· the acetyl radical. The following table summarises the results 

obtained on acetone: 
I 

ConditiOD:J co I em:,- I_. J co 
-· 

(a) 
0 

at 3130 A 

Acetone pressure 200mm. ..01 .oos .001 

u n 62 u .02 II .006 

II II l6.1t .04 li .019 

0 
(b) at 2537 A 

Aoe~one pressure 200mm. .17· > .u.. 
I 

II II 20" .28 ).14 

0 

At 3130 A there appears to be very little decomposition ot acetyl, 

but it is questionable to what extent the acetyl radical contributes to 
~ 

the mechanism. The AI can:plex may break down to meth1'1 iodide and 

acetyl, or acetyl iodide and meth1'1; furthermore any acetyl radicals 

so produced will not possess the same energy as those formed in the 

direct photolysis, and Will therefore decanpose to a different extent. 
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Nevertheless equation D4.. shoWs that at pressures of 200mm. near~ all 

the ~ thyl iQdid~- in.. J;h..Ft -rrnii.J~~~~~- -fi-C'!!l -!!!~-~1 r~d!eel~ --t"--c:-~e.- · .. 
by decomposition of the ini tial:cy excited molecule A • These DUst be 

aocanpanied by acetyl radicals identical with those produced in the 

direct photolysis, and results show that only 1%ot these radicals 

break down to CO and OH3• It was pointed out ori page ' that Noyes 

and Dorfman's estimates of this degree of' spontaneous decomposition 
tJ/ 0 

of acetyl prior to a:ny ·themal reaction place it _at 7 ,at 3130 A and 

•I o 
22/.oat 2537 A. The present work indicateS'. that these estimates are 

too high, but the wavelength dependence is nevertheless well established • 
.. 

The rise in CO/Mel with increase in pressure may be correlated 

with the following effects: 

(a) As the pressure is lowered, more acetyl radicals arise fran 

~ ·-·· . 
the AI - complex, with results whioh are d.ifficul t to assess, but which 

might well lead to a decrease in 00/Mei. 

(b) The effect could be_explained on the assumption of a 

heterogeneous decomposition of acetyl on the walls of the reaction 

vessel. 

(c) Most probably, tb,e result is concerned with ·a pressure. 

dependent deactivation of acetyl radicals. The treatment of No,yes 

and Dorfman assumes that a certain fraction "a" of these radicals 

decomposes before thermal equilibrium is attained, f'olJ,owed by a ~ 

thermal decomposition of the unexcited radicals. It would seem 

reasonable to represent _this scheme by the follOWing simplified 

mechanism, representing ·the acetyl radicals as originally formed by 



~ oa3 +co 

r -~ 

followed by the nomal thermal decamposi tion: 

OH 00 3 + M 

or, in the presence of iodine 

oa3+ oo 

..,. I 

(a) 

On this basis, the percentage of spontaneous decomposition of 

acetyl would be determined by a. _competition between (a) and (b), and 
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would therefore increase at low pressures, as observed in the present 

case. In other words, the traction "a" in Noyes and Dort'man's 

treatment should be dependent on pressure as well as ·wavelength, a 

conclusion which is surely quite reasonable. One :feels thatthis is 

a more probable explanation tban ("&) ,· for there is no a. priori reason 

to invo:k';e a wall reaction for the deoampositi~ of acetyl. 
0 . 

At 2537 A the ef:feot is very marked and may well explain the 

discrepancy between the very ~1 ~elcis of ·co reported by Gorin at 

1200mm. of acetone and those obtained by Benson and Forpes at 12om., 

where values of fCO of about •7 were obtai.Md in ~e presence of 

iodine. 

A similar effect was observed with metl\yl ethyl ketone; even at 
0 . 

3130 A the quantum yie_ld o:f CO rose from .0()4 at 90$1.. to .094. at 151ilm. 
. · · · h.rtor · (cl Q.bDue. 

Again this result is probably attributable to ine•eas~ ;pw.cl<rninaaee et 

(D) The photol:rsis of meth,.yl-ethyl ketone 
I • . . . . 

The quantum e:ff'iciency of radio~ product.ion, fR, has been shown 

on page $'9 to be given by: 
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IR .... tiMei - 100 

On this basis' the results of the final series of exper:lments on methyl 
0 

ethyl ketone at '1.30 A are summarized below: 

Pressure of ketone JEti j:MOI fOO &R 
-

90mm. .62 .Oit2 .0()4. .86 

15mn. .975 .094- ;094.. • 97 

It appears tbat the mechanism discussed above is not of much 

quantitative significance in this case, and activated molecules do not 

contribute to the mechanism to azurthing like the same extent. This 

conclusion is supp~ed by the fact that no fluorescence corresponding 

to that observed in acetone has been observed in methyl eteyl ketone, 

though Matheson and Zabor (44), and PaiJmanabahn (48), have observed 

the green fluorescence at low temperatures which is· cha.J'acterlstic 

of diacety-1. Further, Ells and Noyea (18) nave :found no discrete 
() 

structure in the absorption spectrum of this ketone at 31'0 A, again 

:i,.n contrast to acetone. 

Gorin reported the formation of propane from this ·ketone, even in 

the presence at iodine. No atteillpts a~ propane es.timatio~ have been 

made in this work, but since the CO yields at high pressures were less 

than 1% of the alkyl iodide yields,any prima.ry reaction of the type 

would appear to be negligible. 

The primar;y' processes may then be represented by the reactions: 

OH,oooi15 
h, OH,oooil5 

.. 
~ 

.. _,;t;f oa,+o2!f5oo •••• (a) 
ca,ooo~5 'a 

OiJ5+0H3oo 
•••• (b) 



It is necessary to invoke the initial :f'orillation ot an activated 

account for the .slight drop in §R with increase in ketone pressure; 

but the half life of this entity is IJlU¢1 lower than that formed trom 

acetone, and its inclusion in the mechariism is only of minor importance. 

In view of this it is reasonable to t:rea t the yields of iodide as 

derived solely from radicals. On this basis the results indicate that 
. 0 

reaction (b) predaninates over (a) in the ratio of 20: 1 at 3130 A , and 
0 

very approximately 2.6 : 1 at 2537 A. · 

Stability of the propionyl radical 

The ratio of 00/Mei in the products, ave:rages 1/10 in all series 
0 

of expe~nts at pressures above 50mm. , and at 3130 A. Since. any 

met~l radicals arising from decomposition of acet,yl would be 

accaDpBDied by an equivalent quantity of 00, it is conclUded that most 

of the MBI yield ar.l.ses from· methyl radicals prOduced in reaction (a). 

These again must be acccmpanied by au equivalent quantity of propio!\Vl, 

and it is concluded that this radical is not as"unstable as has been 

frequently assumed, since under the above conditions its decomposition 

into ethyl and CO cannot have exceeded 10Z. As with acetyl the extent 

of this decomposition is dependent on the wavelength of the light used 

in its production, temperature, and also pressure. 
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These inVestigatiOn& oaV& been directed to the elucidation of the 

mechanism of the photochemical deco.tnpo~Ji tion of acetone and mettwl

eteyl ketone. Previous work in this field indicates that the 

mechanism proceeds mainly via the formation of free radicals; in this 

work an attempt has been made to determine the primary yield of such 

radicals by canbining them with iodine, after the method of Gorin. 

The method has been improved in sensitivity by the use of a radioactive 

tn.oer teclmique, eD&bling the separat19n and measurement of smaller 

yields than has been possible hitherto. The method consists in 

performing the photolysis_in the presence of radioactive iodine vapour; 

the products so formed may be diluted with separable quantities of 

inactive Oarriera:J, and ultimately sep~ate~ and estimated by means of 

their activity. 
0 

The results obtained at 3130 A show tb~t the qtumtum yield of 

m.e~l iodide in the acetone photol.ysi!'l is very much lower than unity; 

it is dependent on the pressure of acetone and iodine while all ncmnal. 

gaseous products are practically absent. It appears that the prima.ey 

process at this wavelensth is the for.mation of an activated moleCUle 

which normally breaks down to :free radicals. The function of iodine 

in the. system has been interpreted on a :twofold basis; firstly it 

combines quantitatively with a.n_y radicals, as Gorin has _shown, and 

secan~ it possesses the remarkably specific propert,y of deactivating 

the excited moleoul.e. From the pressures at which this deactivation 
. -8 ., 

becomes effective, a half life of at least 10 sec. has been deduced 

for the exoi ted molecule, a value which is in agreement with certain 

results of fluorescence studies. Nevertheless pressures of 20Qmm. of 

-. 
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acetcme or C02 cause no appreciable deactivation in the direct 

shown. 

A mechanism has been advanced to account for the specific nature 

of' this deactivation, and it has been shown to be in quantitive 

agreement with the observations. 
0 

In methyl-ethyl ketone at 3130 A, the quantum ;Yield of radicals is 

shown to .be nearly unity and only slightly dependent on pressure. It 

is interred that the h!\].f life of the activated molecules formed in this . . 

ketone is much smaller, and the net e:f'f'eot is that the primary process 

is very largely a split into tree radicals. Two su.oh modes of' radical 

:fomation are possible, 'their relative preik?tJ1.1nance has been deduced 

f'rom the ratio of me't1\Yl. iodide. to ethyl iodide in the. products. 
0 

Some experiments were carried out at 2537 A, but the results were 

not very conclusive as regards absolute values of quantum yields, 

owing probably to the presence of l:llinuto traces of mercury vapour. 

Nevertheless the yield of metbjyl iodide is markedly increased at this 

wavelength, and it is indicated that the _primary radical quantum yield 

ma.y .be unity. 

The yields of carbon monoxide in the presence of' iodine have been 

considered fran the point of view of stability of' the acetyl and 

propio~l radical., It is concluded that when these radicals are 
0 

produced with 3130 A irradiation they do not d.eccmpose significantly 

into alkyl radicals and CO, at 100° in the presence of' iodine. The 
0 

extent of this decomposition increases markedly at 2537 A as has been 

inferred :fran preVious investigations, and also increases at low 

pressures, a result which implies that the radicals as originally 
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f~d are normally deactivated to t~rmal energies by a pressure 

The general canolusion from these investigations is that the normal 

photochemical mechanism proceeds exclusively by processes whiQh involve 

the :formation o:f :free rlid:icals. Such radicals are produced directly 
0 0 

upon absorption. of 2537 A irradiation, but at 3130· A they a~qe from 

the spontaneous decomposition of an activated ~ecule. The existence 

ot this activated molecule uq be inferred fran its reaction with 

iodine, but iil appe~s . to be essentially resistant. to d.eaotivation by 

acetone except at high pressures and low temperatures. Accordingly, 

it would seem that for all practical purposes the net result in the 

absence of iodine is the formation of radicals with a quantwn yield of 

unity. 
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